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INTRODUCTION

This document was originally prepared in Spanish by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in Colombia, as an updated version of the Manual on “Risk of Money Laundering through Financial Instruments” and is being used as part of the training course on “Specialized Financial Internships against Money Laundering and the Financing of Terrorism”.

This Manual, which is also available in English, has become a reference tool for actors of the anti-money laundering system in different Latin American and Caribbean countries.

This second version seeks to consolidate the dialogue between the public (law enforcement authorities) and private (reporting entities/financial sector and non-reporting entities/real sector), in order to contribute to a better understanding of the financial and commercial instruments used in money laundering (ML) and the financing of terrorism (FT).

This document is also used by the Responsible and Secure Business Program¹ to encourage companies to integrate money laundering measures within their business management models. For this reason, it version contains updated versions of the chapters related to commercial instruments, such as: prepaid cards, invoices, promissory notes, and warrants. The two versions of this document can be viewed at: www.negociosresponsablesyseguros.org.

Another objective of this document is to provide in-depth information on financial instruments, including new chapters on loans and credit cards. It also includes information on financial instruments available through electronic banking, such as: Internet, Automated Teller Machines, operations through Automated Clearing House (ACH), Interactive Voice Response Service or Audio Response (IVR), and Point of Sale (POS).

An additional chapter is included on the financing of terrorism, in overview of its relation to other criminal phenomena, particularly money laundering, and the interest of the international community on the consequences of this criminal activity.

¹ Responsible and Secure Business is a public-private partnership to prevent money laundering and the financing of terrorism.
This document was made possible thanks to the work of Ms. Mónica Jiménez (former UNODC Financial Expert) and Ms. Monica Mendoza (UNODC AML Expert) with the technical support of Mr. Luis Bernardo Quevedo Quintero (Director of the Unit for Control of Bank Compliance of Bogota), Mr. Kristian Hölge (UNODC former Regional Advisor for Latin America and the Caribbean), Mr. David Alamos (UNODC TPB Expert), Mr. Carlos Mario Serna (Skoll & Serna Consultant), Mr. Luis Eduardo Daza Giraldo (Consultant and main author of the first version), and Professor Isidoro Blanco (University of Alicante).

This version also received technical support from the following associations: the Compliance Officers Committee of the Fiduciary Association (Asofiduciarias), the Compliance Officers Committee of the Insurers Federation of Colombia (Fasecolda), and the Compliance Officers Committee of the Colombian Federation of Leasing Companies (Fedeleasing).

We would like also to thank the Embassy of the United State in Colombia, which provided the translation, and the experts that helped in the reviewing of the English version of the manual: Ms. Jennifer Bramlette (UNODC Expert Adviser of the Global against Money Laundering Proceeds of Crime and the Financing of Terrorism - GPML), Mr. Chris Batt (UNODC AML/CFT Advisor), Bernie Crossey (UNODC Expert Consultant) and Alice Beccaro (UNODC Programme Coordinator).

Using the same methodology as the first version, this manual contains a brief description of the financial or commercial instruments, illustrative documents, warning signs (878 in total), and related typologies, thus constituting a research tool that can be used in real life cases.

Finally, this document is merely an illustrative tool and, therefore, does not include or assume to include all the warning signs that may arise in relation to the financial and commercial instruments mentioned herein.

Any individuals or institutions interested in knowing more about the work of UNODC or who wish to comment on this document may contact us via e-mail.
PART I

KNOWN FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
1. CHECKING ACCOUNT

A checking account is a financial product, typical of commercial banks. Checking accounts are usually opened in local currency; nevertheless, in some countries they can be opened in foreign currency, most often in United States Dollars.

1.1 Description

A checking account is a contract through which an individual or a company, known as the account holder, deposits, withdraws or consigns money to a bank in order to make use of the balance. The account holder, or owner of the checking account, may dispose of the money in the account either partially or in full by writing checks or through other instruments provided by the bank, such as debit cards.

The bank gives the checking account holder a checkbook. The checking account holder, or drawer, writes checks when he/she needs to make a payment to a third party or withdraw cash. The checks then become payment orders for the bank, payable to the beneficiary of the check.

In general, deposits to the checking account are made either in cash or through checks, local and international transfers received, interest and other deposits or credit notes.

Withdrawals or charges to the checking account are generally made by checks cashed or cleared\(^2\), ordering of local or international wire transfers, cash withdrawals through automated teller machines, cash withdrawals through the use of a debit card, charges for the purchase of cashier’s checks\(^3\), charges for services or purchases paid debit cards in commercial establishments, charges for electronic transactions (payment of public services, loans, credit cards) commissions or other debit notes.

---

\(^2\) The process that a bank carries out to collect from another party checks deposited in its clients’ checking accounts. This process is known as clearing.

\(^3\) A check drawn by a bank on its own funds (the drawer is the same bank that issues the check), which is purchased by the client.
Many people find it safer to tender or write a check than to carry cash to pay bills. Moreover, it is more convenient when making purchases or payments to third parties to use a debit card or withdraw cash from automated tellers than to order transfers or money orders.

The bank is responsible for handling and managing the money in the checking account, offering immediate availability, even when the amount surpasses availability; that is, through a temporary overdraft quota available in those cases when the payment is greater than the checking account balance.

Some banks offer electronic transaction and information services, through which one can consult the checking account balance and make payments, electronic wire transfers or transfers between the same holder’s accounts. Some banks also offer liquid interest rates on the daily balance or average in the checking account. Is it worth mentioning that some Banks, notably in the UK and Europe, are moving away from issuing and using check books in favor of electronic transacting.

1.2 Documents of interest

The documents that identify the operations and features of a checking account are: the application to open an account, the form for recording authorized signatures, and the bank statements or extracts, deposit slips, checks and transfers.

1.2.1 Application to open an account

The application to open an account contains information on the account holder, whether a natural person or legal entity.

This document, together with others required by the bank (e.g. copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce certificates or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns), are requested primarily to enable banks to comply with their legal obligations, establish aspects such as identification, location, economic activity, income and expenditures, assets, liabilities and capital, commercial or personal references, and the account holder’s main clients or suppliers.

Bearing in mind the degree of technological progress in some banks, it is possible for client applications to be processed through direct, electronic means (not necessarily hard copy). However, the client details and information previously mentioned can be uploaded to the application.
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the financial relationships of the checking account holder, location and economic activity, among others.
1.2.1.1 **Warning signs during opening and management of checking account**

1. Opening of several checking accounts under one or more names, all having the same person authorized to sign checks.
2. Opening of company checking accounts with common partners, managers, administrators or legal representatives.
3. Consecutive opening of several accounts under different names but by people with similar characteristics (age, economic activity, location, family relationship) who apparently do not know each other.
4. Refusal to fully complete the paperwork to open the checking account, or attempt to bribe or threaten bank officers for this same purpose or to get the bank officer to accept partial or false information.
5. Natural persons or legal entities showing financial solvency although they have problems providing information regarding commercial references or obtaining a co-signer or guarantor when filling out the application form for a checking account.
6. Persons who at the time of opening the checking account record the address and/or telephone number of other individuals, without any apparent relationship with them.
7. Persons who frequently change their personal information, such as address, telephone number, occupation, with no apparent justification.
8. Persons who deliberately fill out the application forms required to open an account with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.
9. Persons applying to open a checking account that appear to be nervous or reluctant when asked to provide proper identification or fill out the application forms to open a checking account.
10. Persons applying to open a checking account that appear to be nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked to provide the information required to fill out the application forms to open a checking account.
11. Persons opening a checking account at a bank branch, with no apparent justification, whose location is different or far away from where the client carries out his/her business or economic activity. If the client in question is a natural person (individual) on salary, when there is no logical relationship between the bank location and the employer’s location or the client’s place of residence.
12. Checking account applicants who by virtue of age, experience or economic activity have no prior record regarding financial products in the sector and cannot account for such when requested.

13. Checking account applicants who are named in national or international lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished civil servants, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

14. Checking account applicants who demand to deal with or who show a marked preference for dealing with a specific bank account executive, manager or official.

15. Checking account holders who refuse to justify a transaction or update the basic information provided at the time the application was submitted to the bank.

16. Checking account holders who ask to be exempted from supplying or confirming certain information on the grounds that they have been recommended by another of the bank’s clients or by another banking institution.

17. Persons or entities that frequently, and without justification, close and then open new checking accounts at the same bank or at others in the same location.

18. Checking account applicant who has been classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP) and attempts to avoid the full and diligent completion of application forms or does not adequately justify the origin of the money associated to his/her person.

### 1.2.2 Recording of authorized signatures

The form used to record signatures provides information on the people authorized to manage the checking account. This information generally includes name, identification number, fingerprint, and level of authorization.

---

4 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebcid/dno/Consulta.aspx).

5 Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the “Clinton List”), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).

6 In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
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(the level of independence granted by the account holder for managing the account, pursuant to the instructions given).

Image No. 2.
Record of authorized signatures

This document is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the financial relationship between the persons authorized to manage the checking account and the checking account holder.

1.2.2.1 Warning signs during the recording of authorized signatures for checking account

1. Persons authorized for the financial management of the checking account when there is no direct association or apparent justification for their relationship to the account holder.
2. A person who is authorized to sign and manage numerous checking accounts simultaneously for different individuals or companies, with no clear justification for doing so.

3. A person who has been authorized to sign and manage one or several checking accounts who has an inconsistent or improper relationship with the account holder, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

4. Persons listed as, or who seek to be registered as, authorized to manage one or more checking accounts, and who are named in national lists or international lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

5. Persons considered being Politically Exposed Persons (PEP9) who are authorized, or attempt to secure authorization, to manage one or more checking accounts for third parties, with no clear association or justification.

1.2.3 Account statement

An account statement is a periodic report of the credit and debit transactions involving a checking account. The detailed statement lists all transactions in chronological order and provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.

The information contained in a checking account statement serves to establish, on a monthly basis, the number and type of transactions that increase (origin or sources) the amount of money available, in addition to the number and type of operations that reduce (destination or uses of) the balance available.

---

Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/1) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the “Clinton List”), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).

In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf.
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin and destination of the money in a checking account and the various ways in which funds are transferred. It can also go to showing life style, prove or disprove alibi, and identify associates.

1.2.3.1 Warning signs for the monthly checking account statement

1. Cash credit and debit transfers and operations indicating fractioning\(^{10}\) that approach the established limits and controls.

2. Checking accounts that initially register transactions in low sums of money but that soon increase to large sums of money.

3. Carrying out multiple cash operations at the same branch or at other branches in the same or different cities with no apparent justification or link to the checking account holder’s economic activity.

---

\(^{10}\) Money laundering typology that consists in carrying out multiple operations, generally in amounts lower than but approaching the limit established for the control of cash transactions. This modality has been identified on numerous occasions in the regional GAFISUD typologies document (http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf).
4. Checking accounts that register multiple transfers, both in number or in value, to other cities or countries and addressed to various beneficiaries or operations in quantities or value that are not consistent with the account holder’s economic activity.

5. Checking account holders who suddenly change the type of transactions they customarily use and the manner in which they receive or transfer money.

6. Large sums of money that are withdrawn from the checking account immediately or over a very short period of time.

7. Inactive checking accounts that suddenly receive one or more deposits, followed by multiple cash withdrawals, until the balance is depleted.

8. Checking accounts that register only deposits over a period of time, which then reach a very large balance, and the balance is suddenly withdrawn in one day or over a very short period of time.

9. Checking accounts that handle large sums of money, in which transactions are primarily undertaken through electronic transfers or the use of automated tellers.

1.2.4 Deposits

Deposit slips for checking accounts generally contain information on the date, amount, type of operation (cash or check), bank office where the operation takes place, depositor, and a minimum of information, perhaps telephone number, on the depositor.

(Source: Study findings)
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin of the money in a checking account and some characteristics of the depositors of the funds.

### 1.2.4.1 Warning signs for deposits to checking accounts

1. Deposits through different bank branches of the same city or country, on the same day, in which the depositor (an apparent client of the checking account holder) has no business or agencies.

2. Cash deposits that indicate possible fractioning\(^{11}\), because the amount is lower than and approaching the established control limit, made at different bank branches on the same day or consecutively over a few days.

3. Deposits of large sums of money into checking accounts that have been or are inactive.

4. Deposits made by natural persons to a checking account whose holder is a legal entity with no business relations with said depositors.

5. Simultaneous deposits by one same person to several checking accounts held by different companies within the same “financial group”.

6. Frequent cash deposits of large sums of money to a company checking account whose commercial activity is not associated with or is not consistent with this type of operation.

7. Frequent deposits of large sums of cash, wrapped in paper bands provided by other banks, with no apparent justification.

8. Frequent cash deposits of rounded amounts of money, made with high or low denomination bills, even when the economic activity of the checking account holder does not involve sales in money of this kind.

### 1.2.5 Checks

Checks written on and paid by a checking account contain information on the date, amount, type of payment (cash or through another bank), branch where the operation took place, initial beneficiary, end beneficiary, identification and, in some cases, the telephone numbers of the beneficiaries.

---

\(^{11}\) Some typologies and operations related to this modality can be consulted at [http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf](http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf) or [http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/](http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/)
A check can also have additional account numbers/details on the reverse in relation to where the payment is intended (for example a credit card account the payee/customer is paying off) and can also bear the initials of the Bank employee who processed the check, useful if law enforcement need a potential witness.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the destination of the money in a checking account and some of the characteristics of the initial and end beneficiaries of the funds.

1.2.5.1 Warning signs for checks written against a checking account

1. Checks payable to different people for similar amounts, ultimately cashed by one single person.

2. Checks written in amounts lower than the established control limit and paid in cash.

3. Checks payable to the same beneficiary on the same day.

4. Checks written by a company for large sums of money that are paid in cash to the manager or employees of the same company.

5. Checks payable to different people that are paid in cash to other people whose handwriting is similar to that on the endorsement.

6. Checks paid in cash, endorsed so illegibly that it is not possible to verify the identity of the end beneficiary.
Risk of Money Laundering through Financial and Commercial Instruments

7. Checks payable to an individual but paid to or deposited in the account of another individual with a similar name.

8. Checks payable to beneficiaries considered Politically Exposed Persons (PEP\textsuperscript{12}), with no clear or justified association.

9. Checks paid bearing symbols, seals or annotations (such as initials) on either the front or the back of the checks.

1.2.6 Transfers

Local or international transfers from or to a checking account contain information such as date, amount, remitter, beneficiary, intermediary banks or participants and, in some cases, additional information on addresses and telephone numbers.

![Image No. 6.](source: Study findings)

In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin or destination of money going into or coming from a checking account and some information regarding the people involved in the transfer of funds.

### 1.2.6.1 Warning signs for transfer from or to a checking account

1. Checking account that registers multiple local or international transfers for large sums of money, to different cities or countries, when the account holder has no known clients or business in those locations that might justify said operations.

2. Effecting local or international transfers to localities other than and distant from the business headquarters of the checking account holder.

3. Checking account that receives international transfers for goods exported to countries other than the country of origin of the transaction.

4. Checking account that orders international transfers for imports to countries other than the destination country of the transaction.
5. International transfers from or to a checking account in large sums of money, bearing instructions to be paid in cash only.

6. Local transfers in the name of one same person or on behalf of third parties in large quantities that indicate fractioning; that is, amounts just below the established control limit for cash transactions.

7. Electronic transfers received in a checking account or ordered from one in which the money is immediately or very shortly thereafter withdrawn, through checks written out to third parties, automated tellers or transfers to other beneficiaries.

8. Checking account that receives many local transfers of small amounts of money that are immediately transferred to another account in another city unrelated to the account holder’s economic activity.

9. Local or international transfers to beneficiaries considered Politically Exposed Persons (PEP), with no clear or justified association.

10. Transactions that do not make commercial sense i.e incurring excessive fee charges for the movement of funds.

### 1.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH CHECKING ACCOUNTS

The checking account is a financial instrument that can pose a very high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of checking account operations, the information on and behavior of the checking account holder and the results obtained from analyses of the aforementioned documents may coincide with some of the money laundering typologies identified in the regional GAFISUD document.

According to this document, a checking account may be used in such typologies as fictitious export of services, import-export of fictitious goods, fictitious foreign investment in a local company, international foreign currency trading (arbitrage) through the transportation of money obtained illicitly, exploitation of insurance company products, trade in products in differentiated markets, or companies created to swindle people through the pyramid scheme.

---

2. SAVINGS ACCOUNT

A savings account is a financial product offered by commercial banks and some other financial institutions. Savings accounts are usually held in local currency, though in some countries they can be opened in foreign currency, most commonly United States Dollars.

2.1 DESCRIPTION

A savings account is a contract by means of which a natural person or legal entity, known as the savings account holder, or saver, delivers, orders or deposits sums of money to a financial entity in order to make use of the balance. The savings account holder may partially or fully withdraw money either through a passbook (cash or check), a debit card at the financial institution or at automated teller machines, and make purchases with a debit card at commercial establishments.

The bank or financial institution gives the savings account holder a passbook to record deposits and withdrawals and/or a debit card for electronic transactions. The savings account holder, or saver, fills out the passbook when making a deposit or withdrawal.

Generally speaking, deposits to savings accounts come from either cash or check deposits, local or international transfers, interest and other deposits or credit notes.

Withdrawals or charges to the savings account are generally effected through withdrawal slips through cash or check used at the office of the financial entity, withdrawals in cash or check through the use of the debit card, cash withdrawals through automated teller machines, local or international wire transfers, charges for the purchase of cashier checks\(^{14}\), charges for services or purchases made with the debit card in commercial establishments, charges for electronic transactions (public utilities, loans, credit cards) commissions or other debit notes.

The financial entity is in charge of the administration and management of the saving account holder’s money, making it immediately available up to the balance of the account.

Some of these financial entities offer electronic transaction and information services which the holder can use to consult the account balance and make payments, electronic wire transfers or transfers between accounts held by the

\(^{14}\) A check drawn by a bank on its own funds and purchased by the client.
same holder. Similarly, others offer liquid interest rates on the daily balance or average in the savings account.

2.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

Documents that identify the operations and characteristics of a savings account (similar to those of a checking account) include: the application form for opening an account, the recording of signatures, account statement or bank summary, deposit slips, withdrawal slips and transfer forms.

2.2.1 Application for opening a savings account

The application form for opening a savings account contains information on the applicant, whether this is a natural person or legal entity.

This document, together with others required by the bank (e.g. copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce certificates or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns), are requested primarily to enable banks to comply with their legal obligations, establish aspects such as identification, location, economic activity, income and expenditures, assets, liabilities and capital, commercial or personal references, and the account holder’s main clients or suppliers.

Given their technological advances, some banking institutions may be able to process their client’s applications by capturing data electronically and directly (not necessarily on paper). However, they can still obtain the customer information mentioned above.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the financial relationships of the savings account holder, location and economic activity, among others.

2.2.1.1 Warning signs during opening and management of savings account

1. Opening of several checking accounts under one or more names, all with the same person authorized to manage the account.

2. Opening of several savings accounts for different companies that have common partners, managers, administrators or legal representatives or authorized signatures.
3. Consecutive opening of several savings accounts under different names of people with similar characteristics (age, economic activity, location, family relationship), but who do not appear to know each other.

4. Consecutive opening of several savings accounts with the same initial amount, in the names of different people who apparently do not know each other.

5. Consecutive opening of several savings accounts in the name of different people to whom the financial institution gives debit cards for the account to the same person or that are used to carry out simultaneous transactions.

6. Refusal to fully fill out the paperwork to open the savings account, or attempt to bribe or threaten bank officers for this same purpose or to get the bank officer to accept partial or false information.

7. Natural persons or legal entities showing financial solvency although they have problems providing information on commercial references or obtaining a co-signer when filling out the application form for a savings account.

8. Persons who at the time of opening the savings account record the address and/or telephone number of other individuals with whom they appear to have no apparent relationship.

9. Persons who frequently change their personal information, such as address, telephone number, occupation, with no apparent justification.

10. Persons who deliberately fill out the application forms required to open an account with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

11. Persons applying to open a checking account that appear to be nervous or reluctant when asked to provide proper identification or fill out the application forms to open a savings account.

12. Persons applying to open a checking account that appear to be nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked to provide the information required to fill out the application forms to open a savings account.

13. Persons opening a savings account at a bank branch, with no apparent justification, whose location is different or far away from where the client carries out his/her business or economic activity. If the client in question is a natural person (individual) on salary, when there is no logical relationship between the bank location and the employer’s location or the client’s place of residence.
14. Savings account applicants who by virtue of age, experience or economic activity have no prior record regarding financial products in the sector and cannot account for such when requested.

15. Savings account applicants who are designated on national or international lists as being terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished civil servants, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

16. Savings account applicants who demand to deal with or who show a marked preference for dealing with a specific bank account executive, manager or official.

17. Savings account holders who refuse to justify a transaction or update the basic information provided at the time the application was submitted to the bank.

18. Savings account holders who ask to be exempted from supplying or confirming certain information on the grounds that they have been recommended by another of the bank’s clients or by another banking institution.

19. Persons or entities that frequently, and without justification, close and then open new savings accounts at the same bank or at others in the same location.

20. Savings account applicant who has been classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP) and attempts to avoid the full and diligent completion of application forms or does not adequately justify the origin of the money associated to his/her person.

2.2.2 The recording of authorized signatures

The form used to record signatures provides information on the people authorized to manage the savings account. This information generally includes name, identification, fingerprint, supplied level of authorization (the level of

---

15 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.asp).

16 Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the “Clinton List”), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).

17 In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
independence granted by the account holder for managing the account, pursuant to the instructions given).
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Recording of authorized signatures

(Source: Study findings)

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the relationship between the persons authorized to manage the savings account and the savings account holder.

2.2.2.1 Warning signs for the recording of authorized signatures for savings accounts

1. Persons authorized for the financial management of the savings account when there is no direct association or apparent justification for their relationship to the account holder.

2. A given person who is authorized to sign and manage numerous savings accounts simultaneously for different individuals or companies, with no clear justification for doing so.

3. A given person who has been authorized to sign and manage one or several savings accounts who has an inconsistent or improper relationship with the account holder, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.
4. Persons listed as, or who seek to be registered as, authorized to manage one or more checking accounts, and who are named in national\(^{18}\) or international\(^{19}\) lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

5. Persons considered being Politically Exposed Persons (PEP\(^{20}\)) who are authorized, or attempt to secure authorization, to manage one or more savings accounts for third parties, with no clear association or justification.

### 2.2.3 Account statement

An account statement is the periodic report of the credit and debit transactions of a savings account. In some cases the statement is quarterly and in others monthly.

The bank prepares a detailed monthly statement of all transactions pertaining to the savings account order and provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.

The information contained in a savings account statement suffices to establish on a monthly basis the number and type of transactions that increase (origin or source) the amount of money available and, at the same time, the number and type of operations that reduce (destination or use of) the savings account balance.

---

18 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

19 Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdni/) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the "Clinton List"), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).

20 In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf.
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin and destination of money in a savings account and the various manners in which funds are transferred.
2.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding the savings account statement

1. Cash credit and debit transfers and operations indicating fractioning\(^{21}\) that approach the established limits and controls.

2. Savings accounts that initially register transactions in low sums of money but that soon increase to large sums of money.

3. Savings accounts that register simultaneous debit and credit operations (same date, branch, city, teller) for equal or similar amounts, with no apparent justification.

4. Carrying out multiple cash operations at the same branch or at other branches in the same or different cities with no apparent justification or relation to the checking account holder’s economic activity.

5. Savings accounts that register multiple transfers, both in number or in value, to other cities or countries and addressed to various beneficiaries or operations in quantities or value that are not consistent with the account holder’s economic activity.

6. Savings account holders who suddenly change the type of transactions they customarily use and the manner in which they receive or transfer money.

7. Large sums of money that are deposited, primarily in cash, and that are withdrawn from the savings account immediately or over a very short period of time.

8. Inactive savings accounts that suddenly receive one or more deposits, followed by multiple cash withdrawals until the balance is depleted.

9. Savings accounts that register only deposits over a period of time, which then reach a considerable balance, and the balance is suddenly withdrawn in one day or over a very short period of time.

10. Savings accounts that handle large sums of money, in which transactions are primarily undertaken through electronic transfers or the use of automated tellers.

2.2.4 Deposits

Deposit slips for savings accounts generally contain information on the date, amount, type of operation (cash or check), bank office where the operation

\(^{21}\) Money laundering typology that consists in carrying out multiple operations, generally in amounts lower than but approaching the limit established for the control of cash transactions. This modality has been identified on numerous occasions in the regional GAFISUD typologies document (http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf).
takes place, depositor, and a minimum of information, perhaps telephone number, on the depositor.

These deposit slips are very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the origin and destination of money in a savings account and some features regarding the depositors of the funds.

2.2.4.1 Warning signs regarding deposits to savings accounts

1. Deposits through different bank branches of the same city or country, on the same day, in equal or similar amounts, in which the depositor (an apparent client of the savings account holder) has no business or agencies.

2. Cash deposits that indicate possible fractioning\(^{22}\), because the amount is lower than and approaching the established control limit, made at different bank branches on the same day or consecutively over a few days.

3. Deposits of large amounts of money into checking accounts that have been or are inactive.

4. Deposits made by natural persons to a savings account whose holder is a legal entity with no business relations with said depositors.

5. Simultaneous deposits by one same person to several savings accounts held by different companies within the same “financial group”.

\(^{22}\) Some typologies and operations related to this modality can be consulted at [http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf](http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf) or [http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/](http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/)
6. Frequent cash deposits of large sums of money to a company savings account whose commercial activity is not associated with or is not consistent with this type of operation.

7. Frequent deposits of large sums of cash, wrapped in paper bands provided by other banks, with no apparent justification.

8. Frequent cash deposits of rounded amounts of money, made with high or low denomination bills, even when the economic activity of the savings account holder does not involve sales in money of this kind.

2.2.5 Savings account withdrawal slips

Savings account withdrawal slips contain information on the date, amount, type of payment (cash or check), branch office where the operation took place, beneficiary of the check requested, identification of the account holder, or beneficiary of the check requested and, on occasion, the telephone numbers of said beneficiaries.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the destination of the money in a savings account and some of the characteristics of the initial beneficiaries of the funds.
2.2.5.1 Warning signs regarding savings account withdrawal slips

1. Withdrawal slips for cash withdrawals by the savings account holder, made on the same day or within a very short period of time, the amounts of which are lower than but approaching the control limit established for cash transactions.

2. Withdrawal slips for checks written by the savings account holder, for the same or similar amounts, payable to different people, though ultimately cashed by one single person.

3. Withdrawal slips for checks, written by the savings account holder, in amounts lower than but approaching the established control limit, payable to different people, though ultimately paid in cash.

4. Multiple withdrawal slips for checks, written by the savings account holder, payable to the same beneficiary either on the same day or within a very short period of time, with no apparent justification.

5. Withdrawal slips for checks, where the savings account holder is a company, for large sums of money that are paid in cash by the manager or other officers of the same financial institution.

6. Withdrawal slips for checks written by the savings account holder, drawn in favor of different persons, that are deposited and cleared or paid in cash to other people whose handwriting is similar to that on the endorsement.

7. Withdrawal slips for checks written by the savings account holder so illegibly endorsed that it is not possible to identify the end beneficiary, and collected in cash.

8. Withdrawal slips for checks written by the savings account holder, payable to an individual but paid to or deposited in the account of another individual with a similar name.

9. Withdrawal slips for checks written by the savings account holder, later paid by the financial institution, bearing symbols, seals or annotations (such as initials) either on the front or the back of said checks.

10. Withdrawal slips for checks payable to beneficiaries considered to be Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs\(^{23}\)), written by the savings account holder, although there is no clear or justified relationship to the beneficiaries.

---

\(^{23}\) In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
2.2.6 Transfers

Local or international transfers from or to a savings account contain information on the date, amount, the originator, the beneficiary, intermediary banking institutions or participants and, in some cases, additional information such as addresses or telephone numbers.

Image No. 12. Transfers

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin or destination of money going from or to a savings account and some characteristics of the people involved in the transfer of funds.

2.2.6.1 Warning signs regarding local and international transfers to or from a savings account

1. Savings accounts that register multiple local and international transfers of large sums of money to different cities or countries, when the account holder has no clients or business in said locations that might justify said operations.

2. Local or international transfers to locations other than or distant from the business headquarters of the savings account holder.

3. Savings account that receives international transfers for exports to countries other than the one where the transaction originated.

4. Savings account from which international transfers are ordered for imports from countries other than the one where the transaction originated.
5. International transfers from or to a savings account of large sums of money, bearing instructions to pay in cash only.

6. Local transfers from or to a savings account payable to the same person or to several persons, in amounts that show evidence of fractioning; that is, amounts lower than, though approaching, established control limits for cash transactions.

7. Electronic transfers received by or ordered from a savings account, from which the money is withdrawn immediately, or very shortly thereafter, through automated teller machines.

8. Savings account that receives many local transfers of small amounts of money, which are immediately transferred to another account in another city that is not consistent with the account holder’s economic activity, with no apparent justification.

9. Savings account through which many local or international transfers are sent or received, payable to beneficiaries considered to be Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs\textsuperscript{24}), with no clear or justified relationship.

2.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

A savings account, just as a checking account, are financial instruments that can pose a very high risk of money laundering given the ease with which it can be opened and operated.

The nature of the account holder’s operations, information and behavior, together with the results of analysis of the aforementioned documents, could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies mentioned in the regional GAFISUD document\textsuperscript{25}.

According to this document, a savings account could be used in identified typologies such as the fictitious exportation of services, the fictitious export or import of goods, fictitious foreign investment in a local company, international currency trading (arbitrage) through the transportation of unlawful money, the use of insurance company products, trading products with differential markets.

\textsuperscript{24} In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country; for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf

\textsuperscript{25} See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
or through a company created to embezzle third parties through a pyramid scheme.

3. CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT

A Certificate of Deposit (CD) or Time Certificate of Deposit (TCD) is a financial investment product, generally short-term, offered by commercial banks and other financial institutions. CDs are normally in local currency, but in some countries they can be set up in foreign currency, generally in United States Dollars.

3.1 DESCRIPTION

A Certificate of Deposit (CD) is a time deposit that produces interest. This time deposit is issued by a bank or other financial institution when the client delivers a sum of money to the bank for the purpose of accruing interest over a predetermined period of time.

CDs are usually established for 30, 60, 90, 180 or 360-day periods. Nevertheless, some countries offer some savings instruments with terms of less than one month or more than one year in duration.

These time deposits are payable to the legitimate beneficiary and cannot be redeemed before their maturity date. Nonetheless, if the holder needs to cash it in before the end of the stipulated term, it can be negotiated on the secondary securities market. In some cases, the time deposit can be cashed in before maturity by cancelling the CD and losing the interest accrued.

Financial institutions normally establish minimum amounts when setting up this type of time deposit and the interest rates are determined by the term chosen. The interest paid can be early or upon maturity, periodically or at the end of the term.

There are different options for establishing or purchasing a CD, the most common being: in cash, through a personal or cashier’s check drawn on a checking account, charged to a savings account or charged to any other financial product of the same institution (or other, where possible).

In addition, there are several ways to redeem or cash a CD upon maturity: cash payment, payment through check, deposit to checking account, deposit

---

26 This depends on the type of security and the characteristics of the laws for circulation in each country. CDs are generally negotiable securities, meaning that they can be negotiated or endorsed, and the legitimate beneficiary is the one who figures on the official records of the security issuer.
to savings account or deposit to any other financial product at the same institution (or other, where possible).

The bank or financial institution delivers a certificate to the buyer of the Certificate of Deposit indicating the amount of money received, as proof of the investment; this certificate also shows information on the issuing office or financial institution, the date the CD was acquired, the maturity date, the term (days or months), the agreed nominal rate and/or effective amount, the issuer’s authorized signatures and some kind of seal or other security feature.

The financial institution will be in charge of registering the holders and/or endorsees as well as the control and payment of the interests and principal of the Certificate of Deposit.

Some financial institutions offer additional services such as the custody and management of the CD, including the option to make transfers or automatic charges to accounts or financial products held by the same person or with third party beneficiaries.

### 3.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

Documents that identify the operations and features of a Certificate of Deposit (CD) include: the application form for opening a CD, the proof of purchase of a CD (receipt), the issuance or renewal of a CD, and proof of redemption of the CD.

#### 3.2.1 Application for opening a Certificate of Deposit (CD)

The application to open or set up a Certificate of Deposit contains information on the account holder, either a natural person or legal entity. Some financial institutions have now designed one single application for their clients, which is subsequently complemented with additional information, according to the type of financial product desired.

This document, together with others required by the bank (e.g. copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce certificates or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns), are requested primarily to enable banks to comply with their legal obligations, establish aspects such as identification, location, economic activity, income and expenditures, assets, liabilities and capital, commercial or personal references.
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the relationships and financial aspects of the buyer of the CD, location, and economic activity, among others.

3.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding opening of a Certificate of Deposit

1. Opening of several Certificates of Deposit in the name of one or more persons, with the same person registered as co-holder for all of them.

2. Opening of several Certificates of Deposit in the name of different companies, all of which share common partners, managers, administrators, legal representatives or authorized signatures.
3. Consecutive opening of several Certificates of Deposit in the name of different individuals with similar characteristics (age, economic activity, location, relatives) who apparently do not know each other.

4. Consecutive opening of several Certificates of Deposit with the same initial amount in the name of different individuals who apparently do not know each other.

5. Refusal to fully fill out the paperwork to open the Certificate of Deposit, or attempt to bribe or threaten bank officers for this same purpose or to get the bank officer to accept partial or false information.

6. Natural persons or legal entities showing financial solvency although they have problems providing information on commercial references or obtaining a co-signer when filling out the application form for opening one or more Certificates of Deposit.

7. Persons who at the time of opening one or more CD’s record the address and/or telephone number of other individuals to whom they appear to have no apparent relationship.

8. Persons who frequently change their personal information, such as address, telephone number, or occupation on the official registration form for the CD issuer, with no apparent justification.

9. Persons who deliberately fill out the CD application forms with illegible or "deceptive" handwriting, or information that is either false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

10. Persons who appear to be reluctant or annoyed when asked to provide appropriate identification or to fill out the application forms that are required to open a CD.

11. Persons applying to open a CD that appear to be nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked to provide the information required to fill out the application forms to open a certificate of deposit.

12. Persons opening a CD at a bank office whose location is different or far away from the location where the client carries out his/her business or economic activity, with no apparent justification. If the client in question is a natural person (individual) on salary, question the lack of a relationship with the employer’s location or the client’s place of residence.

13. CD applicants who by virtue of age, experience or economic activity have no prior record regarding financial products in the sector and cannot account for such when requested.
14. CD applicants who are named on national\textsuperscript{27} or international\textsuperscript{28} lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or individuals wanted by the authorities.

15. CD applicants who demand to deal with a specific bank account executive, manager or officer, or who show a marked preference for dealing with a specific employee.

16. CD holders who refuse to justify a transaction or update the basic information provided at the time the application was submitted to the bank.

17. CD holders who ask to be exempted from supplying or confirming certain information on the grounds that they have been recommended by another of the bank’s clients or by another banking institution.

18. Applicants opening a CD for a large sum of money that is not consistent with the socioeconomic information provided and who have no apparent justification for said amount.

19. Companies applying for a CD for a large sum of money that is not consistent with their low capital stock, operating income or available cash resources and/or companies that have been very recently created.

20. CD applicants who invest large sums of money who show no interest in or who do not ask about the profitability of the instrument or feigning ignorance with regard to the market.

21. CD applicant with a large investment who does not state a specific economic activity or does so using the term “independent”.

22. CD applicant with a large investment and who identifies him/herself with a document that is difficult to verify or is expired (i.e. foreigners, tourists, non-residents, minors).

23. CD applicant with a large investment and who is a Politically Exposed Person (PEP\textsuperscript{29}) and attempts to avoid the full and diligent completion of application forms or does not adequately justify the origin of the money.

\textsuperscript{27} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

\textsuperscript{28} Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the “Clinton List”), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).

\textsuperscript{29} In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
24. CD holders who frequently cancel them shortly after they have been issued or endorse them to third parties, who also cancel them in order to recover the capital invested.

3.2.2 Certificate of deposit purchase receipt

A CD purchase receipt contains information on the date, amount, type of operation (cash, check, charged to an account or other financial product), branch of the financial institution where the operation took place, name or identification of the holder or purchaser of the CD, telephone number and additional information.

Image No. 14.
Certificate of deposit purchase receipt

(Source: Study findings)

This CD purchase receipt is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin of money for the CD and some other characteristics of the originator of the investment.

3.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding purchase receipts or applications for a CD

1. Opening a CD with cash at a branch office in the city or in a country in which the holder has no business, agencies or apparent justification to do so.
2. Opening several CDs with cash in amounts that indicate fractioning\textsuperscript{30}, that is, lower than but approaching the established control limit.

3. A natural person opening a CD in cash in the name of a company with whom said individual has no business relationship or apparent justification.

4. The same individual opening several CDs in the name of various companies belonging to the same “financial group”.

5. Frequent opening of CDs with large sums of cash in the name of a company whose commercial activity is not normally associated to this type of operation.

6. Setting up CDs with large amounts of cash, wrapped in paper bands stamped with the name of other banking entities, with no apparent justification.

7. Opening CDs for large sums of money through one or more checks that, based on the information on the checking account holders, are unrelated to the economic activity of the holder or the justification is not found satisfactory by the issuer.

8. Opening CDs for large sums of money through one or more transfers from accounts belonging to the same holder, of either the same banking institution or another, with no apparent justification.

9. Opening CDs for large sums of money through one or more transfers from accounts belonging to a third party, from either the same banking institution or another, with no apparent justification.

3.2.3 Issuance or renewal of a Certificate of Deposit

The certificate issued for the Certificate of Deposit (CD) deposited at the banking institution contains information related to the issuance date, amount, branch of the issuing financial institution, name and identification of holder or holders who are the CD beneficiaries, authorized signatures of the issuing entity and signature of the beneficiary of the CD (as well as some basic information such as identification, address, etc.).

\textsuperscript{30} You may consult other types of typologies or operations related to this on the following links: http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
The original security and some copies with no commercial value that the issuer uses for purposes of control are important documents for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they supply information that identifies or confirms aspects such as the participation of different persons as beneficiaries, associations between the people whose names appear on the securities, details about the amounts or issuance dates of the CDs, and fractioning operations in favor of new beneficiaries.

3.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding issuance of a Certificate of Deposit certificate

1. A CD issued in the name of a person other than the buyer.
2. Consecutive issuance of multiple CDs in large, equal or similar amounts, to one single person or several persons.
3. Addition or change of one or more persons designated as beneficiaries at the time of issuance of the CD, other than the buyer.
4. Securities that are initially issued in small amounts in favor of the same beneficiary but that, shortly thereafter or upon maturity, have large sums of money added to them.
5. Multiple endorsements, especially for CD’s for large amounts, by various beneficiaries with similar characteristics (e.g. companies belonging to the same “financial group”, relatives, people who have
commercial links to one another), who are registered before the issuer of the CD.

6. A CD holder who submits a request to fraction a CD\textsuperscript{31} into several other certificates in the names of different natural persons or legal entities (individuals or companies) with no apparent relationship between these and the initial beneficiary or justification for doing so.

7. Issuance, renewal, endorsement or fractioning of a large-denomination CD with the participation of one or more persons considered to be Politically Exposed Persons (PEP\textsuperscript{32}).

8. Use of a CD originally set up through a large sum of cash and registered before the issuer as collateral on a loan.

9. Multiple endorsements of a large-denomination CD that were registered in timely manner with the issuer of the certificate, and which are made known only at the time of renewal or redemption.

3.2.4 Redemption receipts for certificates of deposit

The redemption receipt for a CD contains information on the date of the payment, the gross amount and net payment, type of payment (cash, checks, credited to an account or other financial product), bank branch where the payment took place, name and identity of the CD holder at the time of maturity, name and identification of the CD payment beneficiary, telephone and additional information of the person who collects on the certificate.

\textsuperscript{31} Through this financial modality, known as fractioning of a security, the issuer divides the value of the CD into various equal amounts, under the same conditions as the initial security, in the name of the same or different, new beneficiaries according to the instructions of the legitimate holder. It is important to clarify that, in this case, fractioning does not refer to the typology employed in money laundering that goes by the same name, but rather to an operational process frequently used by issuers of securities.

\textsuperscript{32} In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
The CD redemption receipt is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the destination of the money from the CD upon maturity, in addition to other characteristics regarding the beneficiaries collecting on the investment.

### 3.2.4.1 Warning signs for redemption receipts for a CD

1. Redemption of a CD in cash by the beneficiary of said security, when the amount is lower than but approaching the control limit established for cash transactions.

2. Redemption of several CDs in cash on the same day or within a very short period of time, issued initially to different beneficiaries, collected by one single person.

3. Redemption of multiple CDs in cash that have been issued in the name of different companies, and are collected by one single person acting as legal representative, attorney-in-fact or as legitimate beneficiary.

4. Redemption of several CDs in cash, issued to different persons that present themselves as a group to collect on these CD securities.

5. Redemption of CD through a check to the beneficiary of the CD, in which the amount is lower than, though approaching, the control limit established for cash transactions.
6. Redemption of a high-denomination CD issued to a beneficiary through several checks whose individual amounts are lower than but approaching the limit established for cash transactions payable to the holder him/herself or to different beneficiaries.

7. Redemption of several CDs through checks payable to different beneficiaries, which upon endorsement (occasionally with similar handwriting), are cashed by one single person.

8. Redemption of a CD whose holder and beneficiary is a company that requests payment through several checks in smaller amounts, though approaching the control limit established for cash transactions, payable to the same holder or to different people.

9. Redemption of a high-denomination CD whose holder is a company that requests payment through a check, which is subsequently cashed by the manager or other bank officer.

10. Redemption of a CD through a check illegibly endorsed and collected on in cash in such a manner that the identity of the end beneficiary cannot be verified.

11. Redemption of a CD through a check payable to the beneficiary of the CD, which subsequently collected on by a person with a similar name.

12. Redemption of various CDs through checks payable to different people or companies as beneficiaries of the securities, with symbols, seals, or annotations (such as initials) on the front or back of said checks when presented for payment.

13. Redemption of one or more CDs through local transfers (or international transfers where possible), to different cities (or countries) when the holder has no clients or business dealings in those locations to justify said operations.

14. Redemption of one or more CDs through local transfers (or international where possible) to localities that are different and far from the beneficiary’s business headquarters, with no apparent justification.

15. Redemption of one or more CDs through transfers, with instructions to pay them only in cash.

16. Redemption of one or more CDs through local transfers, payable to one single person or to several persons, in amounts lower than, though approaching, the control limit established for cash transactions.

17. Redemption of one or more CDs through transfers to checking accounts, savings accounts or other financial instruments, upon which the money is immediately or very shortly thereafter withdrawn through automated teller machines.
3.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

Certificates of deposit can pose a very high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of their establishment, endorsement, fractioning (division of securities), renewal and redemption of CDs, as well as the analysis of pertinent documents, information and the behavior of their holder may coincide with some of the typologies used in money laundering mentioned in the regional GAFISUD document and the typologies identified in the securities sector of the UIAF34 of Colombia.

Pursuant to these documents, a Certificate of Deposit (CD) might be used in typologies such as the export or import of fictitious goods, financial and investment products, and are susceptible to being used for money laundering activities, endorsement of securities that materialize amongst “special regimes” companies, the use of shell companies simulating tax evasion and knowledge simplification through a PEP.

4 INTERNATIONAL WIRE TRANSFER

An international wire transfer is a financial instrument used to transfer money between countries, and is a service offered by banks, exchange offices and some other financial institutions.

4.1 DESCRIPTION

International wire transfers are a specialized mechanism used to make electronic transfers of money from or to a given country through certain financial institutions. This process requires the operator to have adequate technological infrastructure, a broad network of branch offices, personalized service and efficient operational capacity to handle the volume of transactions carried out.

In most countries, these operators are financial institutions that are subject to inspection, supervision and control by monetary or financial authorities, and they are required to have predetermined controls and amount of capital.

33 See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/

34 The Unit for Information and Financial Analysis (UIAF) is the Unit for Financial Intelligence of Colombia, and has published various documents on money laundering typologies and the financing of terrorism. Please see: www.uiaf.gov.co
International wire transfers, also known as family remittances, are usually sent by cash in the local currency of the remitting country.

A person can send money by international wire transfer anywhere around the world through authorized local financial institutions. In order to pay out the money to the wire beneficiary, the local financial institutions use other intermediary institutions (known as money transmitters or money remitters) located in the destination country.

According to the different options offered by financial institutions that provide this service, international wire transfers can be sent by cash, by charging them to bank accounts, and even through Internet payments. This service has a cost or commission charge that is paid by the client or user.

Sending an international wire transfer usually requires only the funds (money, checks or charge to a bank account), the name of the beneficiary abroad, telephone number, identification or address (this is optional in some cases), and city and destination country. Some banks that receive international wire transfers only for their clients also require the type of account and account number of the beneficiary. Once the transfer has been made, the money remitter gives the sender a transaction number or operation code so that the beneficiary can receive the remittance.

In order to pay an international wire transfer, the financial institution usually requires that the beneficiary provide the transfer number or code, the name and country of the sender, his/her identification document and some additional information, which may include full name, identification, address, telephone number, origin of the money (in addition to indicating whether or not the remittance comes from non-resident nationals for other controls and tax purposes) and how the transfer is to be paid.

An international wire transfer can be paid in cash, check or through deposit to a bank account, according to the national legislation in effect in each country. If the payment is made in cash, some establishments offer local and/or foreign currency (generally United States Dollars). If the payment is made through check, the beneficiary may request it in his/her name or in the name of a third party, as established by the institution’s policy and/or country legislation. If payment is made through a deposit to a checking account, the beneficiary may request it be made to his/her account or even to a third party account, in

---

35 Clients are natural persons or legal entities to whom a financial institution provides a service or a product through a legal or contractual relationship.

36 Users are natural persons or legal entities to whom a financial institution provides a service or a product without the benefit of a legal or contractual relationship.
accordance with the institution’s policies and/or country legislation. There may also be cases in which the international wire transfer may be used to pay a loan or a credit card, as instructed by the beneficiary.

4.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The documents that identify the operations and characteristics of an international wire transfer are: the application form to open a “wire transfer account”, the remittance receipts, and the receipt for payment to beneficiary of the international wire transfer.

4.2.1 Application for opening a “wire transfer account” and receipts for sending international wire transfers

The application form for sending an international wire transfer contains information on the sender, the beneficiary and a historic record of the operations carried out at the location. Some financial institutions who have opened other products for their client in the past, update their information to include the wire transfer remitted, and some have designed special forms for this type of operation.

Some financial institutions that offer the international wire transfer service have in place a process to open an account, though not necessarily on paper, that electronically uploads a certain quantity of data on the sender and the beneficiary as part of the process of getting to know their client.

Certain financial institutions that are money remitters grant licenses to people or companies to carry out this type of money transfer transactions on their behalf. In this case, the institutions offering this franchise must analyze the operational capacity, economic situation, anti-money laundering controls and other aspects of the licensee.

The aforementioned documents or information available at the financial institution, together with others that are required (e.g. copies of identification documents or predesigned forms), are intended to comply with the legal obligations established by financial supervisors, and make it possible to establish aspects such as identification, location, economic activity, income and expenses, sender, beneficiary, origin or source of international wire transfers.
These documents and information are very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigation because they provide information that identifies or confirms associations, demographic aspects of the sender and/or beneficiary of the international wire transfer and their economic activity, among others.

4.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding opening a “wire transfer account” and receipts for sending international wire transfers

1. Natural persons (individuals) or legal entities (companies) who act as agents or licensees for money remitters showing financial solvency
but who have problems providing information regarding commercial or financial references when filling out the application forms.

2. Consecutive opening of several “wire transfer accounts” or sending of international wire transfers using the accounts of different people with similar characteristics (age, economic activity, location, family relationship), who apparently do not know each other, with the purpose of sending international wire transfers to the same or other countries.

3. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against money remitter employees to induce them to accept partial or false information or to avoid the full completion of application forms for opening a “wire transfer account” or to send international wire transfers.

4. Persons who at the time of opening the “wire transfer account” or sending international wire transfers record the address and/or telephone number of other individuals to whom they appear to have no apparent relationship.

5. Persons who frequently change their personal information, such as address, telephone number, or occupation at the time of sending international wire transfers, with no apparent justification.

6. Persons who send international wire transfers and fill out the application forms required to open an account with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

7. Persons who appear to be reluctant or annoyed when asked to provide appropriate identification or to fill out the application forms that are required to open or send an international wire transfer.

8. Persons who appear to be nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked to provide the information required to open a wire transfer account or send an international wire transfer.

9. Persons who apply or send an international wire transfer at a branch office of the money remitter whose location is other than or distant from the place where the sender usually carries out his/her business, performs economic activity or resides, with no apparent justification.

10. International wire transfer senders who are named on national\textsuperscript{37} or international\textsuperscript{38} lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or are wanted by the authorities.

\textsuperscript{37} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwecbcdno/Consulta.aspx).

\textsuperscript{38} Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the “Clinton List”), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
11. Senders of international wire transfers who refuse to justify an operation or to update the basic information provided at the time of filling out the form at the office of the money remitter.

12. Using different money remitters to send international wire transfers to the same beneficiary

13. Sending consecutive international wire transfers to the same country for the same or similar amounts of money.

14. Sending international wire transfers of the same amount, on the same date, to the same city or country, in the names of different persons who appear not to know one another.

15. Sending multiple international wire transfers to the same country, from the account of one or several senders, in which the amount is lower than, though approaching, the control limit established for cash transactions.

16. Sending international wire transfers to different people who apparently do not know one another, though they have the same telephone number in the recipient country.

17. Person who sends one or more international wire transfers and identifies him/herself through a document that cannot be readily verified or is expired (e.g. foreigners, tourists, non-residents, minors).

18. One or more international wire transfers sent by a Politically Exposed Person (PEP\textsuperscript{39}), who attempts to avoid the due completion of application documents or does not fully justify the characteristics or origin of transaction money.

4.2.2 Receipt for cashing an international wire transfer

The receipt for cashing an international wire transfer contains information on the date, amount in foreign currency and amount in local currency, type of payment (cash, check, deposit to account or other financial product), branch office of the financial institution through which the operation takes place, name, identification and telephone number of the beneficiary, name and country of the sender and some additional data on the beneficiary.

\textsuperscript{39} In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
The receipt for cashing an international wire transfer is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin of the money, the beneficiary (ies) of the wire transfers, and some additional characteristics regarding these transactions that come from another country.
4.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding receipts for cashing international wire transfers

1. Cashing of international wire transfers for the same or similar amounts by different people sharing similar characteristics (age, economic activity, location, family relationship), who apparently do not know one another.

2. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against financial institution officials to induce them to accept partial or false information or to avoid the due completion of the forms to cash an international wire transfer.

3. Persons who at the time of cashing an international wire transfer record the same address and/or telephone number of other individuals to whom they appear to have no apparent relationship.

4. Persons who frequently change their personal information, such as address, telephone number, occupation etc. at the time of cashing international wire transfers, with no apparent justification.

5. Persons who cash international wire transfers and deliberately fill out the application forms required to open an account with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or Insufficient.

6. Persons who appear to be reluctant or annoyed when asked to provide appropriate identification or to fill out the necessary forms that are required when cashing an international wire transfer.

7. Persons who appear to be nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written information when filling out forms to cash an international wire transfer.

8. Persons who cash an international wire transfer at a branch office of the money remitter whose location is other than or distant from the place where the sender usually carries out his/her business, performs economic activity or resides, with no apparent justification.

9. Persons cashing international wire transfers who are named on national or international lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

40 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebcidno/Consulta.aspx).

41 Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the “Clinton List”), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
10. Persons cashing an international wire transfer who refuse to justify the operation or update the basic information at the time of collecting.

11. Multiple international wire transfers, coming from different places and/or different senders, cashed by the same beneficiary with no apparent justification.

12. Multiple international wire transfers, coming from different places and/or different senders, cashed in different cities of the country by the same beneficiary with no apparent justification.

13. International money orders in the same amount, generally consecutive, which are collected simultaneously on the same date and in the same city, in the names of different people who apparently do not know one another.

14. International money orders in small amounts, lower than but approaching the established control limit for cash transactions, collected on periodically (weekly or monthly) by one or more beneficiaries.

15. Person who cashes one or several international money orders and identifies himself/herself through a document that cannot be readily verified or has expired (for example: foreigners, tourists, non-residents, minors).

16. One or more international wire transfers cashed by a Politically Exposed Person (PEP\textsuperscript{42}), who attempts to avoid the due completion of application documents or does not fully justify the characteristics or origin of transaction money.

17. Cashing several international wire transfers in local currency, on the same day, at the same or different branch offices of the financial institution, or presenting other similar characteristics with no apparent justification.

18. International wire transfers payable to different people who present themselves as a group to collect on them in cash.

19. International wire transfers paid through checks, payable to different beneficiaries, which, after being endorsed (on occasion showing similar handwriting) are cashed by one single person.

20. International wire transfers paid through checks, illegibly endorsed and collected in cash, on which the identification of the end beneficiary cannot be verified.

\textsuperscript{42} In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
21. International wire transfers paid through checks payable to different people that when presented for payment, bear symbols, seals or annotations (such as initials) written on the front or back.

22. International wire transfers which the beneficiary attempts to collect in cash and initially refuses to accept by way of check, due to either the value amount or company policy that prevent payments in cash.

23. International wire transfers paid directly through deposit in a bank account other than that of the beneficiary, with no apparent relation or justification.

24. International wire transfers paid through local transfers, to different cities or accounts, for which the beneficiary has no explanation or association to justify said operations.

25. International wire transfers paid through transfers to checking account, savings accounts or other financial instruments in which the money is immediately or shortly thereafter withdrawn through automated teller machines.

26. International wire transfers payable to beneficiaries who have been contacted via telephone and who at the time of collecting declare they do not know the sender or that they do not have family members or friends abroad.

27. Beneficiaries who periodically show up (weekly or even more frequently) to cash international wire transfers without prior contact from the financial institution, and sometimes even before the financial institution has received said wire transfers.

4.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH INTERNATIONAL WIRE TRANSFERS

International wire transfers are one of the most frequently used financial instruments in money laundering operations and with one of the highest levels of risk.

The features related to application forms, sending and receiving of international wire transfers, as well as the analysis of the aforementioned documents, and the information and behavior of senders and beneficiaries may coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document as well as several other FATF-GAFI publications on money laundering and the financing of terrorism.

The Unit for Information and Financial Analysis (UIAF) is the Unit for Financial Intelligence of Colombia, and has published various documents on money laundering typologies and the financing of terrorism. Please see: http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
According to these documents, international wire transfers may be used in typologies such as fractioned transfers of illegal money through international wire transfers and to support the financing of terrorist organizations.

5 INSURANCE POLICY

An insurance policy is a financial instrument offered by insurance companies that covers a risk or event, generally in the short term, renewable annually or for the duration of the insured risks, as long as the premiums are paid, for example for some life insurance.

5.1. DESCRIPTION

An insurance policy is a contract through which the insurance company is responsible for covering the risks of a third party, known as the policyholder, through payment of a price known as the premium.

If the covered event occurs, the insurer must pay the insurance claim to the policy beneficiary, who may be a person other than the policyholder.

The insurance company is the party in charge of covering the policyholder if specific risks or events occur. The insurance company is usually subject to oversight by a financial authority.

The policyholder is a natural person (individual) or legal entity (company), holder of the policy and exposed to risk or events. The insured normally signs a contract or policy with the insurance company, although a different person can be the policy holder.

A claim occurs when an event covered in the contract takes place, causing the insurance company to comply with its obligation to replace the goods or pay damages to the policyholder or beneficiary.

Generally speaking, there are two types of insurance policies: life insurance policies for people and policies for goods or assets. In the former, the risk covered is disability or loss of life of the policyholder through illness or accident. The latter refers to insuring assets or goods against various risks, including theft, fire, natural disasters, transportation.
Insurance policies are normally issued for a period of one year, and they can be automatically renewed or renewable by mutual agreement of the parties.

When an individual or company wishes to acquire an insurance policy to cover a specific risk, an intermediary or insurance broker can assist in dealing with the insurance company.

The payment of the annual insurance policy premium is generally made cash up front, though there are alternate financing methods available such as short-term loans granted by financial entities, by the intermediaries themselves, or by credit cards.

The value of the insurable good determines the amount of premium to pay for the insurance policy.

5.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

Documents that identify the operations and characteristics of an insurance policy are: the application form for the insurance company, receipts for payment of the premium, the issuance or renewal of the policy and the receipt for early cancellation of the policy.

5.2.1 Insurance policy application form

The insurance policy application form contains information on the policyholder, beneficiary (whether an individual or a company).

This application form, together with others required by the insurance company (e.g. copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce certificates or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns, property deeds on insured assets, medical certificates), requested primarily to comply with the legal obligations demanded by financial supervisors, make it possible to establish aspects such as identification, location, economic activity, income and expenses, assets, liabilities and capital, commercial or personal references, origin or source of goods and assets, properties, health status, illnesses, and disabilities.
This document is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information identifies or confirms the associations and financial aspects of the people involved in an insurance contract, location and economic activity, insurable assets, owners, beneficiaries, among others.
5.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding insurance policy application form

1. Application by several policyholders (individuals or companies) representing different companies who have common partners, managers, administrators, legal representatives or attorneys-in-fact.

2. Consecutive applications by several policyholders with similar characteristics (age, economic activity, location, family relationship) who apparently do not know each other.

3. Consecutive applications by several policyholders for the same type of asset or insurable good or for the same amount, in the names of different people who appear not to know each other.

4. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank insurance company officials to induce them to accept partial or false information or to avoid the due completion of application forms.

5. Natural persons (individuals) or legal entities (companies) showing financial solvency or possessing many insurable assets or interests, but who have problems providing information on commercial or financial references or obtaining a co-signer when filling out the application forms.

6. Insurance policy applicants who record the same address and/or telephone number as other people with whom they have no apparent relationship, when they fill out the policy application.

7. Insurance policy applicants or policyholders who frequently change the personal information provided to the insurance company, including address, telephone, and occupation, with no apparent justification.

8. Insurance policy applicants who fill out the application forms with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

9. Insurance policy applicants who appear to be reluctant or annoyed when asked to provide appropriate identification or to fill out the required application forms.

10. Insurance policy applicants who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes, when requested to provide information required for the application form.

11. Insurance policy applicants who go to an insurance company office whose location is other than or distant from the place where the insured, policyholder or beneficiary usually carries out his/her economic activity, with no apparent justification. If the applicant in question is an individual on a salary, when there is no adequate relationship with the employer’s location or place of residence.
12. Insurance policy applicants who by virtue of age, experience or economic activity have no prior record of financial products in the sector and cannot account for such when requested.

13. Insurance policy applicants who are named on national or international lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

14. Insurance policy applicants who demand to deal with or who show a marked preference for a specific intermediary, account executive, manager or official.

15. Insurance policy applicants who refuse to justify the origin of insurable goods or to update the basic information already provided at the time of submitting the application.

16. Insurance policy applicants who ask to be exempted from supplying or confirming certain information on the grounds that they have been recommended by another of the insurance company's clients or by another financial institution.

17. Insurance policy applicants whose insurable goods or interests are valued at amounts not consistent with the socio-economic information provided and have no apparent justification.

18. Companies applying for insurance policies whose insurable goods are valued at amounts not consistent with their low capital stock, operating income or available cash resources and/or companies that have been very recently created.

19. Insurance policy applicants who cannot state their specific economic activity or define it as “independent” yet declare high-valued insurable goods.

20. Insurance policy applicants whose claim amount is high and that identify themselves with a document that cannot be readily verified or has expired (e.g. foreigners, tourists, non-residents, minors).

21. Insurance policy applicants whose claim amount is high but holds no justifiable relationship to other projects undertaken or known assets.

44 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

45 Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/isd/ of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the “Clinton List”), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.aspx).
22. Insurance policy applicant whose claim amount is high, is a Politically Exposed Person (PEP\textsuperscript{46}), and attempts to avoid full completion of application documents or does not adequately justify the origin of the assets.

23. Insurance policy applicants wishing to obtain coverage for their merchandise or products containing substances which could presumably be used for the manufacturing of drugs.

24. Insurance policy applicants who carry out the application procedure very quickly and seem unconcerned about the value of the premium, conditions, exemptions, deductibles, objections, etc.

25. Insurance policy applicants speaking on behalf of new clients wishing to insure high-value imported goods without providing full verification of the import process or complying with all required documents.

\subsection*{5.2.2 Insurance policy payment receipt}

The insurance policy payment receipt contains information on the date, amount, type of operation (cash, check, charged to account or other financial product), type of policy, characteristics of the insured asset, branch office of the insurance company where the operation took place, name or identification of the policyholder, insurer, beneficiary, intermediary, telephone number and additional data.

\footnote{In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf}
This Insurance policy payment receipt is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin of the money used to pay the premium, some aspects regarding the assets insured or the policyholder, beneficiary or insured, as the case would have it, and other characteristics of the insurance contracts.
5.2.2.1 Warning signs for receipt of payment for insurance policy

The following warning signs refer to both traditional general insurance and/or life insurance policies, in addition to some other special modalities, such as life insurance policies with a savings plan, which become financial instruments in addition to the policyholder’s risk coverage.

1. Payment of an insurance or savings policy premium, in cash, at an office in the city or country in which the holder (insured, policyholder or beneficiary) has no business or agencies nor any apparent justification.

2. Payment of an insurance or savings policy premium, in cash, in amounts that show signs of fractioning, that is, in amounts lower than but approaching established control limits.

3. Payment of an insurance policy premium in cash, by a natural person on behalf of a legal entity or company (acting as the insured, policyholder or beneficiary) and who does not have business dealings with that person or any apparent justification.

4. Payment of several insurance policy premiums in cash by the same person for different companies belonging to the same “financial group”.

5. Frequent cash payment of insurance policy premiums for large sums of money by a company whose financial and commercial activity is ordinarily paid by check.

6. Payment of insurance or savings policy premiums, for large sums of money, through one or more checks of which the checking account holder’s information does not correspond to the economic activity of the policyholder or for which the justification is not deemed satisfactory by the insurance company.

7. Payment of insurance or savings policy premium, for large sums of money, through one or more transfers from accounts of the same or different financial institutions belonging to the same account holder who is not the insured, policyholder or beneficiary, with no apparent justification.

8. Payment of insurance or savings policy premiums, in large sums of money, with one or more transfers from third party accounts from the same or a different financial institution other than the insured, policyholder or beneficiary, with no apparent justification.

47 Typologies or operations related to this modality can be consulted at http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
5.2.3 Issuance or renewal of insurance policy

The issuance or renewal documents for an insurance policy contain information as to date of issuance, date and time coverage begins, date and time coverage ends, information on and/or location of the asset insured, claim amount and exemptions, branch office of the issuer, name and identification of the holder (insured, policyholder or beneficiary), cost of the premium, name and identification of the intermediary, and signatures authorized by the issuing insurance company.
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Issuance or renewal of insurance policy

The insurance policy certificate and/or copies of these without commercial value, used for company control purposes, is an important document for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations, because it supplies
information that identifies or confirms aspects such as the different people appearing as insured, policyholders, beneficiaries or intermediaries, links between people who appear on the policies, characteristics and amounts of the goods insured, issuance or coverage dates for policies, characteristics and origin of insurance policy premium payments and more.

5.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding issuance or renewal of insurance policy certificates

1. Issuance or renewal of an insurance policy on behalf of a person (policyholder, insured or beneficiary) other than the buyer.

2. Consecutive issuance or renewal of multiple insurance policies for high, equal or similar amounts, in the name of one or more persons as policyholders, insured or beneficiaries, with no apparent relationship or justification.

3. Issuance or renewal of several insurance policies covering various goods in high amounts, by several beneficiaries sharing similar characteristics (e.g. companies from the same “financial group”, relatives, persons with commercial links), with no apparent relationship or justification.

4. Addition or change of one or more persons, designated as policyholders or beneficiaries at the time of insurance policy issuance, other than the buyer, with no apparent relationship or justification.

5. Addition or change of one or more insured goods, especially those insured for large amounts, at the time of policy issuance.

6. Exaggerated increase of the value of the goods insured upon renewal of the insurance policy without proper justification by the client.

7. Request to change the insured, policyholder or beneficiary during the life of the policy with no justified or clear relationship explained to the insurance company.

8. Issuance or renewal of an insurance policy for a high-value good, by one or more persons Politically Exposed Persons (PEP[48]) and the origin of the good is not satisfactorily justified.

9. Issuance or renewal of an insurance policy that covers the goods of a natural person, whose beneficiaries are persons other than the legitimate spouse or heir(s) of the policyholder.

[48] In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
5.2.4 Receipt for early redemption of insurance policy

For the purposes of this document, the receipt for early redemption of an insurance policy in question refers to redemption that takes place under abnormal conditions or questionable claims that lead to early redemption.

The receipt for early redemption of an insurance policy contains information on the termination of the contract, the refund for unearned premium, type of payment (through check, account deposit or other financial product), the branch office of the insurance company that carries out the early policy redemption and/or refund of unearned premium, the name and identification of the insured, policyholder or beneficiary at the time of redemption, name and identification of the beneficiary of the payment, telephone number and additional information on the holder of the redeemed insurance policy contract.

(Source: Study findings)
The receipt for early redemption of an insurance policy is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the destination of the money paid by the insurance company, the reason given for termination of the contract, links between people who act as insured, policyholders, beneficiaries or intermediaries, and other features related to the redemption.

5.2.4.1 Warning signs regarding receipts for early redemption of an insurance policy

1. The early redemption of an insurance policy covering high-value goods for which the premium was paid in cash, with no clear or justifiable reason.

2. The early redemption of an insurance policy covering high-value goods for which the premium was paid in cash or up front, with the purpose of receiving a check or wire transfer from the insurance company, with no apparent reason.

3. The early redemption of an insurance policy covering high-value goods effected by a person other than the insured, beneficiary or initial policyholder of the policy, duly and legally empowered, on the grounds that the represented party is out of the country or cannot be located.

4. The early redemption of an insurance policy covering high-value goods by a company that declares it is closing down business, with no commercial justification or clear financial reason.

5. The early redemption of several insurance policies that cover high-value goods for which the insurance company refunds the unearned premium, which is collected by the same person empowered as the legal representative or legitimate beneficiary.

6. The early redemption of several insurance policies for different policyholders that cover high-value goods, for which the insurance company pays unearned premium with checks, which are cashed by one single person.

7. The early redemption of several insurance policies for different policyholders covering high-value goods, for which the insurance company has paid the unearned premium with checks, subsequently endorsed in illegible handwriting that does not allow the identity of the final beneficiary to be established.

8. Early redemption of an insurance policy that covers high-value goods, when the insurance company determines that said goods or insurable assets are fully or partially non-existent.
9. Early redemption of an insurance policy that covers high-value goods, when the insurance company determines that said goods are non-existent or the possible impersonation of the policyholder, insured or beneficiary.

10. Early redemption of an insurance policy that covers high-value goods, when the insurance company determines the total or partial non-existence of the economic activity or business of the policyholder, insured or beneficiary.

11. Early redemption of an insurance policy that covers high-value goods, wherein a claim is presented for which the policyholder or beneficiary will receive payment and the insurance company determines that the event was possibly staged or is questionable in nature.

12. Early redemption of an insurance policy that covers high-value goods, wherein a claim is presented for which the insurance company determines that the insured goods were possibly over or undervalued so that the policyholder or beneficiary might receive payment for the claim and increase his/her assets, of an unknown source, to replace the goods lost.

13. Early redemption of an insurance policy that covers high-value goods, at the request of the client, who in addition requests payment for unearned premium through transfers to locations other than and distant to the business headquarters of said insured or policyholder, with no apparent justification.

14. Early redemption of an insurance policy that covers high-value goods, at the request of the client, who in addition requests payment for unearned premium through local transfers, payable to one single person or several third parties, in amounts lower than but approaching the control limit established for cash transactions.

15. Early redemption of an insurance policy that covers high-value goods, at the request of the client, who in addition requests payment for unearned premium through transfers to accounts, from which the money is immediately withdrawn, or very shortly thereafter, through automated teller machines.

5.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH INSURANCE POLICY

Insurance policies are financial instruments that can pose a risk of money laundering.
The characteristics and information provided at the time of application at the insurance company, the drawing up of policies, renewal or early redemption of said policies, as well as the analysis of these documents and the behavior of the holders (insured, policyholder or beneficiary) or intermediaries may coincide with some money laundering typologies as described in the regional GAFISUD\textsuperscript{49} document and in Chapter II of the GAFI-FATF 2004-2005\textsuperscript{50} document on typologies.

According to the aforementioned documents, an insurance contract could be used in typologies such as the “use of insurance company products”, “purchase of premiums by a criminal organization”, “The use of life insurance single premium policies”, “Early policy redemption, especially when uneconomic or unusually early”, “General insurance claim fraud in insurance involving high value goods which were purchased with illicit funds”, “Cash payments to purchase insurance”, “Cooling off periods, which allow for refunds of premiums with clean money within the contract cancellation period”, “Collusion of customer intermediary and/or insurance company employees”, “Third party payments of premiums”, “Risks involved in international transactions – both where this is source of business or a destination of policy payouts”, “Fraudulent customers, insurance companies and reinsurance companies”.

6 \textbf{LOAN}

A loan is a financial product typical of financial entities. They are usually made in local currency; however, in some countries they can be made in foreign currency, for example in United States Dollars.

6.1 \textbf{DESCRIPTION}

A loan is a financial contract, by which the entity (creditor or lender) offers the customer (debtor or borrower) a specific sum of money in exchange for the promise of future payment, whereby the customer (debtor) promises to return the requested amount in the established time or term, in the manner provided for in the conditions established for said loan plus the accrued interest, and the insurance and associated costs, if any.

\textsuperscript{49} See \url{http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf} or \url{http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/}

\textsuperscript{50} See \url{http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/}
The Bank delivers the agreed amount of money to the debtor and, in return, the debtor signs a contract accepting the conditions to receive these funds, the manner in which the loan will be paid. The debtor usually agrees to pay a monthly sum in the future to cover the principal, interests and other related expenses, and if an asset is required as to secure the loan, the lien on this collateral.

When considering a loan, the financial entities generally taken into account the following aspects in their credit risk assessment: possible side effects of granting the loan, applicant’s repayment capacity, supporting capital, and the conditions of the applicant.

In some countries, the credit establishments include different types of financial institutions: banks, financial corporations, savings and housing corporations, commercial financing companies, and financial cooperatives, among others. The names and characteristics of these entities are established by the norms in each country, the target market where these resources are obtained, and where they are invested.

The State oversight entity in charge of regulating financial activity establishes general guidelines for the establishments that can offer this service, since the poor management of this service can lead to losses, which will diminishes the value of its assets and affect the capacity to respond to its depositors if a debtor or counterparty defaults on its obligations.

### 6.1.1 Types of loans

The most common types of loans are: consumer, commercial, small business, and mortgage or home loans.

- Consumer loan: a short to medium term loan that serves to obtain money to be spent freely.
- Commercial loan: a loan made to different size companies used to finance the production and marketing goods and services in their distinct phases; for example, working capital (to finance business operations) or capital goods (machinery, buildings, etc.).
- Small business loans: a loan made to small and medium-size producers that seek to establish their own source of income and that fulfill a series of requirements that are determined by the legislation of each country and that refer primarily to number of employees, annual volume of receipts, and total assets. This type of loan is used to finance production and marketing activities or service provision.
• Mortgage or home loan: a loan, usually long term, used to purchase property, land, and construct homes, offices or other real estate, secured by a mortgage on the acquired or constructed property.

The only instrument supporting this type of loan is the mortgage on the property that will be purchased by the customer. A mortgage holds a privileged position among the universe of guarantees available for different credit operations, due to the security that real property represents for the creditor.

6.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The documents that identify the operations and features of a loan are: application form, promissory note, bank statement, payment receipt and settlement.

6.2.1 Loan application form

The loan application form contains information about the borrower, which can be either a natural person (individual) or a legal entity (company).

This document, together with other documents required by the financial entity (e.g. copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce certificates or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns), are requested primarily to enable banks to comply with their legal obligations, establish aspects such as identification, location, economic activity, income and expenditures, assets, liabilities and capital, and commercial or personal references, among others.
Given their technological advances, some banking institutions may be able to process their client’s applications by capturing data electronically and directly (not necessarily on paper). However, they can still obtain the customer information mentioned above.
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the relationships and financial information about the client, location and economic activity, among others.

6.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding loan application form

1. Several loan application forms under one or more names, all with the same beneficiary, with no apparent justification.

2. Business loan applications that have common partners, managers, administrators or legal representatives or authorized signatures.

3. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank officials to induce them to accept partial or false information or to avoid the full completion of the loan application forms.

4. Persons who deliberately fill out the loan application forms with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

5. Persons who appear to be reluctant or annoyed when asked to provide appropriate identification or to fill out the loan application form.

6. Persons applying to open a checking account that appear to be nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked to provide the information required to fill out the loan application form.

7. Loan applicants who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or bank manager or officer.

8. Persons or entities that frequently close or open loans at the same bank or at others in the same location, without justification.

9. Loan applicant considered Politically Exposed Persons (PEP\textsuperscript{51}), who attempts to avoid completely or properly filling out the loan application documents or who does not adequately justify the origin of the money associated to his/her person, or attempts to receive authorization to manage one or more financial products belonging to third parties, with no clear or justified association.

\textsuperscript{51} In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See \url{http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf}
10. Loan beneficiaries that are not directly associated to or have a justified relationship with the borrower.

11. Granting of loans with flexible repayment options.

12. Person designated as beneficiary of a loan who has an inconsistent or improper relationship with the borrower, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

13. Persons who are registered or attempt to be registered as loan beneficiaries to manage one or several financial products, who are named on national\(^{52}\) or international lists\(^{53}\) as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

14. Loan application secured with assets of unknown origin.

15. Underutilized sources of financing given the sales volume of the business or economic activity.

16. Early and/or immediate liquidation of the loan or of significant debentures.

6.2.2 Promissory note

A promissory note is a commercial document or security containing an unconditional promise to pay a specific amount of money to a third party on a specified date or contingent upon certain events. This document enables the financial entity to begin the loan recovery process should the customer fail to fulfill his/her agreed obligations.

This document makes it possible to establish the laws governing credit issues, including the amount payable, the payee, the instructions on whether it is payable to order or to bearer, the expiration, and the signature of the debtor.

---

\(^{52}\) Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (https://sirt.procuraduria.gov.co/webciddno/consulta.aspx).

\(^{53}\) Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the "Clinton List"), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the date, amount, beneficiary and payer of the security, among others.
6.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding the promissory note

1. Promissory notes with apparently false information regarding the debtor (name, address, identification, telephone numbers, etc.).

2. Promissory notes with addresses for the debtor that are apparently false or difficult to locate or access.

3. Promissory notes signed by persons (debtors) who do not have the characteristics or conditions to be the true recipients of the money associated with the security.

4. Promissory notes signed by persons with valid identifications who are apparently impersonating the real debtor.

5. Promissory notes in a jurisdiction (place, city or location) other than the one established for payment or fulfillment of the obligation, without a reasonable justification.

6. Promissory notes signed by different persons, where one or more persons are simultaneously designated as debtors or co-debtors on several occasions, among which there is no reasonably justifiable relationship.

7. Promissory notes signed by persons (debtors) with a criminal record, judicial or administrative records, or who are included in the national or international warning lists.

8. Promissory notes signed by persons (debtors) who individually add up to a large sum of money and are simultaneously cancelled in one payment or by the same person, with no reasonable justification.

9. Promissory notes for large sums of money that are cancelled in cash by the debtor, with no reasonable justification.

10. Promissory notes for large sums of money that are cancelled in cash by the debtor, in amounts higher than the obligation. Reimbursement of the excess payment is later requested, with no reasonable justification other than simple error.

6.2.3 Loan statement

A statement is a periodic report of the credit and debit transactions involving the loan. The detailed statement lists all transactions in chronological order and provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.
8.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding the loan statement

1. Obtaining a series of loans that are frequently cancelled in advance, with no apparent justification.
2. Continuous cash payments on dates other than the due date established by the financial entity, with no apparent justification.

3. Continuous cash payments from different cities in the country, on dates other than the due date established by the entity, with no apparent justification.

4. Rapid reduction of financial liabilities from non-established sources of financing.

6.2.4 Loan payment receipt

The loan payment receipt usually contains information regarding the date, amount paid, and place where payment was made.

![Loan payment receipt](Image No. 26)

These documents are very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the place and date of the operation, type of payment and amount paid.

6.2.4.1 Warning signs regarding the loan payment receipt

1. Premium payment is occasionally made in cash from a city other than the city where the loan was made, with no apparent justification.

2. Cash payment of premiums of different loans made by the same person, with no apparent justification.

3. Payment of premiums of different loans, assigned to different borrowers, by electronic wire transfer, made from one same bank account, with no apparent justification.
4. Companies with new owners, acquired under difficult financial conditions, that change their corporate object and show inflated profit in a short period of time.

6.2.5 Loan settlement receipt

The loan settlement receipt usually contains information on the date, total amount paid to settle loan, interest rate charged, place where final payment was made, among others.

![Image No. 27. Loan settlement receipt](Image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABC BANK</th>
<th>LOAN SETTLEMENT RECEIPT</th>
<th>DATE: 01/01/01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONCEPT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAN NUMBER</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETTLEMENT RECEIPT NUMBER:</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMOUNT</td>
<td>$ 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXCHANGE RATE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RATE COMMISSION</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>$ 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Study findings)

These loan settlement receipts are important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the place and date of the operation, type of payment and amount paid.

6.2.5.1 Warning signs regarding receipt of loan settlement

1. Early settlement of loan a short time after it has been assigned, with no apparent justification.
2. Borrower gives no importance to the interest charged for early settlement of loan.
3. Intentional default on loans, with the purpose of collecting on the loan guarantee.
6.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH LOANS

Loans may be one of the financial instruments that can pose a very high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of its use, the type of operations carried out, its customary behavior and the results of the analysis of the above-mentioned documents could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document54.

According to this document, loans can be used in typologies such as financial and investment products susceptible to being used for money laundering operations, use of illegal funds to reduce debt or capitalize legitimate companies, and use of prepaid cards linked to savings account for money laundering.

7 CREDIT CARD

Credit cards are a financial product typical of financial entities. They are usually in local currency; nevertheless, in some countries can be found in foreign currency, for example in United States Dollars.

7.1 DESCRIPTION

A credit card is a credit contract between a customer and a financial entity, which can be used by a natural person (individual) or legal entity (company) to make purchases, withdraw money or pay off the loan at a later date, using a plastic card as form of payment.

Under the contract the holder is assigned a limit to the amount of money that can be charged, but is not obligated to pay in full each month, as payment can be deferred for up to 36 months, in some cases, depending on the entity’s loan policy. The remaining balance accumulates interest and if the full balance is paid, no interest is charged.

This financial product establishes a minimum payment as well as finance charges for the outstanding balance. It is usually used as a means of payment in lieu of physical money.

54 See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
The credit card system is a systematized group of contracts whose function is the administration of business checking accounts, with various functional components: a central organization, which operates the system, the group of card holders, and the registered commercial establishments or card acceptors. This system operates through franchises, the most well-known being Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Diners Club, among others.

These plastic cards are used in the same way as a personal card. It has a magnetic strip that contains a series of information that is both useful to the issuing company and required for the electronic handling of the data.

The magnetic strip on the card is divided into three tracks for data storage: the first stores the name of the user and discreitional and confidential data for the issuing company; the second contains the card number, the secret access code (called PIN\textsuperscript{55}) and other additional information; and the third area keeps information on the card movements to be used in off-line data processing.

\textbf{Image No. 28.}
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\begin{itemize}
  \item The plastic card is issued by the financial entity, in compliance with a credit card contract previously entered into with the client, which stipulates an expiration date and is usually automatically renewed. Under international standards, a sixteen-
\end{itemize}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{55} PIN, English acronym for Personal Identification Number.}
digit number is issued for the plastic card: the first six numbers contain the BIN\textsuperscript{56}, which identifies the bank that issues each type of card, and also includes the name of the issuing entity, the card holder authorized to use it and its term. This product can be used through different channels offered by the financial entities that can read the magnetic strip, such as automated tellers or Pin Pad\textsuperscript{57}, by Internet or telephone, to purchase goods or services, pay utilities, among others.

Depending on the level of technological development of the entity, the plastic card may contain a chip, which consists of integrated circuits that allow the execution of certain programmed instructions, used primarily for storing information about the product and card holder.

This financial product can be used to purchase goods and services in commercial establishments, pay taxes, and withdraw cash advances in bank offices, automated tellers, by telephone and Internet, and change PIN number to withdraw cash advances.

When payment is made using this financial product, the collector usually requests an identification document (personal identity card, passport, driver's license, etc.) and requires a signature on the sales receipt or voucher as proof of ownership of the product and to ensure that the card holder approves the transaction. Thus, both the user and merchant, who are part of the credit card system, approve and carry out the necessary transactions, thus generating the respective documents.

**7.2. DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST**

Documents that identify the operations and characteristics of a transaction with a credit card include: application form, account or bank statement, purchase or cash advance receipt, and payment receipt.

**7.2.1 Credit card application form**

The credit card application form contains information on the card holder, natural person (individual) or legal entity (company) and on the financial product.

This document, together with others usually required by the financial institution in order to comply with legal obligations (e.g. copies of identity documents,

\textsuperscript{56} BIN, English acronym for Bank Identification Number.

\textsuperscript{57} The Pin Pad is an electronic device that enables information on the plastic card to be read and allows point-of-sale transactions to be made.
chamber of commerce certificates or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns), establishes matters such as identification, location, economic activity, income and expenses, assets, liabilities and capital, and commercial or personal references, among others.

7.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding the credit card application form

1. Applications for several credit card under one or more names, where the same person is authorized to use the service, with no apparent justification.
2. Applications for business credit cards that have common partners, managers, administrators or legal representatives, with no apparent justification.

3. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank officials to induce them not to fill out the leasing enrollment forms completely or to accept incomplete or false information.

4. Persons who deliberately fill out the credit card applications with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

5. Persons who provide personal and commercial references on the credit card application that are incorrect or difficult to verify.

6. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of certain forms to apply for a credit card.

7. Persons who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information required for the credit card application.

8. Applicants for a credit card who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or bank manager or officer.

9. Persons or entities that frequently close and open credit card products in the same financial institution or others in the same location, without justification.

10. Credit card applicant considered Politically Exposed Persons (PEP\textsuperscript{58}), who attempts to avoid completely or properly filling out the application documents or who does not adequately justify the origin of the money associated to his/her person, or attempts to receive authorization to manage one or more financial products belonging to third parties, with no clear or justified association.

11. Persons authorized to use credit cards who have no direct association with or apparent explanation regarding their relationship with the card holder.

12. Persons authorized to use one or several credit cards who have an inconsistent or improper relationship with the applicant, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

13. Persons listed as, or who seek to be registered as, authorized to use one or several credit cards for the management of one or more financial products,

\textsuperscript{58} In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
and who are named in national\textsuperscript{59} or international\textsuperscript{60} lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

7.2.2 Credit card statement

A credit card statement is a periodic report of the transactions involving a credit card assigned to a financial institution’s client. The detailed statement lists all transactions in chronological order and provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.

The information in the statement can be used to periodically establish the amount and type of transactions that reduce the available card balance (purchases, advances or financial fees) as well as the quantity and type of operations that cover (payments or credits) the debt acquired.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin and destination of the money, the different ways in which funds are being transferred, and the channels used. It also important for showing life style, proving or disproving alibi, and identifying associates.

\textsuperscript{59} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (https://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/webciddno/consulta.aspx).

\textsuperscript{60} Lists published by different entities, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC (http://www.trea.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/) of the United States Department of the Treasury (known as the "Clinton List"), INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
7.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding credit card statements

1. Multiple, continuous or large withdrawals of cash through automated tellers, as advances from credit cards issued by local or foreign financial entities.

2. Simultaneous withdrawals of cash from the same automated teller or from automated tellers in the same network, as credit card advances, where the amounts withdrawn daily are large or the maximum established by the financial entity.

3. Multiple purchases in commercial establishments or credit card advances from automated tellers in the same city or in different cities, with no apparent justification or relationship with the economic activity of the card holder.

4. Payments of large sums of money, primarily in cash, which exceed the balance due on the credit card, which are later claimed by check, with no apparent justification.

5. Multiple purchases in commercial establishments or credit card advances in a city other than the geographic location of the holder or than the place of payment of the credit card, with no apparent justification.

7.2.3 Credit card sales receipt or voucher

The credit sales receipt or voucher is the receipt provided by commercial establishments to the card holders when they make a purchase with a credit card, which usually contains information on the date, amount and commercial establishment where the purchase was made.

Image No. 31.
Sales receipt or voucher

(Source: Study findings)
These sales receipts are very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the place and date where the transaction took place, the amount paid and information on the commercial establishment.

7.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding sales receipt or voucher

1. Credit card purchases in different cities around the country, on the same day, of equal or similar quantities, where the holder of the financial product has no businesses or agencies.

2. Credit card purchases made on the same day or in a short period of time, the amount of which is close to the maximum established for the credit card, with no apparent justification.

3. Credit card holder that makes all his/her purchases in commercial establishments outside the country, whose economic activity does not justify doing so.

4. Credit card purchases made in border areas, although the client’s economic activity does not justify doing so.

7.2.4. Receipt of a credit card cash advance

The receipt of credit card advance is a document containing information on the date, amount, and place where transaction took place, which can be an automated teller or bank branch, among others.

Image No. 32.
Receipt of a credit card cash advance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Atm Id</th>
<th>Credit card number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 dic 2010</td>
<td>12:00 p.m</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx0590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adress

Cash advance $300

Comision $0

Available

(Source: Study findings)

These receipts of credit card cash advances are very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the place and date where the transaction took place, and the amount withdrawn.
7.2.4.1 Warning signs regarding receipt of credit card cash advance

1. Credit card cash advances made in different branches in the city or country, on the same day, of equal or similar amounts, where the holder of the financial product has no business or agencies.

2. Credit card cash advances made on the same day or in a very short period of time, in amounts that are less than but very close to the maximum established for the credit card.

3. Credit card holder that withdraws all cash advances from automated tellers outside the country, with no economic activity that justifies doing so.

4. Credit card cash advances made in border areas, although the client’s economic activity does not justify doing so.

7.2.5. Receipt for credit card payment

The payment receipt is a document containing information on the date, amount paid, place where transaction took place.
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Receipt for credit card payment

(Source: Study findings)

These payment receipts are very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or
confirms the place and date where the transaction took place, type of payment, and amount paid.

7.2.5.1 Warning signs regarding receipt of credit card payment

1. Multiple, continuous and large credit card charges to pay business expenses or cell phone or public utility bills.
2. Payment of several large bills for the same public utility by credit card, with no apparent justification.
3. Payment of several large public utility bills from other cities by credit card, with no apparent justification and when the client does not have economic activities in that city.
4. Pay off of maximum limit on credit card made through advances, with funds from abroad, with no apparent reason and when the economic activity does not justify doing so.
5. Payments of large sums of money, primarily in cash, exceeding the balance due on the credit card, which are later claimed by check, with no apparent justification.
6. Pay off of maximum limit on credit card in cash, with no apparent reason and when the economic activity does not justify doing so.

7.3. RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH A CREDIT CARD

A credit card is a financial instrument that can pose a very high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of its use, the type of operations carried out, its customary behavior and the results of the analysis of the above-mentioned documents could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document.

According to this document, credit card services could be used in typologies such as fictitious foreign investment in a “local company”, international exchange arbitration through the transport of illegal money, financial and investment products susceptible of being used for money laundering operations, and announcement of a fictitious award obtained abroad to enter illegal money into the local country.

GAFISUD is an inter-governmental regionally-based organization of South American countries that fights money laundering and the financing of terrorism.

8  FIDUCIARY BUSINESS

A fiduciary business is a financial instrument that enables a fiduciary group to carry out many commercial operations on behalf of a natural person (individual) or legal entity (company).

The most well-known lines of fiduciary business are investment, management, guarantee, securitization, and investment banking trust funds.

In some countries, fiduciary companies are authorized to carry out other activities, such as management of collective portfolios or investment funds, and voluntary pension funds, among others.

8.1 DESCRIPTION

Fiduciary businesses, or trusts, are based on the trust placed by a natural person or legal entity (the trustor) in a fiduciary firm upon depositing one or more assets to fulfill an objective specified in a contract. This objective may even be for the benefit of a third party (beneficiary).

The fiduciary can carry out all kinds of licit operations, in accordance with the object of the contract, through fiduciary assignments, commercial trust agreements and public fiduciaries.

A fiduciary assignment is a contract that allows a fiduciary company to administer the assets that have been deposited in its trust without transfer of the property, which is only deposited in trust to the fiduciary for compliance with the client’s instructions.

A commercial trust agreement is a business through which an individual (constituent or trustor) transfers the ownership of his assets to another party (fiduciary or trustee) for the specific purpose for which the trust was established for the benefit of a third party (beneficiary). For this purpose an autonomous trust is established with the assets of the trustor, without the expectation that these assets will ever become the definitive property of the trustee.

Public fiduciary is a fiduciary business in which a state is the trustor; the fundamental difference between a public fiduciary and a commercial trust
agreement is that the state (trustor) does not transfer the entrusted assets or resources to the trustee, except when expressly established under law.

Fiduciary products may include: collective investment trust funds with a specific objective, the asset management fiduciary, the guarantee fiduciary, the real estate fiduciary, the fiduciary with resources from the general social security system, the securitization fiduciary and investment banking fiduciary.

8.1.1 Investment Trust Fund

In an investment trust fund, the fiduciary receives from the trustor sums of money for investment pursuant to instructions. These investments may be to benefit the trustor or a third party chosen by the trustor. This type of investment trust fund can be established through commercial trust agreements or fiduciary assignments.

These trust funds can be administered individually (Specific Investment Trusts), where the money handed over to the fiduciary is administered separately from the other investment trust funds.

When the resources are administered collectively, the fiduciary is in charge of the administration of the collective portfolios or investment funds.

Mutual funds or collective portfolios are an investment mechanism or vehicle to administer money or other assets, consisting of a pool of funds from many investors that will be managed collectively to produce capital gains that are also collective.

Collective portfolios or mutual funds can be open-ended, closed-ended or tiered.

A feature of open-end collective portfolios is that the shares (units) may be redeemed at any time, although the fund regulations may stipulate a minimum time, in which case a penalty for early withdrawal may be charged. These penalties then constitute a gain for the respective collective portfolio.

Tiered collective portfolios are different in that the redemption of shares can only be done after the deadlines previously established in the regulations. The minimum period for redemption of shares in a collective portfolio is defined through legal regulations.
In closed-end collective portfolios, the redemption of all shares can only be made at the end of the period established for the duration of the collective portfolio.

The main types of mutual trust funds are ordinary mutual trust funds, special mutual trust funds, foreign currency funds and foreign investment funds.

- **Ordinary trust funds** are established for trustors who abide by the regulations and who turn over a sum of money to the fiduciary, which commits to making duly established investments that are readily convertible to money in order to allow for timely withdrawals. Generally speaking, client participation is restricted to a percentage of the total value of the fund.

- **Special Mutual Trust Funds** are set up for trustors who abide by the regulations and who turn over a sum of money which the fiduciary commits to investing appropriately, for example, in fixed-income funds, variable-income funds, term funds, funds for the acquisition of assets other than securities, and funds for investment in securities issued through processes for the securitization of assets. In this case, the fiduciary manages the group resources that comprise the fund in keeping with the investments, investment limits, and concentration and liquidity established in the regulations.

- **Funds in Foreign Currency** are set up to receive resources from trustors who abide by the regulations and turn over money in local currency which is invested abroad by the fiduciary.

- **Foreign Mutual Funds**, as commercial trust agreements or fiduciary assignments, consist of the resources of one or more foreign natural persons (individuals) or legal entities (companies), with the purpose of investing in the local public securities market. These are generally established for the acquisition of shares of stock in the local market, in keeping with the rules for take-over bids. These foreign capital mutual funds can be either individual or institutional: individual funds are natural persons (individuals) or legal entities (companies) from abroad whose main objective is to direct their treasury surplus to capital markets, generally as a financial strategy, not necessarily to make investments. Institutional funds are those that comprise several persons or entities with the primary objective of investing in the world’s capital markets (e.g. omnibus, ADR and GDR funds).

### 8.1.2 Fiduciary management

Fiduciary management is a fiduciary business in which the trustor entrusts his or her assets to a fiduciary, with or without transferring ownership of the asset,
for the fiduciary to manage, according to the instructions given in this respect. The fiduciary management business can have multiple objectives, depending on the needs of and instructions given by the trustor. The following are the main types of fiduciary management:

- A management and payment trust aims to receive sums of money during a specified amount of time, to be managed by the fiduciary, which must fulfill the obligations established by the trustor in a timely and proper manner. The fiduciary is usually responsible for collection of funds and may invest this money, as long it complies with the management and commitment terms of the contract. Certain entities enter into this type of fiduciary agreement to ensure greater efficiency and timely performance.

- Fiduciary management of inheritances, legacies and the assets of persons with disabilities is a trust fund that has been previously designated to manage a group of assets belonging to a person who has passed away. The fiduciary assumes the administration of these goods and transfer the product or ownership of such goods to the beneficiaries or legatees. When legally disabled persons have been determined to be unable to manage their own assets, the fiduciary steps in to manage said assets until such time as the disability is no longer present or the assets can be transferred.

- Fiduciary management can also be used to develop housing programs, administer company treasuries, administer companies facing financial difficulties that have filed for bankruptcy or restructuring with its creditors, for the liquidation of commercial businesses or public entities.

8.1.3 Guarantee trust fund

The guarantee trust fund is a fiduciary business in which a person transfers the ownership of one or more assets to a fiduciary business in order to guarantee compliance with certain third party or with their own obligations.

In this type of trust fund, the trustor irrevocably transfers the ownership of said asset(s) to the fiduciary business or through irrevocable fiduciary assignment, which are then sold to pay for obligations or unpaid goods to the creditors or beneficiaries designated in the contract or according to the instructions provided.

In the case of a commercial guarantee trust, the fiduciary is the owner of the assets and can issue a guarantee certificate so that the creditor can offer this
in support of payment of his or her obligations; this certificate must then be returned to the fiduciary upon fulfillment of the obligation.

In the case of an irrevocable fiduciary assignment, the trustor turns over the assets to a fiduciary, without transferring ownership, so that the latter may hold them in custody as a guarantee of payment of the obligation.

The guarantee and source of payment trust consists in the irrevocable transfer or delivery to the fiduciary of a future flow of resources from the transfer of economic rights in favor of the trustor, which will be used to guarantee fulfillment of the obligation.

**8.1.4 Real estate investment trust**

A real estate investment trust is a business used to administer resources or goods related to a real estate project. This type of trust can be implemented in different modalities:

The administration and payment modality, in which ownership of real estate is transferred to a trust, which will administer the real estate project and make the payments required for the development of the project, in accordance with the instructions indicated in the agreement. In this type of business, the fiduciary business may be in charge of issuing the titles to the units built by the project.

In the treasury modality, the trust invests and administers the cash resources used to develop the real estate project.

Finally, in the pre-sale modality, the main obligation of the fiduciary business is to collect the money delivered by parties interested in becoming involved in the real estate project, and to administer and invest these funds until such time as the conditions exist to develop the project.

**8.1.5 Trust with funds from the general social security system**

The trust that manages resources from the general social security system consists in delivering money or assets to a fiduciary business (with or without transferring the ownership of such assets), to be administered by the trust as established by the trustor.

The resources can come from pension benefits and are delivered to the fiduciary business to be administered, invested and to set up reserves and
guarantees to attend to and/or normalize the pension benefits (e.g. payment of monthly pensions, pension sharing contributions, etc.).

When resources come from the social security system, the objective of the fiduciary business is to administer the resources to be used for operations related to health and occupational health.

### 8.1.6 Securitization trust fund

Securitization fiduciary is a fiduciary business used to obtain liquidity, through assets traditionally considered illiquid. These assets are transferred to an autonomous patrimony, and securities are issued with these as a guarantee. Through this type of fiduciary, the securities issuer becomes an autonomous patrimony, managed by the fiduciary.

The term of the securities depends on the characteristics of the asset, and is usually more than one year. The document issued as a result of the securitization process has characteristics and prerogatives that are specific to the securities themselves.

The securities may be debt, equity or hybrid securities. Debt securities represent a specific sum of money that can comprise a fixed sum corresponding to the capital invested and a variable sum corresponding to the profitability agreed to in the securitization process. Equity securities represent a proportional part of the autonomous patrimony or securitized fund and, therefore, profit-sharing or loss is distributed on the basis of this percentage. Hybrid securities combine the two groups of securities: debt securities, which allow the holder to demand a certain amount of money, and equity securities, or shares of stock in the patrimony or securitized fund.

The main assets that can be securitized are credit card receivables, securities (negotiable bills of sale), future cash flows (in some specific cases) and properties, construction projects, housing leasing contracts, agricultural and agro-industrial assets, public infrastructure works and public utilities.

### 8.1.7 Fiduciary as investment banking

A fiduciary as investment banking is a fiduciary business in which the fiduciary offers its clients the service of designing financial alternatives to improve the use of the resources, finance expansion projects, and cover capital or liquidity needs. This is a fiduciary product that is offered to the public and the private sectors.
Some of these investment banking fiduciary products include structuring of bonds or placing of commercial papers, structuring of asset securitization processes, restructuring of liabilities, obtaining commercial or development loans, and structuring of guarantees.

8.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

Documents that identify the operations and features of a fiduciary business include: the application form for the fiduciary assignment or commercial trust agreement, receipt for money or assets, the contract, mandate or instructions provided by the trustor, the receipt for money withdrawals and/or sale of goods, and the cancellation or completion of the fiduciary business.

As mentioned above, fiduciary businesses can be so diverse and so specific that each line of business will provide certain information, depending on the type (investment, management, guarantee, and securitization). Nevertheless, there are some common documents that are filled out either at the time of application or when money or assets are received or when the fiduciary makes a payment to or on behalf of one of its trustors.

8.2.1. Enrollment/application form for opening a fiduciary assignment or commercial trust account

The enrollment and/or application form for opening a fiduciary assignment or commercial trust account contains information on the client (trustor), which can be a natural person (individual) or legal entity (company).

This application form, together with others required by the financial institution primarily in order to comply with legal obligations of banking supervisors (e.g., copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns), establishes matters such as the identification or location of the trustor and the goods, identification of the economic activity in question, income and expenditures, assets, liabilities and capital, commercial and/or personal references, origin or source of the goods and assets, properties, etc.
This application document is important for purposes of financial analysis and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the relationships of the trustor, financial aspects of the persons intervening in the fiduciary contract, the location and economic activity, goods received or managed by the fiduciary, owners, beneficiaries, among others.
8.2.1.1. Warning signs regarding the application form for opening a fiduciary assignment or commercial trust account

1. Opening of several trust accounts, primarily mutual funds or special investment funds, in the name of one or more persons, all of which have registered one single person as the co-holder or additional trustor.

2. Opening of several trust accounts at different companies, all of which share common partners, managers, legal representatives and/or authorized signatures.

3. Consecutive opening of several trust accounts, primarily mutual funds or special investment funds, in the name of different people with similar characteristics (age, economic activity, location, relatives) but that apparently do not know each other.

4. Consecutive opening of several trust accounts, primarily mutual funds or special investment funds, with the same initial amount of money, in the name of different people who apparently do not know each other.

5. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats to against fiduciary officials to induce them to accept incomplete or false information or to avoid the full completion of the application forms for several fiduciary assignments.

6. Natural persons (individuals) or legal entities (companies) showing financial solvency but with problems providing commercial references or obtaining a co-signer or guarantor when filling out the application form for opening trust accounts.

7. Persons who record the same address and/or telephone number of other individuals to whom they have no apparent relationship, when opening several trust accounts, especially mutual funds or special investment funds.

8. Persons who frequently change their personal information on fiduciary documents, such as address, telephone number and occupation, with no apparent justification.

9. Persons who deliberately fill out the application forms required to open a trust account with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is either false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

10. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of certain forms to open trust accounts.

11. Applicants for a trust agreement, who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information to open a trust account.
12. Persons opening a trust account at a branch, with no apparent justification, whose location is different or far away from where the trustor carries out his/her business or economic activity. If the client in question is a natural person (individual) on salary, when there is no logical relationship between the bank location and the employer’s location or the client’s place of residence.

13. Trust account applicants who by virtue of age, experience or economic activity have no prior record regarding financial products in the sector and cannot account for such when requested.

14. Applicants for a fiduciary business who are named in national or international lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

15. Trust account applicants who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or trust fund manager or official.

16. Trust account applicants who refuse to justify the origin of the funds to be used in the operation or to update the basic information provided at the time the application was submitted to the fiduciary.

17. Trust account applicants who ask to be exempted from supplying or confirming certain information on the grounds that they have been recommended by another of the fiduciary’s clients or by another financial institution.

18. Trust account applicants, primarily applicants for mutual or special investment funds for large sums of money not consistent with the socioeconomic information submitted, with no apparent justification to explain the discrepancy.

19. Companies applying for a fiduciary account for large sums of money not consistent with the low capital, operating income or available cash resources and/or companies that have been very recently created.

20. Trust account applicants, primarily mutual funds or special investment funds, who invest large sums of money with no apparent interest in the details of the product or questions about the availability and profitability of the product, and/or feigning market ignorance.

21. Trust account applicant investing a large amount of money through a fiduciary who does not state a specific economic activity or defines it as being “independent”.

63 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

64 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
22. Trust account applicant, primarily mutual funds or special investment funds, with a large investment and who identifies him/herself with a document that is difficult to verify or is expired (i.e. foreigners, tourists, non-residents, minors).

23. Trust account applicant who is classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP65) and who tries to avoid properly and completely filling out the application documents or does not adequately justify the origin of his/her money or assets.

24. Applicant for a high investment trust account, when said applicant holds no justifiable relationship to the other projects undertaken or known assets.

25. Trust account applicant, especially for a trust management fund or guarantee trust fund, who has just recently acquired the asset for an amount that is either excessively below or excessively above its real value.

26. Trust account applicant, especially real estate investment trusts, who expresses his or her desire to purchase several units of a given development, in cash, without requesting financing from any financial institution.

8.2.2 Receipt for money or assets received by the fiduciary

The money or assets of the investors can be received directly or indirectly by the fiduciary. It is indirectly received when a network of branch offices of another institution is used to collect the fiduciary client’s money. In any case, there will be a document to support the transaction performed by the trustor.

The receipt for the trustor’s money or assets contains information regarding the date, amount, type of operation (cash, check, charged to an account or other financial product), type of asset entrusted, characteristics of the asset, fiduciary office or financial institution carrying out the operation, name and identification of the depositor or trustor, telephone numbers and additional data.

---

65 In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
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Receipt for money or assets received by the fiduciary

(Source: Study findings)

This receipt for the reception of money or assets from the trustor is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin of money or assets used in the fiduciary assignment or commercial trust account, as well as some of the characteristics of the transactions, some aspects regarding the assets, and other details about the implementation of the fiduciary contract.

8.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding receipts of money or assets received by the fiduciary

1. Deposits of equal or similar amounts on the same day in different branches of the fiduciary or other financial institution in the city or country, where the depositor (apparent client of the trust holder) has no business or agencies.
2. Cash deposits that indicate fractioning\textsuperscript{66}, because the amount is lower than but approaching the established control limit, carried out in different offices of a financial institution or fiduciary on the same day or consecutively over a few days, to accounts of fiduciary businesses, especially mutual funds or special investment funds.

3. Deposits of large sums of money to fiduciary business accounts, especially mutual funds or special investment funds that are or have been inactive.

4. Deposits by individuals to a fiduciary account, especially to a mutual fund or special investment fund, when the account holder is a legal entity (company) with no commercial relationship with said depositors.

5. Simultaneous deposits made by the same person to several fiduciary businesses, especially to a mutual fund or special investment fund, under the names of different companies from one single “financial group”.

6. Frequent deposits for large amounts of cash to the fiduciary accounts, especially mutual funds or special investment funds, of a company that, given its commercial activity, does not usually receive or is not associated with this type of operation.

7. Frequent deposits of large amounts of cash in rounded amounts, made with high or low denomination bills, when given the nature of his/her economic activity the fiduciary holder, especially in the case of mutual funds or special investment funds, does not make sales that imply receiving this type of money.

8. Establishment of trusts for large sums of money, through one or more checks that, based on the information of the checks account holders, have no stake in the economic activity of the trustor, or in such cases, where the justification for this is not deemed satisfactory by the fiduciary.

9. Establishment of trusts for large sums of money, through one or more account transfers from the same account holder, from the same or different financial institutions, with no apparent justification.

10. Establishment of trusts for large sums of money through one or more transfers from third party accounts, from the same or different financial institutions, with no apparent justification.

11. Establishment of a guarantee trust fund in which certificates written out to various financial institutions are requested immediately, with no apparent justification for the need for said resources.

\textsuperscript{66} Some typologies or operations related to this modality can be consulted at: http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
12. Establishment of an autonomous patrimony through guaranteed trust funds for which certificates are not requested.

13. Establishment of trusts, especially guarantee or securitization trust funds, with assets that the fiduciary has determined have been subject to legal measures or whose present or former owners have a police record.

14. Establishment of trusts, especially guarantee or securitization trust funds, with assets that are difficult to quantify or in locations difficult to access.

15. Establishment of trusts, especially guarantee or securitization trust funds, with assets that have legal inconsistencies with regard to their ownership, possession or tenure.

16. Establishment of trusts, especially guarantee or securitization trust funds, with real estate properties (lots or constructions) that are overvalued or whose characteristics are not consistent with the sector.

17. Establishment of trusts, especially real estate trusts, in which one same trustor buys several units of a housing development, which is not consistent with his/her economic activity, or the justification offered is not deemed satisfactory by the fiduciary.

18. Establishment of trusts, especially real estate trusts, in which the trustor establishes periodic payments in cash, that are far superior to his/her capacity for payment according to the economic activity reported, or cases where the justification offered is not deemed satisfactory by the fiduciary.

19. Establishment of trusts, especially real estate trusts, in which the trustor cedes his or her rights to a third party before registering the asset without offering satisfactory justification to the fiduciary.

20. Establishment of trusts, in which the trustor is represented by an attorney-in-fact, with no apparent reason.

21. Establishment of trusts, especial guarantee or securitization trust funds, with properties without a clear ownership record.

8.2.3. Proof of payment to or on behalf of trustor

The proof of payment (checks written or transfers made) by the fiduciary to or on behalf of the trustor contains information on the payment date, form of payment, amount of payment, branch of the fiduciary that makes the payment, name and identification of the beneficiary and authorized signatures of the fiduciary.
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Proof of payment to or on behalf of a trustor

The proof of payment (checks written or transfers ordered) by the fiduciary to or on behalf of the trustor is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms aspects such as the participation of different people as trustors or beneficiaries, the relationships between the people involved in the fiduciary contracts, dates, amounts and characteristics of fiduciary payments, among others.

8.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding proof of payment to or on behalf of trustor

1. Partial or full payments of a fiduciary business, requested by the trustor, when the amount is lower than but approaching the established control limit for cash transactions.

2. Partial or full payments of a fiduciary business requested by the trustor, on the same day or in a very short period of time, to different beneficiaries, which are cashed by the same person.

3. Partial or full payments of a fiduciary business, requested by the trustor, to different companies, which are cashed by the same person acting as legal representative, as legitimate beneficiary or as attorney-in-fact.
4. Partial or full payment of different fiduciary businesses, especially mutual funds or special investment funds, requested by various trustors who arrive as a group to perform said operations.

5. Partial or full payment of a large sum of money for a fiduciary business, in which the trustor requests several checks, where the amount of each individual check is lower than but approaching the established control limit for cash transactions, written out to the same holder, same person or to different people.

6. Partial or full payment of a fiduciary business, requested by the trustor, in checks payable to different beneficiaries, which, after endorsement (sometimes with similar handwriting) are cashed by the same person.

7. Partial or full payment by check of a fiduciary business, requested by the trustor, illegibly endorsed and paid in cash in such a manner that the identity of the end beneficiary cannot be verified.

8. Partial or full payment of a fiduciary business, requested by the trustor, through local transfers to different cities, when the holder does not have clients or business in those locations that would justify said operations.

9. Partial or full payment of a fiduciary business, requested by the trustor, through local transfers to different localities that are distant from the business headquarters of the payment beneficiary, with no apparent justification.

10. Partial or full payment of a fiduciary business, requested by the trustor, through local transfers to the same person or to several third parties, in amounts lower than but approaching the established control limit for cash transactions.

11. Partial or full payment of a fiduciary business, requested by the trustor, through transfers to checking or savings accounts or another financial instrument, upon which the money is withdrawn immediately or shortly thereafter through automated teller machines.

12. Partial or full payment of a large amount of money for a fiduciary business whose holder is a company, requested by the trustor, which is ultimately paid in cash by the manager or officials of the same institution.

13. Partial or full payment of a fiduciary business, especially a management and payments fiduciary or a real estate investment trust, the beneficiary of which was not originally included and the justification for so doing is not deemed satisfactory by the fiduciary.

14. Partial or full payment of a fiduciary business, especially a management and payments fiduciary or a real estate investment trust, the amounts of which are greater than those initially estimated and the justification is not
deemed satisfactory by the fiduciary or the technical specifications of the assets acquired by the trust differ from those stipulated.

8.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING IN THE FIDUCIARY BUSINESS

Fiduciary contracts can pose a very high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of the operations and the information known—either at the time of applying to the fiduciary, establishing fiduciary assignments or commercial trust agreements, when receiving the money or assets, making partial or full payments to or on behalf of the trustor—as well as the analyses of the aforementioned documents and the behavior of their holders may coincide with some money laundering typologies set forth in the regional GAFISUD document and in the typology reports of 1997-1998, 1999-2000, 2000-2001, 2003-2004, 2004-2005 of GAFI-FATF.

According to the above documents, a fiduciary contract may be used in typologies such as “financial and investment products susceptible to being employed by money laundering operations” or “purchases made by a criminal organization”.

9. SECURITIES TRADING

A stock exchange or securities negotiation is a financial instrument that allows for direct or indirect investment operations, and the purchase and sale of securities through an intermediary stock brokerage firm (stock broker) on behalf of a natural person (individual) or legal entity (company) (either directly or through the stock markets).

9.1 DESCRIPTION

Stock brokerage firms can perform certain types of financial transactions on their own and for their clients, in accordance with each country’s conditions and rules and regulations. The most popular stock exchanges include investments in fixed or variable-income securities, investment funds, the provision of advisory services related to investment banking, the management and custody of securities, and exchange operations or currency negotiations.

67 GAFISUD is an inter-governmental regionally-based organization of South American countries that fights money laundering and the financing of terrorism.

68 The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has published several documents on typologies used in money laundering and the financing of terrorism. These can be consulted at: http://www.fatfgafi.org
9.1.1 Variable-income investment

Stock brokerage firms offer their clients the opportunity to buy or sell shares listed on the stock market, term transactions, and repo operations with shares. This enables stock brokers to create stock portfolios that meet their clients’ needs and preferences.

For variable-income investors, the purchase of shares implies participation in the assets of certain companies, with the possibility of making a profit through the payment of dividends. Another way to obtain a return on the investment is through the increase in stock value.

These types of securities are generally traded through electronic systems established by and between stock brokers, stock brokerage firms and centralized securities deposits.

9.1.2 Fixed-income securities

Stock brokerage firms offer their clients the opportunity to buy or sell fixed-income securities, such as Certificates of Deposit (CD), public or private debt bonds, banker’s acceptances, mortgage securities, special bonds, securities listed on the stock market and, in general, any private or public debt security that is traded on the market.

The return on investment offered to clients for this fixed-income investment option depends on the risk they are willing to assume. Higher profits imply higher risks.

9.1.3 Mutual funds

Mutual funds, which are also known as securities fund, are another stock market modality offered by stock brokerage firms to their clients.

Mutual funds are created with money contributed by a certain number of natural persons (individuals) or legal entities (companies) with similar investment objectives, to be managed by a stock brokerage firm. This stock brokerage firm puts together a diversified securities portfolio that is responsible for distributing the income in proportion to the number of units held by each individual.

Open-ended, closed-ended or tiered securities are traded on the stock market. Open-ended security funds are those in which subscribers can redeem their participation at any time. Closed-ended security funds are those in which the contributions are paid to the subscribers only at the end of the term established
for the corresponding fund. Tiered security funds are those in which subscribers can redeem their shares based on the maturity deadlines of the fund assets.

Security funds, called conservative funds, target individual investors and consist of fixed-income trading paper and securities issued by private and/or public issuers that offer moderate yields. Clients are normally short-term investors that can collect their funds on demand and with yields that are more or less stable with respect to the market. Stock brokerage firms diversify the fund’s securities to ensure security and liquidity. These funds are generally open to new investors and require a minimum investment.

Another security fund modality is one that targets legal entities (companies) and is required to or seeks out investment portfolios with conservative risks. These funds consist primarily of fixed-income securities issued by private and public issuers.

Stock brokerage firms offer this type of funds as short-term investment instruments with moderate yields, with respect to the market. These funds are open to new investors and require a minimum investment.

Stock brokerage firms also set up securities funds for investors with high-risk profiles that prefer medium or long-term investments and expect to receive higher returns on their investments. These fund portfolios consist of shares with companies from different sectors of the economy, so as to concentrate the investment in higher stock market capitalization companies that offer better perspectives for growth in the medium to long term. The objective is to design a fund that complies with the liquidity terms offered to investors, by investing a greater portion of its resources in “highly securitized” shares or in liquid fixed-rate instruments. These funds are open to new investors and require a minimum investment.

Another security fund modality consists of overseas investments. These funds are designed for people who look for conservative investments abroad while hedging their investments against devaluations that are subject to “hard” currency (generally U.S. Dollars or Euros) exchange rate volatility. The funds are invested in local currencies, while additions and withdrawals are also made in local currencies, although the fund is denominated and earns profits in foreign currencies. The securities fund portfolio is diversified with assets in strong and widely traded currencies. This type of fund is open to new investors and requires minimum investment amounts and terms.

Lastly, there is one more investment option, known as a foreign fund. Investors in this type of fund deliver their capital to the local stock broker agents, who in turn enter into correspondent agreements with foreign intermediaries in charge of constituting, diversifying and managing the portfolio. These offshore
investments generally offer returns with certain tax exemptions, protect against devaluation risks, and have easy access to international markets. These funds are open to new investors and require a minimum investment and term.

### 9.1.4 Investment banking

Stock brokerage firms offer their clients investment banking services, such as advice on bond issues, debt restructuring, debt conversions, corporate appraisals, and financial engineering.

In specific cases, stock brokers can also advise, design, negotiate and place debt bond issues, bonds that must be converted into ordinary shares, preferential shares without voting rights, privileged shares and other instruments that are needed to access the capital market.

Stock brokerage firms also provide advice on solutions to working capital problems, debt service rationalizations, term transformations, funding source changes, capital structure analyses, and the design and negotiation of debt instruments.

Stock brokerage firms can also determine the market value of a company’s shares, which implies performing a financial, technical, administrative, legal, fiscal and marketing appraisal to establish the price of a purchase, sale, merger, etc. Financial engineering consulting services can focus on obtaining funds, designing securities, funding sources, cost systems, defining the correct capital structure, marketing debt and restructuring corporate financial divisions.

### 9.1.5 Management and custody of securities

Stock brokerage firms also offer their clients security management services to negotiate stock redemptions, collect the interests on said shares or reinvest surpluses.

In addition to managing the funds, stock brokerage firms also provide their customers with the opportunity to open escrow accounts for their securities and bonds either as their own accounts or through centralized local and foreign security deposits.

### 9.1.6 Currency exchange and trading operations

Certain stock brokerage firms can perform exchange operations and/or currency negotiations with their clients.
These exchange transactions may include: sending or receiving money orders in foreign currencies for imports, exports, foreign investment and external debt; purchase and sale of currencies that correspond to exchange operations; handling and management of international credit and debit card systems; purchase and sale of currencies to other financial institutions in the exchange market; dispatch or reception of money transfers and remittances from residents and non-residents; capital investments abroad and temporary financial investments, and financial assets issued by banking entities abroad or in bonds and stocks issued by foreign governments, in conformity with local standards.

Another service modality offered by stock brokerage firms includes term operations to reduce their client’s exchange risks and increase their coverage. These transactions are made through standardized agreements in terms of size (foreign currency amount), maturity dates and the number of open maturities. The stock brokerage firm enters into an agreement with the client to buy and sell a certain number of agreements in foreign currencies, at a future date and for an established price. The parties assume both the obligation and the commitment to pay or receive the earnings and losses produced by the differences in the agreement prices throughout the term of the agreement, as well as their liquidation with respect to the prevailing exchange rate. This mechanism allows clients to control unavoidable risks caused by paying for or collecting sums of money in other countries or making investments in foreign currencies.

9.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The documents that identify stock exchange transactions and their characteristics include: the application to open the respective investment or escrow account, the reception of the funds, the agreement, the account number, the investor’s mandate or instructions, and the investment’s total or partial withdrawal.

As stated above, the products and services offered by a stock brokerage firm can be so varied that each one provides specific information on each type of investment (securities funds, foreign investment funds, fixed and variable rate funds, investment banking, exchange transactions, or security escrow and administration). However, there are certain common documents that are processed when opening an account or receiving the funds, or when the stock brokerage firm makes a payment on behalf of and/or in the name of one of its clients.

69 Exchange risks consist of loss contingencies due to variations in the value of a specific currency relative of another currency. These exchange rate variations affect the wealth of the traders that keep assets in foreign currency. The difference in exchange rate between the moment the transaction agreement is made and the actual collection of payment or charge can generate unexpected losses or gains.
9.2.1 **Investment enrollment or application form and instructions**

The application form that is used to open an investment fund contains information on the client (investor), either as a natural person (individual) or a legal entity (company).

This document, together with others usually required by the financial institution in order to comply with legal obligations (e.g. copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce certificates or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns, and ownership documents), establishes aspects such as identification of the investor, the location of the client or of assets, economic activity, income and expenses, assets, liabilities and capital, commercial or personal references, and the origin of the goods or assets.

![Investment enrollment/application forms and instructions](Source: Study findings)

**ABC TRADING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal</th>
<th>STOCK MARKET APPLICATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surname</td>
<td>Certified Copies of ID Should be Provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Name</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID Area No</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax Area No</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Address</td>
<td>Proof of Residence (e.g. Rent Bills, Statements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Address</td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company/CC/Organization</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Reg. Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Business</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Establishment of Business</td>
<td>Chamber Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Address</td>
<td>Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel Area</td>
<td>Fax Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email Address</td>
<td>Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website Address</td>
<td>Date opened</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investment Plan</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Share</td>
<td>Trade Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Date</td>
<td>Trend Share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Period for Investment</td>
<td>Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Address</td>
<td>Months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Money Market Industry</td>
<td>Investment Share Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio Managers</td>
<td>Equity Investments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capital Plan</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capital Paid</td>
<td>Capital Invested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brokerage Fee</td>
<td>Interest %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends</td>
<td>Total Lump Sum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Bank</th>
<th>Account Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

(Source: Study findings)
These application forms are important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the relationships of the investor, financial aspects of the persons involved in the investment instructions, location and economic activity, assets received or administered by the stock broker, beneficiaries, among others.

9.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding the investment enrollment or application form and instructions

1. The opening of several investment accounts, primarily in equity funds that are paid to one or more individuals, all of which register one same individual as their additional or authorized investor.

2. The opening of several investment funds by different companies that have common partners, managers, administrators, legal representatives or authorized signatures.

3. The consecutive opening of several investment funds, primarily equity funds, on behalf of different individuals with similar characteristics (age, economic activity, location, family relationship), who apparently do not know each other.

4. The consecutive opening of several investment funds, primarily equity funds, with the same initial amount on behalf of different individuals that apparently do not know each other.

5. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against stock brokerage officials to induce them not to fill out the investment application forms completely or to accept incomplete or false information.

6. Natural persons or legal entities showing financial solvency although they have problems providing information regarding commercial references or obtaining a co-signer or guarantor when filling out the investment application form.

7. Persons who at the time of opening several investment accounts, especially equity funds, record the same address and/or telephone number of other individuals to whom they appear to have no apparent relationship.

8. Persons who frequently change the personal information provided to the stock brokerage firm, such as their addresses, telephone numbers and occupations, with no apparent justification for said changes.

9. Persons who deliberately fill out the investment application forms with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.
10. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of certain investment application forms.

11. Persons applying for an investment account who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information required to open an investment account.

12. Persons who open an investment account at an office whose location is other than or distant from the place where the investor usually carries out his/her business or economic activity, with no apparent justification. If the person in question is a natural person (individual) on salary, when there is no logical relationship between the bank location and the employer’s location or the investor’s place of residence.

13. Investment account applicants who by virtue of age, experience or economic activity have no prior record regarding financial products in the sector and cannot account for such when requested.

14. Investment account applicants who are named on national\textsuperscript{70} or international lists\textsuperscript{71} as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

15. Investment account applicants who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or stock brokerage manager or officer.

16. Investment account applicants who will not justify the origin of the funds used for the operation or to update the basic information provided at the time the application was submitted to the stock brokerage firm.

17. Investment account applicants who ask to be exempted from supplying or confirming certain information on the grounds that they have been recommended by another of the stock broker or by another stock brokerage firm.

18. Investment account applicants, especially equity funds, in large amounts that are not consistent with the socio-economic information provided and have no apparent justification.

19. Companies applying to open an investment account in a large amount that is not consistent with their low capital stock, operating income or available cash resources and/or companies that have been very recently created.

\textsuperscript{70} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

\textsuperscript{71} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the list of the most wanted (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); public officials with disciplinary records (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
20. Investment account applicants, especially for equity funds, who invest large sums of money with no interest in or who do not ask about the profitability of the instrument or feigning ignorance of the market.

21. Investment account applicant with a large investment who does not state a specific economic activity or does so using the term “independent”.

22. Investment account applicant, especially for equity funds, with a large investment and who identifies him/herself with a document that is difficult to verify or is expired (i.e. foreigners, tourists, non-residents, minors).

23. Investment account applicant who is classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP\textsuperscript{72}) and who tries to avoid properly and completely filling out the application forms or does not adequately justify the origin of his/her money or shares.

24. Applicant for a high-value corporate investment account but with no justifiable relationship to other projects undertaken or known assets.

25. Investment account applicant who just purchased securities for an amount that is well above or well below the market value.

26. Investment account applicant who expresses interest in investing in several options, in cash, without requesting information on the characteristics, security, risk or profitability, or about the experience or seriousness of the stock broker.

9.2.2 Voucher for receipt of money or securities

Stock brokerage firms can directly and indirectly accept investor funds. The funds are indirectly accepted when the stock broker uses another financial institution’s network of offices to collect money from its clients. These transactions are always supported by a document confirming the client’s transaction.

The voucher or document that confirms receipt of the investor’s money or securities includes information related to the date of the transactions, the amount, the type of operation (cash, checks, charged to an account or another financial product), the type of asset delivered, the characteristics of the security, the name of the stock brokerage firm or financial institution that performed the transaction, name and identification of the depositor or investor, along with telephone number or other related information.

\textsuperscript{72} In keeping with FATF, Politically Exposed Persons (PEPs) are individuals who are or have been entrusted with prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example Heads of State or of government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state owned corporations, important political party officials. Business relationships with family members or close associates of PEPs involve reputational risks similar to those with PEPs themselves. The definition is not intended to cover middle ranking or more junior individuals in the foregoing categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
These vouchers for receipt of investor money or stocks are important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the origin of the clients' money or stocks, some characteristics of the transactions, aspects regarding the negotiated securities, and other details about the performance of the investment instructions.

9.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding the voucher for receipt of money or stocks

1. Deposits made on the same date and for similar or equal amounts in different offices in the city or country, in the offices of the stock brokerage firm or in another financial institution, in which the depositor (client that apparently holds the investment account) does not have business offices or agencies.

2. Cash deposits indicate possible fractioning\(^{73}\), because the amount is lower than but approaching the established control limit, made at different

\(^{73}\) Some typologies and operations related to this modality can be consulted at http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
offices of the financial institution or stock brokerage firm on the same day or consecutively over a few days, to investment accounts, particularly equity funds.

3. Deposits made for large amounts of money to investment accounts, especially equity funds that are or have been inactive.

4. Deposits made by natural persons (individuals) to an investment account, especially equity funds, whose holders are legal entities (companies) that have no commercial relations with said depositors.

5. Simultaneous deposits made by one same person to several investment accounts, especially equity funds, by different companies from the same “financial group”.

6. Frequent cash deposits of large amounts of money to investment accounts, especially trust funds, by a company whose commercial activity normally does not receive and is not associated with this type of transactions.

7. Frequent cash deposits made in rounded amounts and with high denomination bills, particularly in trust funds, when the economic activity of the investment account holder does not make sales that imply the receipt of this type of cash.

8. The establishment of investment funds for large amounts of money, with one or multiple checks made out by individuals whose activities do not correspond to the investor’s economic activities or for which the justification is not deemed satisfactory by the stock brokerage firm.

9. The establishment of investment funds for large amounts of money, opened with one or multiple transfers from the accounts held by the same person or entity in the same or different financial entity, with no apparent justification for said accounts.

10. The establishment of investment funds for large amounts of money, opened with one or multiple transfers from third party accounts held in the same or different financial entity, with no apparent justification.

11. The establishment of investment funds with securities in which the stock brokerage firm determines that they have been subject to legal measures or their current or former owners have criminal records.

12. The establishment of investment accounts with securities with legal inconsistencies, in terms of endorsements, ownership, possession or tenure.

13. The establishment of investment accounts with securities whose amounts or characteristics that are not consistent with the market or the sector.
14. The establishment of several investment accounts, especially equity funds, opened by one same client whose total investment is not consistent with his/her economic activities or when the stock brokerage firm is not fully satisfied with the justification of said amounts.

15. The establishment of investment accounts, especially equity funds, in which the investor establishes periodic cash payments that fully exceed his/her capacity for payment, according to the economic activity listed or when the stock brokerage firm is not fully satisfied with the justification provided.

16. The establishment of investment accounts, especially dealing with securities trading, in which the investor cedes his rights to a third party before registering ownership of the bond or security, without providing a satisfactory justification to the stock brokerage firm.

17. The establishment of investment accounts, especially dealing with securities trading, in which the investor initially trades securities for small sums of money and then suddenly wants to trade securities for much larger amounts, without providing a satisfactory justification to the stock brokerage firm.

18. The establishment of investment accounts in which the investor begins by investing in equity funds and then suddenly begins trading in securities, currency, cash or other transactions, without providing a satisfactory justification to the stock brokerage firm.

19. The establishment of investment contracts with sporadic transactions that suddenly increase in frequency and/or the amount of the transactions, without providing a satisfactory justification to the stock brokerage firm.

20. The establishment of investment accounts, especially dealing with securities trading, in which the investor expresses the desire to place “all of his liquidity”, including all available working capital, without providing a satisfactory justification to the stock brokerage firm.

9.2.3 Proof of payment to or on behalf of the investor

The proof of payment (checks issued or transfers ordered) by the stock brokerage firm to or on behalf of the client contains information regarding the date of payment, form of payment, amount of the payment, the office in which the stock brokerage firm made the payment, the beneficiary’s name and identification, and the authorized signatures of stock brokerage firm.
The proof of payment (checks drawn or transfers ordered) made by the stockbroker to or on behalf of an investor is an important document for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms aspects such as the participation of different persons, in their capacity as investors or beneficiaries, the relationships between the persons involved in the investment accounts, dates, amounts and characteristics of the payment of the stock exchange transactions, among others.

9.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding the proof of payment to or on behalf of the investor

1. Total or partial payments for investment accounts, especially equity funds, requested by the client when the investment amount is lower or very close to the control limit established for cash transaction.

2. Partial or total payment of an investment account to different beneficiaries, requested by the client on the same day or in a very short period of time, which are ultimately collected by the same person.
3. Partial or total payment of an investment account, requested by different companies, which are ultimately collected by the same person, in their capacity as legal representative, attorney-in-fact or legitimate beneficiary.

4. Partial or total payment of different investment accounts, especially equity funds, requested by various clients that present themselves as a group to perform said transactions.

5. Total or partial payment of a high-value investment account in which the investor requests several checks for amounts that are lower than and very close to the control limit established for cash transactions, paid to the order of the same account holder, the same individual, or several individuals.

6. Total or partial payment of investment accounts requested by the client to be paid by check drawn to several different beneficiaries, which are then endorsed (occasionally with similar handwriting) and finally collected by the same person.

7. Total or partial payment of an investment account requested by the client to be paid by check, which is then illegibly endorsed and collected in cash, in such a way that it is impossible to verify the identity of the final beneficiary.

8. Partial or total payment of investments funds requested by a client through local transfers to different cities, when the holder does not have clients or do business that would justify said transactions in those cities.

9. Total or partial payment of an investment fund requested by a client to be paid by checks or through local transfers to several people included in a list, who do not have an apparent relationship or do any type of business with the investor or provide justification for said payments.

10. Total or partial payment of an investment fund requested by a client through local transfers to different cities that are distant from the beneficiary’s business location, without an apparent justification for said payment.

11. Total or partial payment of investment funds requested by the client through local transfers to one same individual or on behalf of several third parties, for amounts that are lower than and very close to the control limit established for cash transactions.

12. Total or partial payment of an investment fund requested by the client to be transferred to checking or savings accounts or to other financial instruments, from which the money is directly immediately withdrawn or in a very short period of time from automated teller machines.

13. Total or partial payment of investment funds held by a company and requested in checks for large amounts of money that are finally collected in cash by the manager or officers of the same company.
14. Total or partial payment of investment funds, particularly for medium to long-term investments, used for the early liquidation of the investment, without a clear or reasonable justification.

15. Total or partial payment of investment accounts, especially equity funds, requested as securities payable to order or to bearer, without a clear or reasonable justification.

16. Total or partial payment of investment accounts, especially equity funds, that appear with multiple endorsements and are requested in securities payable to order or to bearer, without a clear or reasonable justification for said request.

17. Renewal of an investment fund, especially equity funds, in which the investor asks that the securities be fractioned on behalf of different individuals without an apparent justification for said request.

18. Payments or renewals of investment accounts, especially equity funds, in which the investor asks that different securities be issued on behalf of different individuals adducing that this is being done for tax purposes and without any other apparent justification for said request.

9.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING IN SECURITIES TRADING

Investment accounts can pose a risk of money laundering. The characteristics of local or foreign investment transactions and the information provided to the stock broker, upon establishment of the investment accounts, upon receiving the money or the securities, upon making the total or partial payment to or on behalf of the investor, and upon analyzing the indicated documents and the customary behavior of the holders might coincide with some of the money laundering typologies listed in the regional GAFISUD document.

According to this document, a securities negotiation or an investment account through a stock broker could be used in typologies such as “financial products and investment products that are susceptible to be used in money laundering transactions”, “peso brokers”, and the “purchase of prizes through a criminal organization”.

10. Foreign Trade Business

Funds originating in a foreign trade business constitute a financial instrument through which transactions in foreign currency are carried out, through
payments sent or received for imports or exports between a natural person or legal entity located in a local market and another natural person or legal entity located in a foreign country.

In accordance with the objectives of this document, the topic of interest here is the transfer of funds derived from a business that imports or exports goods and/or services. For this reason, we will not refer to the documentary and physical controls established for this type of business, or to the risk of using this mechanism for carrying out certain criminal activities, such as smuggling or the shipment of drugs, arms or ammunition.

10.1 DESCRIPTION

The execution of these commercial transactions requires the physical movement of merchandise from one country to another, as well as compliance with certain established customs controls in accordance with the laws and regulations of each of the countries involved.

The payment for this merchandise can be made before, during or after the receipt of the merchandise by the buyer, depending on the business agreement arrived at and/or customary business practices.

Normally, the importation or exportation of goods and/or services is subject to certain documentary or physical controls, and requires compliance with certain customs, tax and health regulation procedures.

The payment for imported or exported goods and/or services is also subject to certain documentary controls and requires compliance with certain foreign exchange procedures.

In general, each country centralizes a customs or tax entity (local authority) information, inspection and oversight relevant to the control of goods and/or services in, and it centralizes in a national foreign exchange authority information, inspection and oversight relevant to the foreign or local currency used in sending or receiving payments for these transactions.

Thus, importers and exporters channel their transactions through financial institutions, whose main function is to serve as an intermediary between their customers and the foreign financial institutions that order or receive a sum of money.

In order to convert foreign currency into local currency for foreign trade transactions, certain procedures must be followed in accordance with previously
established laws and regulations in each country. Generally, one must fill out a form established by the country’s foreign exchange authority, provide some information to the local financial institution, and attach requested documents that justify the transaction.

The local financial institution, upon the request and order of its customer, is responsible for contacting its counterpart in the foreign country and processing the payment directly or through another intermediary financial institution. In some cases, this intermediary may be located in a third country.

In order to process their customers’ transactions, the participating financial institutions exchange messages known as fund transfers, interbank transfers or SWIFT transfers\textsuperscript{75}.

Once all of the local financial institution’s requirements have been met, the money is charged to the customer’s account for transfer to a foreign bank account in the case of imports. In the case of exports, the money is deposited in the customer’s account by order of the customer of the foreign bank.

Generally, the financial institutions that perform these foreign exchange transactions are commercial banks, although in some countries these transactions are also performed by other types of entities, such as savings banks, financial services companies and currency exchange houses.

\textbf{10.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST}

The main documents that identify transactions derived from foreign trade business are: documents related to imports and exports and fund transfers, local currency exchange authority forms, and forms used by financial entities to process the transactions.

Although the documents required for processing the payments derived from foreign trade business can vary from one country to another, there are some common documents, namely: the import or export declaration or form, the interbank fund transfer, and the form for registering the foreign exchange transaction (incoming or outgoing foreign currency).

\textsuperscript{75} SWIFT stands for Society for the Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication. SWIFT transfers or messages are payment orders that banks exchange through codes and an interbank system which allow for more secure authentication through communications protocols. For more information please visit: http://www.swift.com
10.2.1 Import or export declaration form

The form or declaration for registering imports or exports, usually established by the country’s customs or tax authority, contains detailed information about the goods or services, and about the importer or exporter, whether a natural person or legal entity.

The import or export registration form generally contains the following information: name, identification and location of the importer or exporter; tariff items, descriptions, quantities and prices of the goods and/or services; address, city and country of origin and destination of the goods and/or services; type of transportation and the name and location of the transporter; and the authority verifying or processing the registration.

(Source: Study findings)
These documents or forms for registering an import or export are important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the importer or exporter, the characteristics, quantities and prices of the imported or exported goods and/or services, the origin and destination of the goods, and the offices or officials of the authorities that participated in the registration, among other things.
10.2.2 Interbank fund transfers

The message, text or form for interbank fund transfers contains detailed information about the ordering party, beneficiary and intermediary of the transaction. The interbank fund transfer message generally contains the following information: the amount; name, address, bank and account number of the beneficiary; name, bank and account number of the sender; beneficiary bank, account number and country; and intermediary bank.

This interbank fund transfer message is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the beneficiary, sender, intermediary bank, characteristics of the transaction, and the relationships between the parties involved.

10.2.3 Declaration or form for registering a currency exchange transaction

The form or declaration for registering a currency exchange transaction, usually established by the country’s monetary or currency exchange authority, contains information related to the declaring party and the exchange concept reported.
The form or declaration for registering the currency exchange transaction generally contains the following information: name, identification and location of the declaring party; amount, currency and declared exchange concept; and name and identification of the financial institution registering the transaction.

10.3 WARNING SIGNS REGARDING FUND TRANSFERS DERIVED FROM FOREIGN TRADE BUSINESS

1. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service that is not commonly exported by local individuals or companies.
2. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service that is difficult to quantify and/or is intangible.

3. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service whose purchase in another country would not be necessary or logical because of market characteristics and prices.

4. Transfers received from a country other than the one to which a good or service was exported, with no apparent justification.

5. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service from a country that is considered to have low levels of control with respect to money laundering and/or the financing of terrorism.

6. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service in cases in which the documents or contracts contain substantial errors, inconsistencies or incoherent information or are not related to the exported good or service.

7. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service that are immediately withdrawn from the bank through multiple checks or local transfers that evidence fractioning or irregularities.

8. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service which increase significantly over a short period of time, with no apparent justification.

9. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service that are withdrawn from the bank through multiple checks or local transfers in favor of persons who are not suppliers or service providers of the export company.

10. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service that are withdrawn from the bank through multiple checks or local transfers that do not correspond to the export company’s expenses or purchases of merchandise or services.

11. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service in cases in which the administrators of the export company are very young or lack sector knowledge and experience, and who also participate in the management of similar companies.

12. Transfers received for the exportation of a good or service in cases in which the purchaser’s corporate purpose or commercial activity does not match or is not related to the good or service for which it is paying.

13. Transfers received for the exportation of goods or services by several companies that have common corporate purposes, addresses, telephone numbers, partners, managers and/or auditors, but that apparently do not know or are not related to each other.

14. Transfers received for the exportation of goods or services involving the participation of people or companies whose names are similar to those
of known local or foreign companies, without any apparent relationship between them.

15. Transfers received for the exportation of goods or services in cases in which the declared tariff items are not consistent with the commercial activity of the exporting person or company.

16. Transfers received for the exportation of a good whose total declared value is higher than the price of the merchandise actually exported; in other words, transfers for overvalued exports.

17. Transfers received for the exportation of a good whose total amount is less than the quantity of declared merchandise; in other words, transfers for fictitious exports.

18. Transfers received for the exportation of a good whose physical characteristics are similar to those declared, but are actually of lower value. This is another fictitious export modality.

19. Transfers received for the exportation of a good that never took place or for merchandise that never left the country of origin.

20. Transfers received for the exportation of a good whose declared amount is normally low, but whose packaging hides merchandise of a far higher value. This is a form of smuggling.

21. Transfers received for the unexpected collection or assignment of a doubtful foreign account derived from the exportation of a good or service, without a clear and reasonable justification.

22. Transfers received for the sale of imported goods that would not normally be imported or not normally be sold by the customer.

10.4 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING DERIVED FROM FOREIGN TRADE BUSINESS

Payments derived from foreign trade business, understood to be the exportation or importation of goods and/or services, can pose a very high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of interbank fund transfers as a result of foreign trade business, the documentation corresponding to exports or imports, the currency exchange declarations for said operations, and the analysis of these documents and information about the people involved might coincide with some of the money laundering typologies identified in the regional GAFISUD document76.

---

76 See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
According to this document, a payment derived from a foreign trade business could be used in typologies such as “fictitious exports of services”, “fictitious exports of goods”, and “peso broker”.

11. FINANCIAL LEASING

Leasing is a contract under which one party delivers an asset to another for the latter’s use and enjoyment in exchange for a periodic lease payment during an agreed period. Upon the expiration of the agreed period the asset is restored to its owner, or it is transferred to the user if the user decides to exercise an option to purchase, which is generally favors the user\(^7\).

11.1 DESCRIPTION

There are various leasing modalities, all of which fall within two basic types: financial leasing and leasing without an option to purchase.

Financial leasing is a contract under which a finance company or a bank, called the lessor, delivers to a natural person or legal entity, called the lessee, the possession of an asset that has been acquired for such purpose and that the lessee has selected for its use and enjoyment, in exchange for the periodic payment of a sum of money (Lease Payment) during an agreed period, upon the expiration of which the lessee will have the right to acquire the asset for the value of the purchase option.

The essential elements of financial leasing are the delivery of an asset for its use and enjoyment, the establishment of a periodic lease payment, which implicitly includes the price of the right to exercise an option to purchase, the existence of an option to purchase the asset by the lessee upon the termination of the agreed lease term, which may be exercised as long as the lessee has complied with all of its lease obligations and the leased asset is capable of producing income.

The lease without an option to purchase is a contract under which a natural person or legal entity, called the lessor, delivers to another, called the lessee, the possession of an asset for the latter’s use and enjoyment in exchange for the periodic payment of a lease or rental payment.

\(^7\) This chapter has been developed with the support of the Colombian Federation of Leasing Companies (Federa\-ción Colombiana de Compañías de Leasing – FEDELEASING), through its Compliance Officers Committee.
The essential elements of the lease without an option to purchase are the delivery of the asset, the payment of a lease payment, and the ability of the asset to produce income.

In both financial leasing and leasing without an option to purchase, the parties may agree to different lease payment modalities. Following are the lease payment modalities that are generally employed:

- **Fixed lease payments**: equal payments during the effective term of the contract, whether paid in advance or at the end of the payment period. This lease payment can be modified based on changes in market conditions or by agreement of the parties.
- **Variable lease payments**: payments that vary in accordance with market conditions or the parties’ agreement. The frequency of the variation depends on the agreement and is generally tied to a reference rate.
- **Growing lease payments**: payments that increase over the term of the contract.
- **Decreasing lease payments**: payments that decrease over the term of the contract.

Either at the beginning of the contract or during its performance, full or partial payments may be required or agreed to, but their specific use must be determined without departing from the nature of the contract. The parties can agree that said sums are to be treated as extraordinary lease payments or as a lesser value of the lease payments to be collected, without leaving their use to the discretion of one of the parties, and without the parties being able to agree that said sums are to be considered as an advance payment for the purchase option.

In the case of the lessee’s default or delay in making the lease payments or performing other obligations, it must pay late payment interest or other economic sanctions.

The difference between a financial lease and a lease without an option to purchase is that a financial lease always includes an option to purchase by the lessee, while the lease without an option to purchase includes this option only exceptionally for the commercial value of the asset (option to purchase at a commercial price). Under the financial lease, the asset will pass to the estate of the lessee, while under the lease without an option to purchase it will remain in the possession of the lessor.

The difference between leasing and a loan is that leasing involves goods or assets, while loans involve money. While an essential condition of leasing is
the delivery of an asset owned by the finance company or bank to a lessee for the latter's use and enjoyment, loans involve the delivery to a customer of money, a fungible asset, which the loan beneficiary is required to return together with interest generated by the transaction.

The existence of an asset owned by the finance company or bank is the essence of the leasing operation; loans do not directly involve assets, although assets may be provided as collateral to secure a loan transaction, in a manner that is subordinate to the principal contract, as in the case of a mutuum.

In leasing operations, there is no transfer of ownership of the leased asset during the contract period. In the case of a loan, the delivery of the money, which is fungible, involves a transfer of ownership, and the debtor is obligated to repay the loan in cash, banknotes or resources that are different from those delivered by the financial institution. In the case of leasing, the asset delivered for the lessee's use and enjoyment remains the same throughout the contract period.

Also, leasing cannot be confused with a secured loan, a contract under which one party delivers to another a specific sum of money, generally of free use, and the recipient is obligated to repay it and to guarantee the payment with his/her signature and/or the signature of a third party (personal guarantee), the pledge of personal property or a mortgage on real property (real guarantee), or any other acceptable guarantee. On the other hand, a lease is a contract that involves the delivery of physical assets other than money for which a periodic payment will be made. Some leasing contracts include guarantors of the lessee's obligations, and obligations that are not limited to the payment of rent, such as the obligation to care for the asset, to use it in accordance with its nature, and to return it in good condition.

11.1.1 Leasing Modalities

- International or cross-border leasing: a contract under which the financial institution and the lessee are located in different countries and are governed by different legal systems.
- Import leasing: a contract involving equipment that is outside the country and, therefore, must be imported. In general, under this type of contract the lessee leaves the financial institution in charge of negotiating with the foreign provider of the asset that the lessee has expressly chosen, as well as of importing the equipment. There is also an import leasing modality under which the parties agree that the lessee will negotiate with the provider of the asset and carry out the respective importation,
and the financial institution will finance all of the expenses incurred in these activities. Whatever the operating modality of the import lease, the lessee will begin to pay the lease payment only when the imported asset has been received to its satisfaction, regardless of whether the lessee is operating.

- **Export leasing**: a contract involving equipment that must be exported. Under this type of contract, the financial institution is in one country and the lessee, of whatever nationality, is in another country, for which reason all export leasing is also international leasing.

- **Syndicated leasing**: leasing in which the leased asset belongs to two or more domestic or foreign financial entities. In the case of syndicated operations carried out by domestic entities, they may freely agree on their percentages of co-ownership in the leased asset.

- **Subleasing**: this is a leasing modality under which the leased equipment is owned by a financial institution other than the one that executes the contract.

- **Lease-back**: also known as retro-leasing or sale and lease back, this is a leasing contract under which the provider and the lessee are the same party. It is used by companies that wish to free up resources for working capital by selling their assets to finance companies and leasing them back.

- **Real estate leasing**: this is a contract in which the leased asset is real estate.

- **Infrastructure leasing**: this is understood as a contract involving assets used in the execution of infrastructure works or projects. Under this modality, the financial institution acquires the equipment that the lessee requires for the development of infrastructure projects, and simultaneously leases it with an option to purchase, for periods equal to or greater than 12 years, or for the period of the respective concession contract, if any. This type of leasing is used in infrastructure projects in the following sectors: transportation, energy, telecommunications, drinking water and basic sanitation.

- **Master agreement or “master lease”**: this involves the establishment by a finance company or bank of a maximum limit on the amount or period of leasing operations, and it covers all of the assets to be acquired in a single contract.

- **Vendor leasing**: this involves an agreement between financial institutions and providers of equipment that can be subject to mass marketing under the leasing contract. The provider gives the financial institution discounts on the price of the assets and commissions, and sometimes assumes
obligations related to the maintenance and repurchase of the assets. In exchange, the financial institution finances the sale of said assets. These agreements involve mutual collaboration between the parties, and they benefit the financial institution as well as the provider by expanding the sales force for these assets and promoting the execution of leasing contracts.

- Leveraged leasing: this is an operation in which the resources used by the financial institution to acquire goods and lease them to the lessee come from one or more investors, with the financial institution acting as the contract administrator. Under this modality it is also possible for the financial institution to act as co-owner of the leased asset if it contributes part of the resources with which said asset is acquired.

- Leasing with territorial entities: under this modality, the lessee or lessor, depending on whether it is a financial lease or an operating lease, is a municipality, government or other territorial entity or public company.

- Dry and wet leasing: this involves the leasing of aircraft. Dry leasing involves only the lease of the aircraft, while wet lease payments also cover the use of equipment and the crew, the maintenance necessary for the operation, and the cost of insurance.

11.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The documents that identify leasing operations and characteristics are: the enrollment and/or application form, the provider record, the certificate of delivery of the asset, and documents related to the lease payments and additional expenses, contract modifications, and the termination or cancellation of the contract.

11.2.1 Leasing enrollment and/or application form

The leasing enrollment and/or application form contains information about its owner, whether a natural person or legal entity.

This document, together with others usually required by the financial institution in order to comply with legal obligations of banking supervisors (e.g., copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce certificates or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns), allows to establish some information such as the lessee’s identification, location, economic activity, income and expenses, assets, liabilities and capital, commercial or personal references, and main customers or suppliers.
Given their technological advances, some banking institutions may be able to enroll their customers by capturing data electronically and directly (not necessarily on paper). However, they can still obtain the customer information mentioned above.

11.2.1.1 **Warning signs regarding the leasing enrollment and/or application form**

1. Leasing applications in the name of several companies with the same legal representative and address.
2. Lack of interest in obtaining financial advantages (e.g., offer of below-market interest rates).
3. When the company’s legal representative refuses to deliver personal or company information or to receive an official in his/her offices.

4. Customers that define their activity as rentier or independent professional and that manage large sums of money without a clear and consistent source of resources.

5. A leasing application that bears no relation to the customer’s normal business operations or that is intended for purposes other than those indicated.

6. Several leasing application forms under one or more names, all with the same beneficiary, with no apparent justification.

7. Leasing enrollment forms of companies that have common partners, managers, administrators or legal representatives.

8. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank officials to induce them not to fill out the leasing enrollment forms completely or to accept incomplete or false information.

9. Persons who fill out the leasing enrollment forms with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

10. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of certain forms for the leasing enrollment.

11. Persons who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information required for the leasing enrollment.

12. Leasing enrollment applicants who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or bank manager or officer.

13. Persons or entities that frequently open and close leasing products in the same financial institution or others in the same location, without justification.

14. A leasing applicant who is classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP78) and who tries to avoid properly and completely filling out the affiliation documents or does not adequately justify the origin of his/her money, or tries to be registered as authorized to manage one or more financial products of third parties, without the existence of a clear and justified relationship.

15. Leasing beneficiaries that have no direct relationship, or any apparent justification for their relationship, with the applicant.

---

78 According to FATF recommendations, Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) are individuals who perform or have performed prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example, heads of state or government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state companies, and important political party officials. Commercial relations with PEPs’ family members or close associates involve reputational risks that are similar to those of the PEPs themselves. This definition does not include persons of middle- or lower-rank in the aforementioned categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
16. Persons listed as leasing beneficiaries who have an inconsistent or improper relationship with the applicant, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

17. Persons listed as, or who seek to be registered as, leasing beneficiaries for the management of one or more financial products, and who are named in national or international lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

18. A leasing application backed by assets of unknown origin.

19. Low use of financing sources in relation to the volume of business or economic activity.

20. Early and/or immediate payment of leasing or other obligations of significant value, with no apparent justification.

21. Leasing operations guaranteed by certificates of deposit and other investment documents purchased from unknown customers.

22. Operations granted with collateral of unknown origin or whose value bears no relation to the customer’s situation.

23. Acceptance in lieu of payment of goods that have an unclear origin or that have belonged to several third parties.

24. Rapid decline of financial liabilities to non-established sources of financing.

25. Companies created with low capital that suddenly receives large sums of domestic or foreign investment.

26. Transactions with domestic companies that have been financed by foreign company loans which are reflected as local loans.

27. The performance of activities other than those related to the company’s purpose.

28. Leasing of luxury goods that are not a source of income and/or are presented with a guarantee offered by a third party.

29. A customer who apparently gives no importance to the costs or commissions related to the operations, generally for import leasing.

30. A customer that performs an activity that it knows perfectly well and that decides to switch to another activity that it does not know well or that was not included in the ordinary course of its business.

79 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the lists of those wanted by justice (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); and of public officials with disciplinary backgrounds (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebcidmno/Consulta.aspx).

80 Lists published by different organizations, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC of the United States Department of the Treasury (better known as the Clinton List) (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), and INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
31. The creation of securities through cash deposits and their later use to guarantee a leasing operation.

32. Customers whose operations are based on sudden increases in their net worth that they attribute to lottery or gambling winnings, inheritances or donations, without providing information about the origin of such wealth.

33. Customers who do not act on their own behalf and do not reveal information about the beneficiary.

11.2.2 Provider registration form

The leasing-related provider registration form contains information about the provider of the assets, whether a natural person or legal entity.

This document, together with others required by the financial institution in order to comply with legal obligations of banking supervisors (e.g., copies of identity documents, chamber of commerce or economic activity certificates, financial statements, and tax returns), establishes matters such as the provider’s identification, location, economic activity, income and expenses, assets, liabilities and capital, commercial or personal references, and main customers or suppliers.

In the case of a foreign provider, information that is relevant in its jurisdiction will be requested.

Image No. 45. Provider registration form

(Source: Study findings)
Given their technological advances, some banking institutions may be able to enroll these providers by capturing data electronically and directly (not necessarily on paper). However, they can still obtain the provider information mentioned above.

Finally, given that the asset involved in leasing operations is owned by the financial institution and will form part of its chain of ownership, it must exercise special control over the asset’s origin. When the operation involves the financing of real estate or the receipt of real estate as collateral or in lieu of payment, the financial institution must verify the previous owners and that no proceedings are pending that could result in the extinction of the right of ownership.

11.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding the provider registration form

1. Providers whose legal existence cannot be identified for the supply of any good or asset, based on the information and documentation provided.

2. Foreign providers with national representation whose registration and legal operations in the country cannot be determined.

3. Providers whose partners or shareholders and principal and alternate legal representatives are named in national\(^{81}\) or international\(^{82}\) lists of terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

4. Foreign providers or representatives in the country that are reported on precautionary lists.

5. Providers that cannot provide leasing operation documentation that establishes the ownership and legality of the asset.

6. Providers who are reluctant to provide information or documentation for the leasing operation.

7. Providers whose creation certificate contains numerous amendments or changes in partners or shareholders without a reasonable justification.

8. Providers recognized for marketing a specific good or asset that suddenly provide different goods or assets for which there is not reasonable analysis or study.

9. Providers that supply goods below the prices offered by other specialized providers that market said goods.

81 Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombian the lists of those wanted by justice (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); and public officials with disciplinary backgrounds (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

82 Lists published by different organizations, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC of the United States Department of the Treasury (better known as the Clinton List) (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), and INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
10. Providers who are reluctant to provide information about their shareholder composition or associates.

11. Assets received in lieu of payments, which have belonged to third parties and whose origin or holders cannot be determined.

12. Assets received for a value well below the cadastral assessment or commercial cost.

13. The sale of assets received in lieu of payment, where the sale is to third parties who are reluctant to provide information or the origin of the resources cannot be determined.

14. An application to register a leasing provider by companies that have partners, managers, administrators or legal representatives in common with the lessee of the asset.

15. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank officials to induce them not to fill out the leasing enrollment forms completely or to accept incomplete or false information.

16. Persons who fill out the leasing enrollment forms with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

17. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of certain forms for the registration of the leasing provider.

18. Persons who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information required for the registration of the leasing provider.

19. Leasing provider registration applicants who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or bank manager or officer.

20. A leasing provider registration applicant who is classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP\(^83\)) and tries to avoid properly and completely filling out the affiliation documents or does not adequately justify the origin of his/her money, without the existence of a clear and justified relationship.

21. Persons listed as leasing providers who have an inconsistent or improper relationship with the lessee, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

\(^{83}\) According to FATF recommendations, Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) are individuals who perform or have performed prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example, heads of state or government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military official, senior executives of state companies, and important political party officials. Commercial relations with PEPs’ family members or close associates involve reputational risks that are similar to those of the PEPs themselves. This definition does not include persons of middle- or lower-rank in the aforementioned categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
22. Persons listed as, or who seek to be registered as, leasing providers for the management of one or more leasing products, who are named in national\(^84\) or international\(^85\) lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

23. Documentary letters of credit for imports which do not have sufficient information about the customer that is authorizing the importation, in accordance with the regulations of the financial institution, or when they are payable against copies of documents.

24. Utilization of instruments of international use, such as the issuance of letters of credit, financial remittances or any that is offered by financial institutions, provided that there is no proportionality with the provider’s economic activity for acquiring the asset to be leased.

25. Natural persons or legal entities that do not satisfactorily declare the origin of the funds for the payment to be made upon the acquisition of assets sold by the entity.

26. Successive changes in the business name.

27. Customers whose operations show little or no profitability over time and who do not take measures to correct these results.

28. An apparently legitimate company that assumes rights or obligations with another company facing solvency or liquidity problems, for the purpose of hiding the illegal source or origin of the funds.

29. Substantial transactions with the public sector, such as the purchase of contracts for works or supplies, or participation in the purchase of companies that are in the process of being privatized and that are not consistent with the economic opportunities of the customer.

30. A project indicated by a loan customer that does not appear to be profitable or economically viable.

31. An application for leasing or other type of operation with the promise to reciprocate by making deposits of considerable magnitude.

32. Reduced sources of financing with respect to the volume of the customer’s business or economic activity.

33. An offer of a good or service where many of the activities required for its production or supply is subcontracted.

---

\(^84\) Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the lists of those wanted by justice (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); and of public officials with disciplinary backgrounds (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

\(^85\) Lists published by different organizations, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC of the United States Department of the Treasury (better known as the Clinton List) (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), and INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
34. The existence of a subcontractor that is named in national\textsuperscript{86} or international\textsuperscript{87} lists of terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

35. Guarantees offered by unknown third parties who cannot confirm a plausible relationship with the customer and, therefore, cannot justify their assumption of said commitment.

36. Customers who do not act on their own behalf and do not reveal information about the beneficiary.

\textbf{11.2.3 Asset delivery certificate}

The delivery certificate contains the information necessary for reaching an agreement on the condition in which an asset or the elements that comprise it, whether personal or real property, are delivered.

This form is extremely useful for both the delivering and receiving party, since it describes the condition of the asset at the time of receipt and/or delivery. This document establishes facts such as the date and place of delivery of the asset and the identities of the receiving and delivering parties.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{asset_delivery_certificate.png}
\caption{Asset delivery certificate form}
\end{figure}

This certificate is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the place and date of delivery of the asset and the parties who received and delivered it.

\textsuperscript{86} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the lists of those wanted by justice (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); and of public officials with disciplinary backgrounds (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

\textsuperscript{87} Lists published by different organizations, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC of the United States Department of the Treasury (better known as the Clinton List) (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), and INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
11.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding the asset delivery certificate

1. The asset is delivered to a geographic site that does not correspond to the development of the lessee’s economic activity, with no apparent justification.

2. The party who signs the certificate of delivery has no reasonable relationship with the lessee of the asset from the point of view of the financial institution.

3. A customer that performs an activity that it knows perfectly well and decides to switch to another activity that it does not know well or that was not included in the ordinary course of its business.

4. A customer who receives an asset that is not related to its principal economic activity, with no apparent justification.

11.2.4 Lease payment form

The lease payment form contains information about the date and place of payment and the amount paid. It is used for the collection of lease payments by financial institutions.

![Lease payment form](Image No. 47)

(Source: Study findings)
This payment form is important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the place and date of the transaction, the type of payment (cash or check) and the amount paid.

11.2.4.1 Warning signs regarding the lease payment

1. The lease payment is made periodically in cash from a city other than the city in which the lease is filed, with no apparent justification.

2. The payment of different leases in cash by the same person, with no apparent justification.

3. The payment of different leases by different lessees through electronic transfers from the same bank account, with no apparent justification.

4. Advance or unexpected leasing payments without a reasonable explanation for the source of the money.

5. Transactions paid with income from businesses located in other countries, with no apparent justification.

6. The intentional failure to make agreed payments, for the purpose of having the guarantee enforced.

7. A large volume of liquidity, particularly in cash, in relation to the customer’s business or economic activity.

8. Inconsistencies between the financial information and the money that will be delivered to the financial institution (extraordinary lease payment, monthly fees).

9. Execution of multiple transactions without a known explanation.

10. Unjustified deposits by natural persons or legal entities that are not consistent with their economic activity, occupation, profession, source of resources or financial capacity.

11. Deposits by customers whose residential or business addresses or telephone numbers do not correspond to the service area in which the transactions are executed.

11.2.5 Contract addendum form

This form is used to modify the clauses of an asset lease agreement.
These addenda are important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the time and place of a contract modification, what was modified, and who authorized and accepted the modification.

11.2.5.1 Warning signs regarding the contract addendum form

1. Important changes relating to the characteristics of the lease with no apparent justification.
2. Changes in the effective term of the contract with no apparent justification.

3. An update to the payment plan that bears no relation to the payments agreed to in the leasing contract.

4. An update in the value of the option to purchase the asset that bears no relation to the value initially agreed to in the leasing contract.

11.2.6 Confirmation of cancellation of a leasing contract

The confirmation of cancellation of a leasing contract contains information about the place and date of termination, the name and identification of the owner of the instrument and the specific conditions of the termination.

Image No. 49.
Leasing contract cancellation form

Name: __________
Address: __________
Date: __________
Subject: TERMINATION OF LEASE AGREEMENT

Dear, lessor

This is with reference to lease agreement made between ______ and ________ for the period of one year. My flat which is there on ______ is been allotted to you on lease for the period of one year at an agreement that $ ______ will be your monthly rent. I am please to inform you that you had been very punctual and made all your payments on time. Apart from paying your rent on time you also have maintained my property very well and formed a good relation with the fellow neighbors. But I am extremely sorry to inform you that know you have to vacate my flat because I am facing some financial crises and hence I have to sell my property. I already got a great deal for my flat and have very less time i.e. 2month therefore it’s my humble request to you that please accept this termination of lease and kindly vacate the flat before 2months.

Yours truly,

Name: __________
Address: __________

(Source: Study findings)
These documents are important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the time and place of the contract termination and the parties who authorized and accepted it.

11.2.6.1 Warning signs regarding the contract cancellation

1. Sudden cancellation of a problematic operation, with no apparent justification with regard to the source of income.
2. Total or partial liquidation of a problematic operation in cash, or through documents that do not identify their maker.
3. When the customer proposes enforcement of a guarantee in foreign currency.
4. The immediate cancellation of the entity’s liabilities, without justification of revenues.
5. The assignment of leasing contracts and purchase options to third parties.
6. The liquidation of operations without regard to the sanctions for breach or the economic losses.

11.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH LEASING

Leasing can pose a very high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of its use, the type of operations carried out, their customary behavior and the results of the analysis of the above-mentioned documents could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document.88

According to this document, leasing could be used in typologies such as financial and investment products that can be used for money laundering operations, and the use of illegal funds to reduce indebtedness or capitalize legitimate companies.

88 See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
PART III

FINANCIAL SERVICES
12. E-BANKING

E-banking (or Internet banking) is an electronic channel for the distribution of services offered by financial institutions. It is normally used to carry out banking transactions through an Internet connection.

12.1 DESCRIPTION

E-banking offers the main functions of a traditional bank, enabling one to perform monetary and non-monetary transactions using a web connection in a remote fashion. Financial institutions make available to their customers a portal through which information can be distributed or exchanged through the Internet using an interface with the bank’s applications that enables the customers to make inquiries and perform transactions online.

These transactions, which can be performed 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, include consulting product balances, transferring funds between one’s own accounts or to those of third persons in the same or another bank, paying for public services, paying bank obligations, such as credit cards and loans, paying taxes, and buying and selling foreign currencies.

In order to provide services that meet the needs of their customers, financial institutions have developed business strategies based on commercial segmentation. E-banking segmentation involves the establishment of different portals for different customer segments, and usually entails one portal for natural persons and another corporate or business portal dedicated to legal entities.

The evolution and development of mobile communications offers the possibility of accessing electronic banking using a mobile device or cell phone, as well as a computer. Such mobile connectivity is also through the Internet and involves the same access parameters as computer access, only through a different interface with the bank’s Internet portal. The technology used for this portal is WAP, which is an international standard for applications that use wireless communications, such as access to Internet services from a mobile phone.

89 The term “web” refers to the network of parties that make up the Internet.
90 Customers are the natural persons or legal entities to which a financial institution provides a service or product through a legal or contractual relationship.
91 WAP means Wireless Application Protocol.
Customers access the portal that corresponds to their segment. Usually, the bank’s authentication process requires customers to have a debit card, a virtual PIN\textsuperscript{92} or token\textsuperscript{93}, an identification number and a password in order to access the portal to perform transactions or make inquiries. Security algorithms and protocols are applied to the information exchanged between the customer and the bank, such as identification numbers, access passwords and account balances, in order to prevent impersonation and fraud.

The Internet’s global reach makes it important to establish minimum security and quality requirements for the exchange of information through product and service distribution channels. Accordingly, financial institutions are guided by regulations in adopting mechanisms that protect confidential banking information through the application of security standards, the strengthening of their systems to prevent information leaks, and the training of customers, users and employees on the measures that should be adopted for carrying out transactions given the risks involved in the use of this transactional channel.

12.2 ELECTRONIC DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS OF INTEREST

The electronic documents and records that identify the operations carried out through e-banking are: the enrollment form, account balances or bank statements, and the documents evidencing transfers and payments.

12.2.1 Enrollment form

The e-banking enrollment form contains information about the account owner and the conditions applicable to the use of the financial institution’s portal. This form is either included in or added to the contract signed for opening a financial product, and it includes the identification number, location and economic activities of the customer requesting the service, the profiles of each user, the transactions available for each profile, and the maximum limit for each type of transaction.

Given their technological advances, some banking institutions may be able to enroll their customers by capturing data electronically and directly (not necessarily on paper). However, they can still obtain the customer information mentioned above.

\textsuperscript{92} Virtual PIN: A personal identification number assigned by the bank.

\textsuperscript{93} Token: A security token (also called authentication token or cryptographic token) is a physical device that generates dynamic passwords from time to time.
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the relationships of the parties authorized to manage the e-banking services, as well as financial information about the account owner, including his/her location.

12.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding e-banking enrollment forms

1. Requests for multiple e-bank enrollment forms under one or more names, with the same person authorized to use the service, with no apparent justification.

2. Requests for e-banking enrollment forms by companies that have common partners, shareholders, administrators or legal representatives.
3. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank officials to induce them not to fill out the e-banking enrollment forms completely or to accept incomplete or false information.

4. Persons who fill out the e-banking enrollment forms with illegible or "deceptive" handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

5. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of certain forms for e-banking enrollment.

6. Persons who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information required for e-banking enrollment.

7. E-banking applicants who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or bank manager or officer.

8. Owners of financial products that refuse to justify an e-banking transaction.

9. Persons or entities that frequently open and close e-banking enrollments in the same bank or others in the same location, without justification.

10. An e-banking applicant who is classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP94) and tries to avoid properly and completely filling out the enrollment documents or does not adequately justify the origin of his/her money, or tries to be registered as authorized to manage one or more financial products of third parties, without the existence of a clear and justified relationship.

11. Persons authorized to manage e-banking services who have no direct relationship, or any apparent justification for their relationship, with the account owner.

12. Persons authorized to manage e-banking services for different people or companies at the same time, with no apparent justification.

13. Persons listed as e-banking service users who are authorized to manage one or more financial products and who have an inconsistent or improper relationship with the applicant, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

14. Persons listed as, or who seek to be registered as, authorized e-banking users for the management of one or more financial products and who are

---

94 According to FATF recommendations, Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) are individuals who perform or have performed prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example, heads of state or government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military official, senior executives of state companies, and important political party officials. Commercial relations with PEPs' family members or close associates involve reputational risks that are similar to those of the PEPs themselves. This definition does not include persons of middle- or lower-rank in the aforementioned categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
named in national\textsuperscript{95} or international\textsuperscript{96} lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

\textbf{12.2.2 Bank statements}

A bank statement is a periodic report of the credit and debit transactions involving a financial institution’s products, including e-banking transactions. The detailed statement lists all transactions by product in chronological order and provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.

The information in the bank statement can be used to periodically establish the number and type of transactions performed through Internet operations.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin and destination of the money, the different ways in which the funds are transferred, and the channels used.

\textbf{12.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding the bank statement}

1. The withdrawal of money from financial products with a considerable balance in a single day or other very short period after only transfer deposits have been made over a period of time.

2. Financial products with large sums of money in which transactions are performed mainly through electronic transfers or automated teller machines.

3. Financial products into which small transfers are initially made that soon grow to large sums of money.

4. Financial products from which multiple transfers are made to other cities or countries for different beneficiaries which do not have any relation to the product owner’s economic activity.

5. Transfers of large sums of money that are withdrawn immediately or over a very short time period.

\textsuperscript{95} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the lists of those wanted by justice (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); and of public officials with disciplinary backgrounds (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

\textsuperscript{96} Lists published by different organizations, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC of the United States Department of the Treasury (better known as the Clinton List) (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), and INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
6. Transfers of large sums of money to financial products that are or have been inactive.

7. Accounts with a large volume of deposits through checks, electronic transfers and other negotiable instruments, when not justified by the customer’s economic activity.

8. Receipt of several transfers, checks or payment orders for small sums of money when not justified by the customer’s business.

9. Customers who record movements that have no relation to their financial statements.

10. A customer that receives many small transfers, check deposits or payment orders and then immediately transfers almost all of the funds to another city or country, when not consistent with the customer’s economic activity.

12.2.3 Transfers

E-banking transfers contain information about the date, amount, IP address\(^{97}\), ordering party, beneficiary, intermediary or participating banks and, in some cases, addresses and telephone numbers. In addition, the customer usually has to register the accounts to which transfers will be made, depending on the type of enrollment with the bank. In the case of natural persons, these data are confirmed with the other entity before the first transfer is made.

Image No. 51.
E-banking transfers

This type of document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or

---

\(^{97}\)An IP address is a numeric label that identifies, in a logical and hierarchical manner, a communications/connection element of a device within a network that uses the Internet Protocol (IP).
confirms the origin and destination of a financial product, as well as about the persons involved in the transfer of the funds.

12.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding e-banking transfers

1. The customer is the beneficiary of multiple transfers from different locations that are not related to previous transactions.
2. The customer makes multiple transfers to different beneficiaries, with no apparent justification.
3. Transfers from an IP address that is different from the one recorded in historical transactions.
4. Transfers to an account without any transaction history, with no apparent justification.
5. Transfers made during non-business hours (8:00pm to 6:00am) or during hours that are not customary based on the transaction history.
6. Transfers made from IP addresses related to cases of fraud.
7. Transfers to or from illogical locations.
8. Transfers to payroll accounts that have no relation to the company that makes them.
9. Transfers of large amounts to accounts which are not consistent with the customer’s usual behavior.
10. Financial Product with electronic transfers that are withdrawn immediately or quickly through checks made out to third parties, automated teller machines or transfers to other beneficiaries.
11. Transfers that are immediately re-transferred to another product, with no apparent justification.
12. Multiple transfers by legal entities on weekends or holidays to accounts that have no relation to the company making the transfer.
13. Electronic transfers for which there is neither an apparent commercial reason nor consistency with the customer’s normal course of business.
14. Customers who deposit large sums of cash and then make transfers to other accounts or cities.
15. Electronic transfers that are followed immediately by the purchase of cashier’s checks or remittances to third parties.
16. Different transactions (checks or transfers) to the same beneficiary on the same day.
17. Electronic transfers that are withdrawn immediately or quickly through checks made out to third parties, automated teller machines or transfers to other beneficiaries.

12.2.4 Payment records

E-banking payment records contain information about the date, time, IP address or cell phone number, amount, number of transactions, ordering party and the cost of the transaction.

Image No. 52.
E-banking payments

This type of document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the destination of the funds in a financial account.

12.2.4.1 Warning signs regarding e-banking payments

1. E-banking payments made for services in representative amounts.
2. Numerous and/or large payments for collections (e.g., tuition and/or room and board in schools or universities) by the same person.
3. E-banking payments of multiple obligations or credit cards in representative sums.

An IP address is a numeric label that identifies, in a logical and hierarchical manner, a communications/connection element of a device within a network that uses the Internet Protocol (IP).
4. E-banking payments for services in representative amounts.

5. Financial accounts used only to receive deposit transfers and to pay for multiple public services, with no apparent reason.

12.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH E-BANKING

E-banking services are one of the electronic channels that pose a high risk of money laundering operations.

The characteristics of their use, the type of operations carried out, their customary behavior and the results of the analysis of the above-mentioned documents could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFI\textsuperscript{99} and GAFISUD\textsuperscript{100} documents.

One of the main problems of internet banking in terms of combating money laundering is the issue of supervision and the requirements for financial institutions to comply with money laundering regulations and report suspicious transactions. In the case of internet Banks, it is easy for the less than honest Bankers to avoid such responsibilities by claiming it was not clear to which jurisdiction they should report to.

According to this document, e-banking services could be used in typologies such as fictitious foreign investment in a “local company”, the use of shell companies to support the money laundering activities of criminal or terrorist organizations, financial and investment products that can be used for money laundering operations, the use of insurance company products, the declaration of a fictitious prize obtained abroad in order to bring illegal money into the country, transactions involving the use of illegal funds from another country, money laundering that is the product of corruption, the use of non-profit organizations for money laundering purposes, and the creation of companies to defraud through the use of pyramid schemes. There are also typologies associated with new payment methods (GAFI-2006) and website and Internet payment system vulnerabilities\textsuperscript{101}.

13. AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES - ATM

Automated teller machines are an electronic channel for the distribution of services offered by financial institutions. This electronic medium is normally used to perform banking transactions through cash-dispensing machines.

\textsuperscript{99} These documents can be consulted at: http://www.fatf-gafi.org

\textsuperscript{100} See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/

\textsuperscript{101} The term “web” refers to the network of parties that make up the Internet.
13.1 DESCRIPTION

An automated teller machine is a computerized communications device that provides financial services outside the bank. Customers\textsuperscript{102} or users\textsuperscript{103} generally use as a means of transaction and identification a magnetic strip provided by the financial institutions and/or a personal password or PIN\textsuperscript{104}, or fingerprints if the entity as a biometric device to read them, in order to access their account balances, perform transactions such as debit card withdrawals, credit card advances, transfers, payments for services and obligations, and password changes, among others. One of the advantages of this channel is that it enables access to the savings and checking accounts and credit card limits of any financial institution from any automated teller machine in the world. The most advanced machines can receive checks or cash, with or without envelopes, depending on the technology used.

Automated teller machines mainly consist of an outside case that is usually protected by steel plates, which houses the screen, card reader, keypad and transaction record printer in the exterior, visible part of the machine. The interior contains a vault with cash drawers, separated by denomination, and their respective security.

In order to use an automated teller machine, one needs to insert a credit or debit card into the card reader and type in a personal password or PIN, and then follow the step-by-step instructions displayed on the screen. Each time the customer performs a transaction, he/she is given the option of printing a document that summarizes it. In some countries, limits on the amount that can be withdrawn are established by the bank, depending on the type of card used.

Because these services are offered to customers and users on a continuous basis, it is essential for the bank to have preventive security measures in place that minimize the risk of fraud, theft and damages. As security measures, some automated teller machines have a video camera, and some banks have procedures and controls for the creation, assignment and delivery of passwords.

The global reach of automated teller machines makes it important to establish minimum security and quality requirements for the exchange of information through product and service distribution channels. Accordingly, financial institutions are guided by regulations in adopting mechanisms that protect confidential banking information through the application of security standards, the strengthening of their systems to prevent information leaks, and the training of customers, users and

\textsuperscript{102} Natural persons or legal entities to which a financial institution provides a service or product through a legal or contractual relationship.

\textsuperscript{103} Natural persons or legal entities that are not customers, to which the entity provides a service.

\textsuperscript{104} “PIN” stands for “Personal Identification Number”.

\textsuperscript{105} This indicates a reference to a footnote or a source of information that is not visible in the provided text.
employees on the measures that should be adopted for carrying out transactions given the risks involved in the use of this transactional channel.

13.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The documents that identify the operations carried out through automated teller machines are: the application form, the account or bank statement, transaction receipts and, in some cases, videos.

13.2.1 Application form

The use of automated teller machines requires a plastic card and/or a personal password or PIN provided by the financial institution, or fingerprints if the entity has a biometric device to read them, which are associated with a savings or checking account or credit card. In some cases, such use is authorized by the contract signed for the opening of a financial product or the approval of a separate form that establishes the identification, location and economic activity of the account owner, the persons authorized by the owner to access the services, the profiles of each user, and the transactions authorized by type of profile.

Given their technological advances, some banking institutions may be able to enroll their customers by capturing data electronically and directly (not necessarily on paper). However, they can still obtain the customer information mentioned above.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the relationships between the persons authorized to make ATM withdrawals and manage financial matters for the account owner, and the location of the transaction, among other things.

13.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding the application form

1. An application for several debit and credit cards under one or more names and with the same person authorized to use the service, with no apparent justification.

2. An application for several debit and credit cards for companies that have common partners, shareholders, managers, administrators or legal representatives.

---

105 Personal Identification Number
3. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank officials to induce them not to fill out the leasing enrollment forms completely or to accept incomplete or false information.

4. Persons who fill out e-banking enrollment forms with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

5. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of debit or credit card applications.

6. Persons who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information required for debit and credit card applications.

7. Debit and credit card applicants who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or bank manager or officer.

8. Owners of financial products who refuse to justify transactions performed through automated teller machines.

9. Persons or entities that frequently open and close e-banking services in the same financial institution or others in the same location, without justification.

10. A debit and/or credit card applicant who is classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP) and tries to avoid properly and completely filling out the enrollment documents or does not adequately justify the origin of his/her money, or tries to be registered as authorized to manage one or more financial products of third parties, without the existence of a clear and justified relationship.

11. Persons authorized to use debit and/or credit cards when they have no direct or apparently justified relationship with the owner.

12. A person who is authorized to use the debit and/or credit cards of different people or companies at the same time without any apparent justification.

13. A person listed as a debit and/or credit card user for the management of one or more financial products who has an inconsistent or improper relationship with the owner, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

14. Persons listed as, or who seek to be registered as, authorized to use or covered by debit and/or credit cards for the management of one or more

---

According to FATF recommendations, Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) are individuals who perform or have performed prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example, heads of state or government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military official, senior executives of state companies, and important political party officials. Commercial relations with PEPs’ family members or close associates involve reputational risks that are similar to those of the PEPs themselves. This definition does not include persons of middle- or lower-rank in the aforementioned categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf
financial products, who are named in national\textsuperscript{107} or international\textsuperscript{108} lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

13.2.2 Bank statements

A bank statement is a periodic report of the credit and debit transactions involving a financial institution’s products. The statement details all transactions by product, including those performed through automated teller machines, and it provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.

The information in the bank statement shows the number and type of transactions performed through automated teller machines that increase (origin or sources) and reduce (destination or uses) the available balance.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin and destination of the money, the different ways in which the funds are transferred, and the channels used.

13.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding the bank statement

1. Financial products with large sums of money and transactions performed mainly through electronic transfers or the use of automated teller machines.

2. Financial products for which simultaneous debit transactions are performed (same date, office, city, ATM) for equal or similar amounts, with no apparent justification.

3. Multiple ATM withdrawals in the same city or different cities without any apparent justification or relationship with the product owner’s economic activity.

4. Owners of financial products who suddenly change the type of transactions performed or the manner in which they withdraw money.

5. Deposits of large sums, mainly in cash, that are withdrawn over a very short time through automated teller machines.

\textsuperscript{107} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the lists of those wanted by justice (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); and of public officials with disciplinary backgrounds (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddno/Consulta.aspx).

\textsuperscript{108} Lists published by different organizations, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC of the United States Department of the Treasury (better known as the Clinton List) (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), and INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
6. Sudden deposits in inactive accounts, followed by multiple cash withdrawals of the entire account balance from automated teller machines.

7. The withdrawal of money through ATMs from financial products with a considerable balance in a single day or other very short period after only transfer deposits have been made over a period of time.

8. Financial products with large sums of money in which transactions are performed mainly through electronic transfers or automated teller machines.

9. Customers who record movements that have no relation to their financial statements.

10. Inactive accounts with a minimum balance that suddenly receive a deposit or series of deposits, followed by daily cash withdrawals that continue until the entire balance has been withdrawn.

11. The withdrawal of representative amounts from the same ATM, or ATMs in the same network, on the same day, and withdrawals with cards whose monthly accumulated amount is representative.

13.2.3 Transaction receipts

ATM transaction receipts contain information about the transaction number, date, hours and minutes, equipment code, entity involved (for the user), account number, amount and new balance. The data included will depend on the type of transaction.

(Source: Study findings)
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the date, time and place of the transaction, the financial product involved, and the amount transacted, among other things.

13.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding the transaction receipt

1. Withdrawals on the same day from different automated teller machines in different cities or from several automated teller machines. The number of ATMs and cities involved in the customer’s transactions during a specific period, whether a day, a week or months.

2. The use of ATMs during unusual hours.

3. ATM transactions other than those usually performed by the customer, such as withdrawals, balance inquiries or transfers.

4. The use for identification purposes of the card numbers of the same customer or card numbers associated with the same account from which considerable amounts are withdrawn frequently in transactions performed close together.

5. The daily withdrawal of small amounts from different automated teller machines that add up to a large amount over time, in order to avoid detection and notice.

6. Transactions performed at unusual hours near the end of the day, in order to be able to withdraw the total amount allowed for that day and the next. For example, the withdrawal at 11:50 p.m. of the total permitted for that day, and the withdrawal ten minutes later of the amount permitted for the new day.

7. An increase in the number and value of transactions in a given ATM or city, especially on a border.

8. An increase in the number and value of ATM transactions with international cards.

9. The grouping of assets from one country in a border city, with a large growth in the number of transactions with respect to the historical use of the ATM.

10. The use of the same card in the same ATM, or in ATMs in the same network, to withdraw representative amounts on the same day.

11. Withdrawals with cards whose accumulated monthly value is representative.

12. ATM payments for services made for representative amounts.
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13. Frequent credit card advances issued abroad or for representative amounts.

14. The use of multiple cards with the same PIN in specific ATMs and cities over time.

15. Continuous large withdrawals, transfers and/or advances using debit or credit cards issued in another country.

13.2.4 Video recording

Video recording is a technology used for the capture, recording, processing, storage, transmission and reconstruction by electronic means of a sequence of images representing scenes in motion, for the purpose of associating the data and images of each transaction performed in automated teller machines. The availability of a video camera and the preservation of this material in an ATM depend on the laws of each country or the policies of each bank, so in some cases it is possible to capture an image of a person using an ATM and the date and time of the transaction.

This electronic record is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides an image of the person making the transaction and confirms the date, time and place of the transaction.

Caution: Whilst video cameras are present at many ATMs, the life time of the actual film varies. It cannot be assumed that a recording will be available for inspection days or weeks later. Speed is of the essence when considering the capture of such material.

13.2.4.1 Warning signs regarding video recordings

1. Use of the same card in the same ATM, or in ATMs in the same network, to withdraw representative sums on the same day.

2. An increase in the number and value of transactions in a given ATM or city, especially on a border.

3. An increase in the number and value of ATM transactions with international cards.

4. The grouping of assets from one country in a border city, with a large growth in the number of transactions with respect to the historical use of the ATM.
5. Transactions performed at unusual hours near the end of the day, in order to be able to withdraw the total amount allowed for that day and the next. For example, the withdrawal at 11:50 p.m. of the total permitted for that day, and the withdrawal ten minutes later of the amount permitted for the new day.

13.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES

Automated teller machines are an electronic channel that can pose a high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of their use, the type of operations carried out, their customary behavior and the results of the analysis of the above-mentioned documents could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document.

According to this document, automated teller machines could be used in typologies such as international currency arbitrage through the transport of illegal money, financial and investment products that can be used for money laundering operations, the declaration of a fictitious prize abroad in order to bring illegal money into the country, and the use of prepaid savings account cards to launder money.

14. AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE - ACH

The Automated Clearing House is an electronic channel for the distribution of services that allows information to be exchanged between different financial institutions in a given banking system.

14.1 DESCRIPTION

The Automated Clearing House is a system of networks for the electronic transfer of funds. It processes all transactions received from a bank’s different distribution channels for transmission to other banks. It is a channel used for making regularly recurring payments, such as those related to payrolls, pensions, providers, dividends, expense reimbursements, billing for all types

of goods and services, and the automatic collection of said payments, as well as credit card and loan payments. These payments can be made electronically on a scheduled basis from checking or savings accounts in any bank in any city in the country.

The use of this channel involves the owners of the originating and receiving accounts as well as authorized originating and receiving entities that are members of the Automated Clearing House (ACH) system. This system enables the exchange of information such as the account numbers and the amount and date of the transaction, in accordance with the instructions of the customer, provided that the funds exist in the account to be debited and the parties authorize the transfer.

The Automated Clearing House receives, validates, processes and distributes monetary transactions between banks through the appropriate offsets\textsuperscript{110}. It maintains minimum security and quality requirements for the management of information through channels for the distribution of goods and services in order to prevent information leaks, and it trains customers, users and employees on the measures that should be adopted for carrying out transactions given the risks involved in the use of this transactional channel.

14.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The following documents identify the characteristics of transactions carried out through an Automated Clearing House: the beneficiary account registration form, the transfer and/or payment forms, and the bank statement.

14.2.1 Beneficiary account registration form

The beneficiary account registration form contains information about the date and place of the transaction, the ordering party, the originating bank and the account to be debited, the beneficiary, and the destination bank and account(s).

Given their technological advances, some banking institutions may be able to enroll their customers by capturing data electronically and directly (not necessarily on paper). However, they can still obtain the customer information mentioned above.

\textsuperscript{110} An offset is a means for extinguishing obligations. It occurs when two natural persons and/or legal entities qualify as debtor and creditor reciprocally and in their own right.
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the relationships between the persons authorized to provide Automated Clearing House services.

14.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding the beneficiary account registration form

1. Requests for multiple beneficiary account registration forms under one or more names, with the same beneficiary authorized to use the service, with no apparent justification.

2. Requests for beneficiary account registration forms by companies that have common partners, shareholders, administrators or legal representatives.

3. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank officials to induce them not to fill out the beneficiary account registration forms completely or to accept incomplete or false information.

4. Persons who fill out the beneficiary account registration forms with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.
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5. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of certain forms for obtaining ACH services.

6. Persons who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information required for obtaining ACH services.

7. Persons who request beneficiary account registration forms who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or bank manager or officer.

8. Owners of financial products who refuse to justify an ACH transaction.

9. Persons or entities that frequently open and close beneficiary account registrations in the same bank or others in the same location, without justification.

10. An applicant for ACH services who is classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP\textsuperscript{111}) and tries to avoid properly and completely filling out the enrollment documents or does not adequately justify the origin of his/her money, or tries to be registered as authorized to manage one or more financial products of third parties, without the existence of a clear and justified relationship.

11. Beneficiaries of ACH services who have no direct relationship, or any apparent justification for their relationship, with the account owner.

12. Beneficiaries of ACH services provided by different people or companies at the same time, with no apparent justification.

13. Beneficiaries of ACH transfers from one or more financial products who have an inconsistent or improper relationship with the products’ owner, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

14. Beneficiaries of one or more ACH transfers who are named in national\textsuperscript{112} or international\textsuperscript{113} lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, 

\textsuperscript{111} According to FATF recommendations, Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) are individuals who perform or have performed prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example, heads of state or government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military officials, senior executives of state companies, and important political party officials. Commercial relations with PEPs’ family members or close associates involve reputational risks that are similar to those of the PEPs themselves. This definition does not include persons of middle- or lower-rank in the aforementioned categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf

\textsuperscript{112} Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the lists of those wanted by justice (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); and of public officials with disciplinary backgrounds (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebcidndn/Consulta.aspx).

\textsuperscript{113} Lists published by different organizations, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC of the United States Department of the Treasury (better known as the Clinton List) (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), and INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

14.2.2 Transfer receipt

The transfer receipt is an electronic record of the transfer order, and contains information about the date, amount, ordering party, beneficiary, and intermediate or participating banks. The customer must usually register the accounts to which transfers will be made, and the corresponding data are confirmed with the other entity before a transfer is made.

Image No. 55.
Transfer receipt

(Source: Study findings)

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the originating and receiving financial products and the people involved in transferring the funds.

14.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding the transfer receipt

1. The customer is the beneficiary of multiple transfers from different locations that are not related to previous transfers.

2. The customer makes multiple transfers to different beneficiaries, with no apparent justification.

3. Transfers from an IP address that is different from the one recorded in historical transactions.
4. Transfers to an account without any transaction history, with no apparent justification.
5. Transfers made during non-business hours or during hours that are not customary based on historical transactions.
6. Transfers made from IP addresses related to cases of fraud.
7. Transfers to or from illogical locations.
8. Transfers to payroll accounts that have no relation to the company that originates them.
9. Transfers of large amounts to accounts that are not consistent with the customer’s usual behavior.
10. Financial product with electronic transfers that are withdrawn immediately or quickly through checks made out to third parties, automated teller machines or transfers to other beneficiaries.
11. Multiple transfers that are immediately re-transferred to another product, with no apparent justification.
12. Multiple transfers by legal entities on weekends or holidays to accounts that have no relation to the company originating the transfer.
13. Electronic transfers for which there is neither an apparent commercial reason nor consistency with the customer’s normal course of business.
14. Customers who deposit large sums of cash and then make transfers to other accounts or cities.
15. Electronic transfers that are followed immediately by the purchase of cashier’s checks or remittances to a third party.
16. Different transactions (checks or transfers) to the same beneficiary on the same day.
17. Electronic transfers that are withdrawn immediately or quickly through checks made out to third parties, automated teller machines or transfers to other beneficiaries.
18. Service payments of representative amounts made through the ACH.
19. Numerous and/or large payments for collections (e.g., tuition and/or room and board in schools or universities) by the same person.
20. ACH payments for multiple obligations or credit cards in representative sums.
21. ACH payments made for services in representative amounts.
22. Financial accounts used only to receive deposit transfers and to pay for multiple public services, with no apparent reason.
14.2.3 Bank statements

A bank statement is a periodic report of the credit and debit transactions involving a financial institution’s product. The detailed statement lists all transactions by product, including those made through the ACH, and it provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.

The information in the bank statement shows the number and type of transactions that increase (origin or sources) and reduce (destination or uses) the available balance. The statement also contains information about the originating and receiving accounts in ACH transactions.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin and/or beneficiary of the money and the date of the transaction, among other things.

14.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding the bank statement

1. Financial product that registers withdrawal of money with a considerable balance in a single day or other very short period after only ACH transfer deposits have been made over a period of time.

2. Financial products with large sums of money in which transactions are performed mainly through electronic transfers or automated teller machines.

3. Financial products into which small ACH transfers are initially made that soon grow to large sums of money.

4. Financial products from which multiple ACH transfers are made to other cities or countries for different beneficiaries, which do not have any relation to the product owner’s economic activity.

5. ACH transfers of large sums of money that are withdrawn immediately or over a very short time period.

6. The withdrawal of money from financial products with a considerable balance in a single day or other very short period after only ACH transfer deposits have been made over a period of time.

7. ACH transfers of large sums of money to financial products that are or have been inactive.

8. Accounts with a large volume of deposits through checks, electronic transfers and other negotiable instruments, when not justified by the customer’s economic activity.
9. Receipt of several transfers, checks or payment orders for small sums of money when not justified by the customer’s business.

10. Customers who record movements that have no relation to their financial statements.

11. A customer that receives many small ACH transfers, check deposits or payment orders and then immediately transfers almost all of the funds to another city or country, when not consistent with the customer’s economic activity.

14.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH AUTOMATED CLEARING HOUSE SERVICES

Automated Clearing House services are an electronic channel that can pose a high risk of money laundering.

The characteristics of their use, the type of operations carried out, their customary behavior and the results of the analysis of the above-mentioned documents could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document.¹¹⁴

According to this document, Automated Clearing House services could be used in typologies such as fictitious foreign investment in a “local company”, the use of shell companies to support the money laundering activities of criminal or terrorist organizations, financial and investment products that can be used for money laundering operations, the use of insurance company products, the declaration of a fictitious prize obtained abroad in order to bring illegal money into the country, money laundering that is the product of corruption, the use of non-profit organizations for money laundering purposes, and the creation of companies to defraud through the use of pyramid schemes.

15. POINT OF SALE TERMINAL- POS

The point of sale (POS) terminal is an electronic channel for the distribution of services offered by financial institutions for performing banking transactions through a telephone connection or other telecommunications network.

¹¹⁴ See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
15.1 DESCRIPTION

The point of sale (POS) terminal has the main functions of a bank office, enabling payments, transfers and balance inquiries through the reading of credit/debit cards, bar codes and PINs. It consists of a keypad, card reader and communications software.

The most common location for terminals (also called dataphones) is in commercial establishments, supermarkets and restaurants. They facilitate the payment of bills through the use of debit/credit cards by directly debiting the customer’s bank account or charging the customer’s credit card, thereby streamlining sales transactions, providing security to customers and service providers, and eliminating the need to handle cash.

The POS terminal or credit card terminal can also be used by a bank as a mechanism for providing banking services in municipalities in which it has no office, by placing it in a commercial establishment that serves as a non-bank correspondent. In this case, the device is used not for the billing of purchases in the commercial establishment, but rather as a parallel system for performing financial transactions such as payments, transfers, balance inquiries, and small cash deposits and withdrawals. In all cases, this requires a qualified assistant who can count and store the cash used in transactions performed with the terminal.

Another option is to place the device in a banking office, a service known as “pin pad”, which is used to perform transactions, such as payments and withdrawals of amounts greater than those allowed at automated teller machines, through the use of a PIN and a card with a magnetic strip.

15.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The documents that identify the characteristics of point of sale (POS) transactions are the bank statement and transaction receipt.

15.2.1 Bank statements

A bank statement is a periodic report of the credit and debit transactions involving a financial institution’s products. The detailed statement lists all transactions by product, including those performed through point of sale (POS) terminals, and it provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.

The information in the bank statement can be used to periodically establish the number and type of transactions that increase (origin or sources) and reduce
(destination or uses) the available balance. The statement also contains information about the destination of the resources.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the destination of the money, the dates and places of the transactions, and the associated commercial establishments.

15.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding the bank statement

1. Transactions involving financial products with large sums of money that are performed mainly through electronic transfers, automated teller machines or POS terminals.

2. Simultaneous debit transactions (same date, office, city, telephone number) for equal or similar amounts, with no apparent justification.

3. Owners of financial products who suddenly change the type of transactions performed or the manner in which they withdraw money.

4. Deposits of large sums, mainly in cash, that are transferred over a very short time through POS terminals.

5. Sudden deposits in inactive accounts that are followed by multiple transfers of the entire account balance through POS terminals.

6. The transfer of money through POS terminals from financial products with a considerable balance in a single day or other very short period after only transfer deposits have been made over a period of time.

7. Customers who record movements that have no relation to their financial statements.

8. The sudden deposit or series of deposits into inactive accounts with a minimum balance, followed by daily transfers through POS terminals until the entire balance has been transferred.

9. The use of the same card in the same dataphone in the same network for transferring representative amounts on the same day, and transfers and payments with cards whose accumulated monthly amount is representative.

15.2.2 POS transaction receipts

The transfer receipt is the electronic record of the transaction, and contains information about the date, amount, debit account and balance.
This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the destination of the resources of a financial product.

15.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding the POS transaction receipt

1. Transactions performed from an unregistered commercial establishment.
2. Transactions performed on a date or at a time outside of normal business hours.
3. Customers who record movements that have no relation to their financial statements.
4. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification for performing the transaction.
5. When the person who signs the transaction receipt is not the cardholder.
6. Multiple transactions performed from the same terminal which are not consistent with the customer’s usual behavior.

15.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH POINT OF SALE (POS) TERMINALS

The point of sale terminal is an electronic channel that can pose a high risk of money laundering.
The characteristics of its use, the type of operations carried out, its customary behavior and the results of the analysis of the above-mentioned documents could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document\textsuperscript{115}.

According to this document, POS terminals could be used in typologies such as fictitious foreign investment in a “local company”, international currency arbitrage through the transport of illegal money, the use of shell companies to support the money laundering activities, financial and investment products that can be used for money laundering operations, the declaration of a fictitious prize obtained abroad in order to bring illegal money into the country, money laundering that is the product of corruption, the use of non-profit organizations for money laundering purposes, trading in products with differentiated markets, and the creation of companies to defraud through the use of pyramid schemes.

16. INTERACTIVE VOICE RESPONSE - IVR

Interactive voice response is an electronic channel for the distribution of services offered by financial institutions for performing banking transactions through a telephone connection.

16.1 DESCRIPTION

Interactive voice response offers the main functions of a banking office, enabling one to perform monetary and non-monetary transactions using a telephone connection. This automated system receives calls and interacts with customers through voice recordings and the recognition of simple requests or information entered with the telephone keypad.

The system reduces waiting times for customers, and allows them to perform transactions such as balance and product inquiries, payments, transfers, the use of credit limits, credit card advances, password changes, account blocking, activation of checkbooks, information about the office network, and the updating of data, without the need to interact with bank personnel. The system can also direct customers to service advisors who have more specific knowledge about their inquiries.

\textsuperscript{115} See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
This service begins when the system answers a customer call and provides the customer with a pre-recorded menu of options to be selected. The customer selects an option by entering numbers on the keypad, and can navigate through the different options in order to perform the desired transaction or to reach an employee who can provide personal advice.

The customer’s enrollment in the system is usually established through the signing of an agreement for a debit card (for a savings or checking account) or a credit card. The customer enters the system through the use of a PIN or other form of authentication, and the system provides information about the balances in the customer’s active accounts. The customer is given only those options that correspond to his/her bank products and transaction authorizations, e.g., balance inquiries or monetary transaction services.

Customers can pay for public services through checking or savings account debits, and they can transfer funds between their checking and savings accounts or between their accounts and the active registered accounts of another account holder in the same or different bank. They can also transfer trust funds to their own or others’ accounts in the same or different bank, as long as the receiving account has previously been registered.

There is usually a daily limit on the amount that can be transferred. The system verifies the account or card status and determines whether any block has been placed on them before approving or denying the transaction request. The customer is given a message with the transaction data, as well as the opportunity to confirm, modify or cancel the transaction. If the customer confirms it, the system generates and provides the customer with an authorization number.

16.2 DOCUMENTS AND ELECTRONIC RECORDS OF INTEREST

The documents and electronic records that identify the characteristics of a transaction performed through the interactive voice or audio response service are: the enrollment form, the bank account, and the monetary transaction authorization log.

16.2.1 Enrollment form

The interactive voice or audio response enrollment form contains information about the account owner, whether a natural person or legal entity, and the conditions for accessing the financial institution. In some cases this form is included in or added to the contract signed for opening a financial product,
and it includes the identification number, location and economic activities of the customer requesting the service, the profiles of each user and the transactions available for each profile, and the maximum limit for each type of transaction.

Given their technological advances, some banking institutions may be able to enroll their customers by capturing data electronically and directly (not necessarily on paper). However, they can still obtain the customer information mentioned above.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the relationships between the persons authorized to manage the interactive voice or audio response service, the financial status of the account owner, and the location of the transactions, among other things.

16.2.1.1 Warning signs regarding the enrollment form

1. Requests for several interactive voice or audio response enrollment forms under one or more names with the same person authorized to use the service, with no apparent justification

2. Requests for interactive voice or audio response enrollment forms by companies that have common partners, shareholders, administrators or legal representatives.

3. Refusals, attempted bribery of or threats against bank officials to induce them not to fill out the interactive voice or audio response enrollment forms completely or to accept incomplete or false information.

4. Persons who fill out the interactive voice or audio response enrollment forms with illegible or “deceptive” handwriting, or information that is false, difficult to verify or insufficient.

5. Persons who seem reluctant or annoyed when they are asked for proper identification or the mandatory completion of certain forms for interactive voice or audio response enrollment.

6. Persons who appear nervous, give hesitant responses and/or consult written notes when asked for information required for interactive voice or audio response enrollment.

7. Interactive voice or audio response applicants who demand to see or show a marked preference for a specific commercial advisor or bank manager or officer.
8. Owners of financial products that refuse to justify an interactive voice or audio response transaction.

9. An interactive voice or audio response applicant who is classified as a Politically Exposed Person (PEP\(^\text{116}\)) and tries to avoid properly and completely filling out the enrollment documents or does not adequately justify the origin of his/her money, or tries to be registered as authorized to manage one or more financial products of third parties, without the existence of a clear and justified relationship.

10. Persons authorized to manage interactive voice or audio response services who have no direct relationship, or any apparent justification for their relationship, with the account owner.

11. Persons authorized to manage interactive voice or audio response services for different people or companies at the same time, with no apparent justification.

12. Persons listed as interactive voice or audio response service users who are authorized to manage one or more financial products and who have an inconsistent or improper relationship with the applicant, e.g., an external auditor authorized to manage the products of the audited party.

13. Persons listed as, or who seek to be registered as, authorized interactive voice or audio response users for the management of one or more financial products and who are named in national\(^\text{117}\) or international\(^\text{118}\) lists as terrorists, drug traffickers, tax delinquents, punished public officials, fugitives, criminals or persons wanted by the authorities.

16.2.2 Bank statements

A bank statement is a periodic report of the credit and debit transactions involving a financial institution’s products. The detailed statement lists all transactions by product, including those performed through the interactive

---

\(^{116}\) According to FATF recommendations, Politically Exposed Persons (PEP) are individuals who perform or have performed prominent public functions in a foreign country, for example, heads of state or government, senior politicians, senior government, judicial or military official, senior executives of state companies, and important political party officials. Commercial relations with PEPs’ family members or close associates involve reputational risks that are similar to those of the PEPs themselves. This definition does not include persons of middle- or lower-rank in the aforementioned categories. See http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf

\(^{117}\) Lists published by each country. For example, in Colombia the lists of those wanted by justice (http://www.policia.gov.co/portal/page/portal/Noticias_y_Documentacion/BUSCADOS); and of public officials with disciplinary backgrounds (http://siri.procuraduria.gov.co/cwebciddmo/Consulta.aspx).

\(^{118}\) Lists published by different organizations, such as the FBI (http://www.fbi.gov/wanted/topten), OFAC of the United States Department of the Treasury (better known as the Clinton List) (http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofac/sdn/), and INTERPOL (http://www.interpol.int/Public/Wanted/Fugitives/Links.asp).
voice or audio response service, and it provides a summary of the money inflows and outflows.

The information in the bank statement shows the number and type of transactions performed that increase (origin or sources) and reduce (destination or uses) the available balance.

This document is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin and destination of the money and the date and amount of the transaction, among other things.

16.2.2.1 Warning signs regarding the bank statement

1. The withdrawal of money from financial products with a considerable balance in a single day or other very short period after only deposits through the interactive voice or audio response system have been made over a period of time.

2. Financial products with large sums of money in which transactions are performed mainly through interactive voice or audio response system electronic transfers or automated teller machines.

3. Financial products into which small interactive voice or audio response system transfers are initially made that soon grow to large sums of money.

4. Financial products from which multiple interactive voice or audio system transfers are made to other cities or countries for different beneficiaries, which do not have any relation to the product owner’s economic activity.

5. Interactive voice or audio response system transfers of large sums of money that are withdrawn immediately or over a very short time period.

6. Transfers of large sums of money through the interactive voice or audio response system to financial products that are or have been inactive.

7. Accounts with a large volume of deposits through checks, electronic transfers through the interactive voice or audio response system, and other negotiable instruments, when not justified by the customer’s economic activity.

8. Receipt of multiple transfers, checks or payment orders for small sums of money when not justified by the customer’s business.

9. Customers who record movements that have no relation to their financial statements.
10. A customer that receives many small transfers, check deposits or payment orders and then immediately transfers almost all of the funds to another city or country, when not consistent with the customer’s economic activity.

16.2.3 Electronic authorization

All successful monetary transactions generate a message with the relevant data, which the customer can confirm, modify or reject. If the client accepts the transaction, the system will generate a corresponding authorization number. If the system does not inform the client of the authorization number, the customer should verify his/her balances because an error may have occurred.

This electronic record is very important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms the origin and destination of the money and the date and amount of the transaction, among other things.

16.2.3.1 Warning signs regarding the electronic authorization

1. The customer is the beneficiary of multiple transfers through the interactive voice or audio response system from different locations that are not related to previous transactions.

2. The customer makes multiple transfers via the interactive voice or audio response system to different beneficiaries, with no apparent justification.

3. Transfers through the interactive voice or audio response system to an account without any transaction history, with no apparent justification.

4. Transfers performed through the interactive voice or audio response system during non-business hours (8:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.) or during hours that are not customary based on the transaction history.

5. Transfers through the interactive voice or audio response system to or from illogical locations.

6. Transfers through the interactive voice or audio response service to payroll accounts that have no relation to the company that performs them.

7. Transfers through the interactive voice or audio response system of large amounts to accounts that are not consistent with the customer’s usual behavior.

8. Financial Product with transfers through the interactive voice or audio response system that are withdrawn immediately or in a very short time.
through checks made out to third parties, automated teller machines or transfers to other beneficiaries.

9. Transfers through the interactive voice or audio response system that are immediately re-transferred to another product, with no apparent justification.

10. Multiple transfers by legal entities through the interactive voice or audio response system on weekends or holidays to accounts that have no relation to the company making the transfer.

11. Transfers made through the interactive voice or audio response system for which there is neither an apparent commercial reason nor consistency with the customer’s normal course of business.

12. Customers who deposit large sums of cash and then make transfers to other accounts or cities via the interactive voice or audio response system.

13. Transfers via the interactive voice or audio response system that are followed immediately by the purchase of cashier’s checks or remittances to a third party.

14. Different transactions (checks or transfers) to the same beneficiary on the same day.

15. Transfers through the interactive voice or audio response system that are withdrawn immediately or in a very short time through checks made out to third parties, automated teller machines or transfers to other beneficiaries.

16. Payments through the interactive voice or audio response system for representative amounts for services.

17. Numerous and/or large payments for collections (e.g., tuition and/or room and board in schools or universities) by the same person.

18. Multiple loan or credit card payments in representative amounts through the interactive voice or audio response system.

19. Multiple service payments in representative amounts made through the interactive voice or audio response system.

20. Financial accounts used only to receive deposit transfers via the interactive voice or audio response system to pay for multiple public services, with no apparent reason.

16.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING THROUGH IVR

The interactive voice or audio response system is an electronic channel that can pose a high risk of money laundering.
The characteristics of its use, the type of operations carried out, its customary behavior and the results of the analysis of the above-mentioned documents could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document\textsuperscript{119}.

According to this document, interactive voice or audio response services could be used in typologies such as the use of shell companies to support the money laundering activities of criminal or terrorist organizations, financial and investment products that can be used for money laundering operations, the use of insurance company products, the declaration of a fictitious prize obtained abroad in order to bring illegal money into the country, money laundering that is the product of corruption, the use of non-profit organizations for money laundering purposes, and the creation of companies to defraud through the use of pyramid schemes.

\textsuperscript{119} See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
17. USER TRANSACTIONS

Users of financial institution services are natural persons or legal entities that occasionally use the office network or services of such institutions without having a legal or contractual relationship with them.

17.1 DESCRIPTION

Unlike customers, who establish or maintain an ongoing contractual relationship with financial institutions through a product or service, users simply occasionally use the office network or services that such institutions offer.

The user transactions that should be monitored and analyzed depend on their type, the coverage or network of offices, and the products and services offered by a financial institution.

Some of the services available to users are automated teller machine networks; public service, tax and contribution payments; special business collection services; the payment of local and international money orders; the purchase and sale of foreign currency; the issuance of sight drafts; and deposits to the accounts of a financial institution other than the collector.

User transactions are also subject to the risk of money laundering, which is why financial institutions need to closely monitor them in order to identify warning signs of unusual transactions that might become suspicious.

17.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The main documents or electronic records that identify user transactions are: automated teller machine audit receipts or rolls, public service invoices, tax return or forms, forms for special business collections, forms for sending or receiving money orders, forms for the purchase or sale of foreign currency, and forms for deposits to accounts of an entity other than the collector.

Each of these documents or electronic records provides information about the transaction, making it possible to generally establish the account holder’s name and data; the depositor or user; the amount, date, time and location of
the transaction; the name and/or account of the beneficiary; and the office of the financial institution in which the transaction is performed.

![Electronic records](image)

These documents, forms or electronic records are important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because they provide information that identifies or confirms the user’s data, the characteristics, dates and amounts of the transactions, the origin and destination of the funds, and the relationships between the persons involved.

### 17.2.1 Warning signs regarding user transactions

1. Multiple, continuous and large cash withdrawals from automated teller machines using local bank account cards from an institution other than the owner of the ATM.

2. Multiple, continuous and large cash withdrawals from automated teller machines as cash advances on credit cards issued by local or foreign financial institutions.

3. Multiple, continuous and large cash withdrawals from automated teller machines with debit or credit cards issued by foreign financial institutions.

4. Simultaneous cash withdrawals from the same ATM, or ATMs in the same network, in daily amounts that are high or at the maximum established by the financial institution.

5. Multiple local transfers through ATMs in amounts that raise warning signs of fractioning and/or that are made to different accounts.
6. Local transfers through ATMs in amounts that raise warning signs of fractioning and/or that are made to different accounts.

7. Multiple, continuous and large business payments for cell phone or public services, made through ATMs using local or foreign bank account cards.

8. The payment of multiple cell phone or public service bills with cash by the same person, with no clear and reasonable justification.

9. The cash payment of multiple tax returns on behalf of different taxpayers by a person who apparently has no relationship with them, when there is no clear and reasonable justification.

10. The payment of multiple business bills, university tuition, school room and board, etc. for different people, generally in cash, by a person who apparently has no relationship to the beneficiaries, when there is no clear and reasonable justification.

11. A sudden increase in the frequency and amount of a user’s purchase or sale of foreign currency.

12. Multiple and continuous transactions for the purchase or sale of foreign currency by a user who is a minor, tourist or foreigner, or a person whose declared economic activity bears no relation to the amount transacted.

13. Multiple and continuous transactions for the purchase or sale of foreign currency by a user who frequently requests high denomination bills or trades in low denomination bills, with no apparent justification.

17.3 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING IN USER TRANSACTIONS

User transactions through financial institutions can pose a risk of money laundering operations.

The characteristics of the transactions performed by financial institution users through automated teller machines; public service, tax and business payments; the sending and receipt of money orders; the purchase and sale of foreign currency; and deposits to accounts in financial institutions other than the receiving institution, as well as the analysis of the above-mentioned documents, forms and electronic records and the information about the parties involved, could coincide with some of the money laundering typologies indicated in the regional GAFISUD document\textsuperscript{120}.

\textsuperscript{120} See http://www.gafisud.info/pdf/TipologiasRegionalesGAFISUD.pdf or http://www.fatf-gafi.org/topics/methodsandtrends/
According to this document, user transactions could be performed in typologies such as “international foreign currency arbitrage through the transport of illegal money”, “fractioned transfers of illegal money through international money orders”, “the use of shell companies to support the money laundering activities of criminal or terrorist organizations”, “financial and investment products that can be used for money laundering operations”, “the declaration of a fictitious prize obtained abroad in order to bring illegal money into the country”, and “the physical transport of illegal money for currency conversion”.
18. PREPAID CARD

A prepaid card is used for an anticipated amount of consumption. Transactions can be performed with the card up to the amount with which it has been charged in advanced.

18.1 DESCRIPTION

Prepaid cards enable one to access funds that are paid in advance by the cardholder. There are different types of prepaid cards, which are generally used in the same way as a debit card and, ultimately, depend on the availability of funds.

Prepaid cards can be issued for limited or multiple purposes. Limited or closed-system prepaid cards can be used for a restricted number of well-defined purposes at specific points of sale or service. Examples include gift cards issued by commercial establishments and prepaid long-distance calling cards. These cards may be limited to the initial amount of the card (non-rechargeable cards), or they may allow the cardholder to add value to them (up to a certain limit) and to reuse them (rechargeable cards).

Multiple-use or open-system prepaid cards can be used in a wider range of places for a wider range of purposes, on either a national or international scale. Examples include payroll cards and general use “debit cards” for people who do not own financial products. These cards are usually associated with a payment network, which allows them to be used in the same way as debit cards for making purchases or withdrawing cash from automated teller machines (ATMs). The network in which these cards can be used depends on the card issuer, and their processing is similar to the processing of transactions with debit or credit cards.

Depending on the administrative policy of the issuer, a prepaid card can be issued for each financial product of the user, or for a common account that contains the prepaid funds. The value of the cards is usually linked to a prepaid account established by the issuer or service provider.

Given the characteristics of this product, the card issuer does not always know who the final user will be.
18.2 DOCUMENTS OF INTEREST

The main document or electronic record that identifies prepaid card transactions is the audit receipt or roll, which is created as an internal record of the card issuer in the case of a closed prepaid system, and as the ATM record in the case of an open system.

Image No 58.
Prepaid card receipt

STORE 4665386 TERM 703520002

MASTER **1234 RECEIPT 000139
APPROVAL 9999999

SUBTOTAL 100.00
SURCHARGE 2.00
TOTAL 102.00

(Source: Study findings)

These electronic records of prepaid card transactions are important for purposes of financial analyses and judicial investigations because it provides information that identifies or confirms user data (depending on the type of card), and the characteristics, dates and amounts of the transactions.

18.3 WARNING SIGNS REGARDING PREPAID CARDS

1. Multiple, continuous and large cash withdrawals from automated teller machines using prepaid cards from an institution other than the owner of the ATM.

2. Multiple, continuous and large cash withdrawals from automated teller machines with prepaid cards issued by foreign financial institutions.

3. Simultaneous cash withdrawals from the same ATM or from ATMs in the same network in daily amounts that are high or at the maximum established by the financial institution.

4. Multiple, continuous and large business payments for cell phones or public services through automated teller machines or prepaid cards.
5. The persistent use over time of several prepaid cards from the same issuer in specific ATMs and cities.
6. The daily withdrawal of small amounts from different ATMs that add up to a large amount over time, in order to avoid detection and notice.

18.4 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING WITH PREPAID CARDS

Prepaid cards can be used to perform money laundering transactions.

The characteristics of the transactions performed by prepaid card users and the corresponding electronic records may coincide with some of the money laundering typologies identified in the regional GAFISUD document.

According to this document, prepaid card transactions could be performed in typologies such as the “use of non-profit organizations for money laundering purposes” and the “use of prepaid savings account cards for money laundering purposes”.

19. INVOICE

A sales invoice is a commercial document or negotiable instrument that evidences the actual physical delivery of a good or provision of a service pursuant to a verbal or written contract.

19.1 DESCRIPTION

A sales invoice is a credit instrument (it incorporates a right) that a seller issues and delivers or sends to the purchaser of a good or the beneficiary of a service.

This exchange invoice corresponds to the sale of merchandise that is physically delivered to the purchaser or the actual provision of a service. It confers a right of execution by establishing a clear, express and enforceable obligation that can be enforced judicially. Its negotiation is governed by local regulations applicable to the endorsement of securities.
The sales invoice is a commercial instrument (security or negotiable instrument) that the seller of a good or the provider of a service delivers or sends to the purchaser or beneficiary. Two copies are usually issued with the original. The original sales invoice, signed by the issuer, incorporates the legal effects of a security or negotiable instrument. The copies are used to record the rights incorporated in said negotiable instrument for accounting purposes, and for the issuer’s control purposes.

The invoice must contain certain information in order to be considered a negotiable instrument under local law, including: the credit rights that are
incorporated, the signature of its creator (issuer), the due date, the invoice receipt date, the value or price, and the payment conditions.

The signature of the purchaser of the good or beneficiary of the service constitutes acceptance of the sales invoice and an acknowledgement of receipt and recognition of the obligation owed to the issuer of the invoice (the seller). This acceptance must be expressly recorded in the original invoice. In addition, the receipt of the merchandise or service by the purchaser or beneficiary must be acknowledged on the invoice and/or waybill, as the case may be. Once the invoice has been accepted by the purchaser of the good or beneficiary of the service, the contract that gave rise to it is deemed to have been duly performed.

Thus, the sales invoice is considered to be irrevocably “accepted” by the purchaser of the good or beneficiary of the service at the time indicated for the receipt, provided that no claim is made against the content of the good or service.

The “accepted” invoice may be transferred to a third party through an endorsement of the original. It is thus advisable to consult the local rules governing the endorsement of commercial or negotiable instruments.

19.2 WARNING SIGNS REGARDING AN INVOICE

1. Customers who present a historical volume of invoices for merchandise or services in increasing quantities or values that have no reasonable justification.

2. Customers who present invoices for merchandise or services in increasing amounts that have no reasonable relation the purchaser’s economic activity, location or form of payment.

3. Invoices with apparently false purchaser data (name, address, identification, telephone numbers, etc.).

4. Invoices with apparently false merchandise or service data.

5. Invoices with purchaser addresses that are apparently false or that are difficult to locate or access.

6. Merchandise or service invoices issued to purchasers who do not have the characteristics or conditions for being the true recipients.

7. Invoiced merchandise or services that are timely paid for but never delivered or provided.
8. Merchandise invoiced for an amount that is far below or above its commercial or market value.

9. Timely paid invoices for the provision of specialized services that are difficult to verify.

10. Invoices with merchandise unit values that have no logic or reasonable justification (they are excessively low or high).

11. Invoiced merchandise or services which the purchaser does not need or does not have a reasonable justification for acquiring.

12. Invoices that charge for the same merchandise or services more than once.

13. Merchandise or service invoices issued to a purchaser that has a criminal background, is the subject of judicial or administrative proceedings, or is included in national or international warning lists.

14. Invoices in which the purchaser’s address or place of delivery has been the subject of judicial or administrative measures that limit the ownership or transit of the merchandise or services.

15. Multiple individual invoices for a large quantity of merchandise that comprises a single batch, in order to overstate its value.

16. Invoices delivered in blank or to be filled out by the purchaser.

17. Invoices for significant amounts that the purchaser pays in cash, when such payment has no reasonable justification, does not conform to commercial custom, or is made in installments.

18. Invoices for significant amounts for which the purchaser pays an excessive amount in cash and later requests the respective refund, without any reasonable justification, other than simple error.

20. PROMISSORY NOTE

A promissory note is a commercial document or negotiable instrument that evidences an unconditional promise to pay a specific sum of money to a third party on a future date certain or upon the occurrence of certain events.

20.1 DESCRIPTION

A promissory note is a commercial document or negotiable instrument that is used in commercial or financial transactions in order to recognize an obligation
to pay a sum of money owed by a debtor to a beneficiary. It can be signed for a specific time period and amount, or for the payment of periodic quotas or installments.

The invoice must contain certain information in order to be considered a negotiable instrument under local law, including: the credit rights that are incorporated, an unconditional promise to pay a specific sum of money, the name of the payee (beneficiary), an indication as to whether it is payable to the order of someone or to the bearer, the form of payment, and the signature of the acceptor (debtor).
The signature of the acceptor or debtor constitutes acceptance of the promissory note, an acknowledgement of receipt of the money, and recognition of the obligation owed to the issuer of the promissory note (the beneficiary). This acceptance must be expressly set forth in the original promissory note.

In this way, the promissory note is considered to be irrevocably accepted by the debtor and serves as a security if the payment date or conditions incorporated therein are not complied with.

The accepted promissory note may be transferred to a third party through an endorsement of the original. It is thus advisable to consult the local rules governing the endorsement of commercial or negotiable instruments.

20.2 WARNING SIGNS REGARDING PROMISSORY NOTES

1. People who repeatedly sign and timely pay promissory notes for ever greater amounts that have no reasonable relation to their economic activity, location, form of payment or conditions.

2. Invoices with apparently false debtor data (name, address, identification, telephone numbers, etc.).

3. Invoices with debtor addresses that are apparently false or that are difficult to locate or access.

4. Promissory notes signed by debtors who do not have the characteristics or conditions for being the true recipients of the money.

5. Promissory notes signed by persons with valid identifications who are apparently impersonating the real debtor.

6. Promissory notes that are signed and timely paid even though the loan was never made.

7. Promissory notes signed for a specific amount that is paid in full even though a smaller sum of money was delivered to the debtor.

8. Promissory notes that are not reasonably justified because the people or companies that sign them apparently do not need financing or resources.

9. Promissory notes that are signed in a jurisdiction (place, city or locality) other than the one established for the payment or fulfillment of the obligation, without any reasonable justification.

10. Promissory notes signed by different people, of whom one or more are debtors or co-debtors of multiple obligations, with no reasonable justification for their relationships.
11. Promissory notes signed by debtors who have a criminal background, are the subject of judicial or administrative proceedings, or are included in national or international warning lists.

12. Promissory notes signed by debtors who provide an address that has been the subject of judicial or administrative measures that limit their ownership or movement.

13. Individual promissory notes that add up to a large amount of money and that are paid simultaneously in a single payment or by the same person, without any reasonable justification.

14. Promissory notes that are delivered in blank or to be filled out at the convenience of the debtor without any specific instructions related to the payment or its conditions, and that are later timely paid for the amount “established” by the debtor.

15. Promissory notes signed for significant amounts that the debtor pays in cash, when such payment has no reasonable justification, does not conform to commercial custom, or is made in installments.

16. Promissory notes signed for significant amounts for which the debtor pays an excessive amount in cash and later requests the respective refund, without any reasonable justification, other than simple error.

**21. PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS**

A payroll deduction is a promissory note modality and a mechanism for the collection of receivables, through which the debtor expressly authorizes his/her employer to deduct from his/her pay (usually monthly or biweekly) a certain sum of money to be applied to an obligation owed to the employer or a third party.

**21.1 DESCRIPTION**

By signing a payroll deduction promissory note, a debtor expressly authorizes the deduction of a certain sum of money from his/her pay to be applied or transferred by the employer (initial beneficiary) to a third party (final beneficiary) for the payment of a credit obligation during an established period.
Payroll deductions are used frequently by some financial and non-financial entities to grant loans to their employees, because this mechanism assures them of the collection of installments through payroll deductions. In other cases, the worker authorizes the payroll deduction to be paid to a third party other than the employer for a sum of money, good or service received.

In the event of termination of employment, the employee will usually authorize the deduction of the balance of the obligation from his/her final severance pay or salary. If this amount is not enough to cover the balance of the debt that was being collected through the warrant, the employee will usually sign a promissory note for the remaining sum.
Because a worker may default or be late on the payments as a result of attachments, unforeseen leave, medical disability or dismissal, most employers establish direct collection mechanisms other than payroll deductions, through their offices or bank accounts.

When signing a payroll deduction promissory note, it is very important to consider the local legal restrictions imposed on payroll deductions. For example, in Colombia employers cannot make payroll deductions that exceed fifty percent (50%) of the worker’s monthly income. The monthly deduction established through a payroll deduction cannot exceed this legal limit unless expressly authorized by the worker.

Payroll deduction promissory notes must comply with various requirements in order to be considered a document that incorporates credit rights under local law, and they must include the following information: an indication of the credit rights that they incorporate; an unconditional promise to pay a sum certain; the express, manifest authorization of the worker (debtor) to deduct a sum certain from his/her pay; the name of the beneficiary of the payment (which could be the employer or a third party); the form and expiration date (period) of payment; and the signature of the acceptor (debtor).

The signature of the acceptor (worker or debtor) constitutes acceptance of the payroll deduction, an acknowledgement of the credit obligation assumed, and recognition of the obligation owed to the beneficiary (the employer or a third party). This acceptance must be expressly set forth in the original promissory note.

In this way, the payroll deduction promissory note is considered to be irrevocably accepted by the worker (debtor) and serves as a security that authorizes the payroll deduction and/or collection mechanism in the event of job termination.

21.2 WARNING SIGNS REGARDING PAYROLL DEDUCTION PROMISSORY NOTE

1. Workers who repeatedly sign payroll deduction promissory notes for ever greater amounts that have no reasonable relation to their economic activity, location, form or payment or conditions. In some cases these promissory notes are paid early in cash or without payroll deductions so that the debtor can access a new obligation.

2. Payroll deduction promissory notes with apparently false worker data (name, address, identification, telephone numbers, etc.).
3. Payroll deduction promissory notes with worker (debtor) addresses that are apparently false or that are difficult to locate or access.

4. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed by workers (debtors) who do not have the characteristics or conditions for being the true recipients of the loan.

5. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed by workers (debtors) with valid identifications who are apparently impersonating the real debtor.

6. Payroll deduction promissory notes that are signed and timely paid through payroll deductions even though the loan, good or service that justifies the document was never delivered.

7. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed for a specific amount that is paid in full through payroll deductions, even though a smaller sum of money or a good or service different from what was agreed to was delivered to the debtor.

8. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed by workers (debtors) who apparently do not need financing, resources, goods or services that reasonably justify the signing of the document.

9. Payroll deduction promissory notes that are signed by workers (debtors) in a jurisdiction (place, city or locality) other than the one established for the payment of the obligation through payroll deductions, without any reasonable justification.

10. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed by different workers (debtors), one or more of which are debtors or co-debtors of multiple obligations, with no reasonable justification for their relationships.

11. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed by workers (debtors) who have a criminal background, are the subject of judicial or administrative proceedings, or are included in national or international warning lists.

12. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed by workers (debtors) who provide an address that has been the subject of judicial or administrative measures that limit their ownership or movement.

13. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed by different workers (debtors) which individually would not be representative, but together amount to a large sum of money and are paid simultaneously in a single direct payment (without payroll deductions) or by the same person, without any reasonable justification.

14. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed in blank by the worker (debtor) or that are to be filled out later without any specific instructions related to the amount or terms of payment, and that are later timely paid through payroll deductions for the amount “established” in the document.
15. Payroll deduction promissory notes signed for significant amounts that the worker pays directly in cash (rather than through payroll deductions), when such payment has no reasonable justification or is made in installments.

16. Payroll deduction promissory notes for significant amounts for which the worker makes direct cash payments (rather than payroll deductions) in an amount greater than the balance of the obligation, and later requests the respective refund of the excess payment, without any reasonable justification, other than simple error.
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22. FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL INSTITUTION EMPLOYEES

Financial and commercial institution employees, especially those who directly or indirectly handle the transactions of customers and users, are continuously exposed to the risk of money laundering and terrorist financing.

Financial and commercial institution employees are at risk of complicity or the omission of controls in performing transactions for customers or users who attempt to use the institution for carrying out money laundering and/or terrorist financing activities.

Several countries have adopted international recommendations by implementing prevention mechanisms directed mainly at financial institutions and financial activities that are not designated as such: casinos, real estate agents, precious metal dealers, lawyers, notaries, other independent legal and accounting professionals, and providers of company and trust services. Countries have also been exhorted to extend the application of these mechanisms to other activities and professions that pose a risk of money laundering.

As a consequence of the evolution of this process, several countries in the region now impose administrative and judicial penalties on financial institution employees and executives who are involved in money laundering investigations or who negligently allow others to commit money laundering crimes. Financial institution employees may also be responsible for crimes of omission if they fail to take compulsory preventive actions and thereby facilitate money laundering by third parties.

For commercial entities, the process of implementing preventive measures has been directed more toward self-regulation, given that the phenomenon has shifted to unregulated sectors in order to shield their activities.

Initiatives such as the Safe and Responsible Business Program (Programa de Negocios Responsables y Seguros)\textsuperscript{121} of the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime have been developed to raise awareness in unregulated sectors of the economy about money laundering and terrorist financing and to guide

\textsuperscript{121} More information can be found at: www.negociosresponsablesyseguros.org
them in developing preventive measures to avoid becoming involved in these types of crimes.

While the law in many countries requires financial institutions to adopt certain mechanisms and instruments for the prevention and control of money laundering in all of their customers’ and users’ operations, these institutions must also take measures to prevent their employees from becoming direct or indirect participants in criminal activities.

Normally, these preventive systems establish policies, translated into rules of conduct, to guide the activities of financial and commercial institution employees. These directives, usually contained in a code of ethics, are designed to ensure the adoption and proper development of all established mechanisms and instruments for preventing the institution’s products and services from being used as vehicles for carrying out criminal activities.

In addition, the institutions must establish very clear procedures to make all of its employees aware of their responsibilities, duties and authority, at an operational, management and administrative level. Such procedures, normally contained in a manual, must be sufficiently disseminated and continually updated.

A financial or commercial institution employee’s failure to apply certain controls, preferential treatment of certain customers or users, frequent acceptance of gifts from customers, absence from the workplace, and abnormally long work hours are some of the signs that he/she may be participating, either willingly or under duress, in criminal financial activities, or collaborating with a criminal or terrorist organization in trying to hide the origin or destination of funds and/or laundering of money.

Some of these behaviors can be identified, confirmed or verified through various reports, documents and financial records that are important for purposes of analysis and judicial investigations because they provide information about the direct or indirect participation of an employee in criminal activities.

22.1 WARNING SIGNS REGARDING FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL INSTITUTION EMPLOYEES

1. A financial or commercial institution employee who frequently makes control exceptions when processing transactions for a specific customer or user.
2. A financial or commercial institution employee who avoids certain internal or approval controls that have been established for specific transactions, products or services.

3. A financial or commercial institution employee who is frequently responsible for mistakes, discrepancies or inconsistencies, without sufficient or adequate explanations.

4. A financial or commercial institution employee who fails to verify someone’s identity or to compare the person’s information and/or fingerprints with the information in the institution’s records or databases.

5. A financial or commercial institution employee who hinders his/her colleagues in attending to certain customers or users, without any apparent justification.

6. A financial or commercial institution employee, especially a business consultant, who frequently attends to the same customer or user whom he/she pretends not to know.

7. A financial or commercial institution employee, especially a business consultant, who only partially documents or verifies the information of a customer or user without a clear and reasonable justification.

8. A financial or commercial institution employee, especially a business consultant, who attends to a customer in a preferential, exclusive and permanent manner or exempts a customer from certain controls, based on the argument that the customer is “well known”, “referred by another institution”, “trusts only me”, “I advise him/her on all his/her business”, or similar claims.

9. A financial or commercial institution employee who is frequently absent from the workplace, without a clear and reasonable justification.

10. A financial or commercial institution employee who frequently receives gifts, invitations or other benefits from certain customers or users, without a clear and reasonable justification.

11. A financial or commercial institution employee who is frequently at the office after or outside normal working hours working hours, without a clear and reasonable justification.

12. A financial or commercial institution employee who is reluctant to go on vacation or to accept changes of position or promotions, without a clear and reasonable justification.

13. A financial or commercial institution employee whose lifestyle or financial and investment transactions are not in keeping with his/her income (form work or other known sources), without a clear and reasonable justification.
22.2 RISK OF MONEY LAUNDERING BY FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL INSTITUTION EMPLOYEES

The actions or omissions of a financial or commercial institution employee can facilitate the activities of a criminal or terrorist organization. Such conduct may be voluntary or forced, and represents a risk for the execution of money laundering activities.

The characteristics of certain transactions handled by a specific employee, differentiated attention to certain customers or users, abnormal work or personal conduct, or sudden changes in lifestyle may coincide with some of the money laundering typologies of the sector that are identified in documents published by the Colombian UIAF and the GAFI/FATF.

According to these documents, the participation of an employee or business agent could be used in typologies such as “complicity of a business agent”, “structuring scheme”, “alternative remittance system”, “correspondent banking allegedly facilitates laundering of fraud proceeds”, “travelers’ checks provide anonymity for criminal transactions”, and “collusion of customer intermediary and/or insurance company employees”.

---

122 The Financial Information and Analysis Unit (Unidad de Información y Análisis Financiero – UIAF) is the Financial Intelligence Unit of Colombia, and has published several documents on money laundering typologies and the financing of terrorism. Please see: www.uiaf.gov.co

123 The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) has published several documents on money laundering typologies and the financing of terrorism. Please see: http://www.fatf-gafi.org
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23. TERRORIST FINANCING

Terrorist financing is one of the criminal phenomena that has attracted the attention of the international community because of its nature and consequences. The relationship of terrorist financing with other scourges, especially money laundering, requires us to study it in some depth in this chapter.

Terrorist acts, methods and practices, in all of their forms and manifestations, are aimed at destroying human rights, fundamental liberties and democracy; threatening States' territorial integrity and security; and destabilizing legitimately constituted governments.\(^\text{124}\)

Given the growing concern of the international community with the increase in the frequency and violence of terrorist acts, the most significant development in international law in the fight against this scourge has been the establishment, at a universal level, of a common legal framework. This framework is currently characterized by eighteen conventions and protocols that have been developed over the last forty years, as well as a set of Security Council resolutions related to the prevention of and fight against terrorism. Of note among the eighteen conventions and protocols is the International Convention for the Suspension of the Financing of Terrorism, adopted in 1999.

With the adoption of Resolution 1373 (2001), the Security Council placed terrorism and terrorist acts under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter as acts that threaten the maintenance of peace and international security, and it established a series of legal obligations for the Member States of the United Nations. Resolution 1373 calls upon Member States to classify the financing of terrorism as a crime; deny refuge to those who finance, plan, facilitate or commit these acts; and ensure the prosecution of said persons, in addition to taking other preventive and suppressive measures.

Financial measures aimed at preventing and suppressing terrorist acts are gaining increased importance in the fight against this scourge. In order to perpetrate terrorist acts, it is necessary to mobilize funds to maintain the organization’s cells and individuals, purchase equipment, provide training,

\(^{124}\) United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy (A/RES/60/288 of September 20, 2006)
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acquire weapons, organize complex actions and buy complicity. The importance of the measures adopted to fight against the financing of terrorism lies in their preventive nature, since they attack terrorist acts in the phase prior to their commission.

Combating terrorist financing is a very significant challenge. An effective AML/CFT system, in general, is important for addressing terrorist financing, and most measures previously focused on terrorist financing are now integrated throughout the Recommendations, therefore obviating the need for the Special Recommendations. However, there are some Recommendations that are unique to terrorist financing, which are set out in Section C of the FATF Recommendations. These are: Recommendation 5 (the criminalisation of terrorist financing); Recommendation 6 (targeted financial sanctions related to terrorism & terrorist financing); and Recommendation 8 (measures to prevent the misuse of non-profit organisations). The proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is also a significant security concern, and in 2008 the FATF’s mandate was expanded to include dealing with the financing of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. To combat this threat, the FATF has adopted a new Recommendation (Recommendation 7) aimed at ensuring consistent and effective implementation of targeted financial sanctions when these are called for by the UN Security Council.

23.1 LEGAL FRAMEWORK

23.1.1 International instruments in the fight against terrorism

In 1963, the international community, under the auspices of the United Nations, began to adopt legal instruments – conventions and protocols – designed to fight terrorism, which have been ratified by a large number of countries as a sign of their commitment to the fight against this scourge, which recognizes no boundaries.

Although these instruments do not establish a definition of terrorism, they do refer to terrorist acts as criminal offenses, and specifically classify as crimes acts relating to the financing of terrorism, attacks against civil aviation, ships and fixed platforms, and the use of hazardous materials, as well as acts based on the legal status of the victims. They exhort the States to criminalize the majority of foreseeable terrorist acts.

---

23.1.2 The International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism of 1999

The financing of terrorism is a priority matter in the fight against this scourge, given that terrorist acts require the mobilization of important means for maintaining clandestine networks, training teams, carrying out complex operations and procuring weapons, among other acts.

This legal instrument provides a concrete, innovative response to this complex problem. It signifies a global condemnation of terrorism, and it strengthens the body of international law against terrorism, with an emphasis on prevention, by penalizing the preparation and logistical support that make the existence of terrorist groups and the commission of acts of violence possible.

23.1.3 United Nations Security Council Resolutions

Since 1999, the United Nations Security Council has adopted a series of resolutions to fight terrorism, including the following:

- Resolutions 1373 of 2001, 1535 of 2004 and 1566 of 2004, relating to the creation and regulation of the Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC).

More information can be found at http://www.acnur.org/biblioteca/pdf/1636.pdf

See: http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N00/806/65/PDF/N0080665.pdf?OpenElement
See: http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N02/216/05/PDF/N0221605.pdf?OpenElement
See: http://daccess-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N05/446/63/PDF/N0544663.pdf?OpenElement
Resolution 1373 of 2001 makes specific reference to the issue of preventing and eliminating the financing of terrorism, and establishes the following binding provisions, which require all Member States to:

• Prevent and suppress the financing of terrorist acts;
• Classify as a crime the provision or collection, by any direct or indirect means, of funds by their nationals or in their territory, with the intention or knowledge that said funds will be used to perpetrate acts of terrorism;
• Freeze without any delay funds and other financial assets or economic resources of persons who commit, attempt to commit, participate in or facilitate the commission of acts of terrorism; of entities owned by or under the direct or indirect control of these persons; and of persons and entities that act on behalf of these persons and entities or under their orders, including the funds obtained or derived from the assets owned by or under the direct or indirect control of these persons and other persons and entities associated with them;
• Prohibit their nationals and all persons and entities within their territories from directly or indirectly making any funds, financial or economic resources, or financial or related services, available to persons who participate in terrorism, entities owned by or under the direct or indirect control of such persons, and persons and entities that act on behalf or under the orders of such persons;
• Deny refuge to those who finance, plan, commit, or support acts of terrorism or provide refuge to terrorists;
• Prevent their territories from being used to finance, plan or commit acts of terrorism against other States or their citizens;
• Prevent the movement of terrorists or terrorist groups through effective border controls and the issuance of identity and travel documents, as well as the adoption of measures to prevent the falsification, illegal alteration and fraudulent use of identity and travel documents;
• Ensure, in accordance with international law, that refugee status is not used illegitimately by the perpetrators, organizers or sponsors of acts of terrorism; and
• Ensure the prosecution of all persons who participate in or support the financing, planning, preparation or commission of acts of terrorism; and, in addition to taking any other measures to suppress said acts, ensure that they are classified legislatively as serious crimes and that the punishment imposed reflects the seriousness of these acts of terrorism.
23.1.4 Regional Instruments

23.1.4.1 Recommendations of the International Financial Action Task Force (FATF) on Money Laundering

The purpose of this inter-governmental and multidisciplinary organization, created in Paris in 1989 by the G-7 and made up of 33 countries and two international organizations, is to adopt, based on expert studies, legal, procedural and financial measures in the fight against money laundering and the financing of terrorism. In 1990, it drafted 40 recommendations as a basic framework for combating the phenomenon of money laundering worldwide, which have been adopted to date by more than 130 countries.

At a regional level, the Financial Action Task Force of South America (GAFISUD) and the Financial Action Task Force of the Caribbean (GAFIC), attached to the FATF, develop the same mandate in South America and Mexico and the Caribbean Basin countries, respectively.

These recommendations were revised in 1996 in order to integrate the evolution of money laundering typologies. In 2001, the FATF extended its mandate to the financing of terrorism, and following a new revision in 2003 it expanded its framework of action to the joint fight against money laundering and terrorist financing.

In 2001 and 2004, the FATF drafted nine recommendations that complement the original 40 recommendations by establishing minimum criminal justice standards related to prevention, control and suppression that each country must apply in accordance with their legal systems, with respect to the following matters:

138 Made up of the following countries: Germany, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Spain, the United States of America, the Russian Federation, Finland, France, Greece, Hong Kong, China, Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Norway, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Portugal, the United Kingdom, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland, South Africa and Turkey. The two international organizations are the European Commission and the Gulf Cooperation Council.

139 Made up of the following countries: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru and Uruguay, and soon to be joined by Costa Rica and Panama.

140 Made up of the following countries: Antigua and Barbuda, Anguilla, Aruba, The Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Bermuda, the British Virgin Islands, the Cayman Islands, Dominica, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Granada, Guatemala, Guyana, the Republic of Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Montserrat, the Netherlands Antilles, Nicaragua, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Surinam, Turks and Caicos Islands, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela.

141 More information can be found at http://www.fatf-gafi.org/dataoecd/55/1/34266749.pdf
Table No. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Issue addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ratification and placement of United Nations instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Criminalization of terrorist financing and money laundering committed in the course of terrorist activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Freezing and confiscation of terrorists’ assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Declaration of suspicious transactions linked to terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>International cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Remittances of alternative funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wire transfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Non-profit organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Cash couriers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, these recommendations were revised in 2012\textsuperscript{142} in order to integrate the FATF nine recommendations, the most measures previously focused on terrorist financing are now integrated throughout the Recommendations, therefore obviating the need for the Special Recommendations.

23.1.4.2 The Inter-American Convention against Terrorism: Measures adopted by the Organization of American States (OAS)\textsuperscript{143}

Although the Organization of American States (OAS) has included the issue of terrorism in its work agenda since the 1970s\textsuperscript{144}, it was not until 2002, as a result of concern over the attacks of September 11, 2001, that it adopted the Inter-American Convention against Terrorism, a regional instrument that seeks to prevent, punish and eliminate terrorism, even though it does not define what terrorism or terrorist acts are. However, along the same lines as other international anti-terrorism instruments, it recommends that the Member States of the OAS adopt necessary measures for the effective application of such instruments, as well as the establishment of internal regulations that classify and penalize offenses addressed by international law.

The Convention contains 23 articles that establish a series of important measures related to the financing of terrorism. Article 4 of the Convention places emphasis on banking supervision, cross-border movements, and cooperation and collaboration among regional authorities, and it urges the Member States to follow the guidelines of the 1999 Convention for the

\textsuperscript{142} More information can be found at http://www.fatf-gafi.org/media/fatf/documents/recommendations/pdfs/FATF_Recommendations.pdf

\textsuperscript{143} More information can be found at http://www.oas.org/juridico/spanish/tratados/sp_conve_interame_contr_terro.pdf

\textsuperscript{144} The Convention was signed in Washington in 1971 in order to prevent and punish terrorist acts in relation to crimes against persons and extortion.
Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism and Resolution 1373 of 2001, as well as the recommendations developed by specialized organizations and entities, such as the FATF, CFATF, GAFISUD and the Inter-American Drug Abuse Commission (CICAD).

23.2 BASIC CONCEPTS

To understand the issue of terrorist financing in its entirety, it is necessary to clarify some basic concepts. These concepts, such as terrorism and organized crime, or money laundering and terrorist financing, at first appear to be similar and tend to be referred to without distinction because of similarities in their characteristics and definitions, ignoring the fact that each of these concepts has its own identity, to the point of being able to speak of a conceptual divergence.

23.2.1 Terrorist groups and criminal organizations

The first thing that these concepts share is the lack of a universally accepted legal definition, which has frequently led to terrorist organizations being assimilated to the concept of organized crime. The manifestations of these two types of crime are often similar in their modus operandi and in their consequences: the use of violence, their operation through networks, and the trafficking generated by organized crime (drugs, weapons, and contraband) often constitute the main sources of terrorist financing.

Terrorism and crime have reached well beyond national borders. Both exploit the advantages of worldwide economic and financial policies within the context of globalization processes that seek to minimize the obligations and controls related to economic and human flows.

The nexus between organized crime and terrorist organizations is located at the intersection of their illegal activities, their opportunities for generating funds and revenue, and the laundering of the same, such that when their objectives and interests converge, both may cooperate to a certain

---

145 The International Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (ONU-2000), or Palermo Convention, defines a criminal organization in relation to its organizational mode, as a “structured group of three or more persons existing for a period of time and acting in concert with the aim of committing one or more serious crimes or offences established in accordance with this Convention, in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit”.

For its part, the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism (ONU-1999) does not contain a conceptual definition of terrorism. Rather it defines terrorism based on its material effects, as an act “intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian or to any other person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act”.

extent. This has occurred with the relationship between drug trafficking and terrorism, in which drug trafficking is effectively protected by the subversion of terrorism, and terrorism receives continuous financing from drug trafficking.

Among the divergent elements of these two concepts is their motivation; while terrorist organizations have political or religious objectives, challenging the established order, the purpose of criminal organizations is to profit from illegal activities.

The use of violence is another determining factor in their differentiation, to the extent that in most cases terrorist organizations use it in an indiscriminate manner that victimizes innocent people who are not related to the struggles of the responsible organization, whereas criminal organizations use violence in a selective manner to inflict harm on other criminal organizations.

A final characteristic that differentiates terrorists from criminals is their way of life. The bosses and other leaders of criminal organizations usually want and lead an ostentatious life full of luxuries. This is not so with terrorist organization leaders or officers, who lead completely clandestine lives.

### 23.2.2 Money laundering and terrorist financing

People very often associate two realities that have more differences than similarities. The confusion is linked to the financial concept that supports both money laundering arising from criminal activities and the financial operations related to the activities of terrorist organizations, not to mention the fact that both usually use the same techniques or operators to move funds, such as parallel financial networks.

Terrorist organizations have to move their funds in a way that hides their final use, which is the financing of their logistical and lethal activities. They need to adopt mechanisms and means that enable them to hide their purpose. They can use official financial channels, especially in countries considered to be tax havens; parallel networks or remittance systems, especially the Hawala type; physical couriers; and the fractioning of bank account deposits or withdrawals, among other means.

The techniques used for laundering money – *which seeks to hide the illegal origin of the money* – are basically the same as those used to cover up the sources and purposes of the financing of terrorism.
While both activities have the same underlying monetary focus, there is a conceptual difference between them. The financing of terrorism involves the treatment of assets of any source (whether or not legal) in order to finance a future terrorist activity, while money laundering involves the incorporation in the financial market of funds derived from crime and the camouflaging of their illegal sources.

Thus, the expression “money laundering” refers to a past illegal act that produced assets which, without proper treatment, would leave its perpetrators or beneficiaries at a high risk of judicial prosecution. On the other hand, the expression “financing of terrorism” refers to a future illegal activity. The problems faced by terrorist financing operators are completely different and are subject to a different logic, to the extent that the operators seek to obtain funds from any source – legal or illegal – in order to carry out terrorist acts in, more or less, the near future.

Because of these differences, terrorist financing can be considered to be different from laundering “dirty” money, and it should constitute a specific crime.

23.2.3 The financing of terrorism as an autonomous, fraudulent crime

The International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism of 1999 elevates this activity to the category of an autonomous, fraudulent crime that covers both the supply and collection of funds.

It is important to note that in accordance with Articles 2 to 5 of the Convention of 1999, the crime of financing of terrorism is defined very broadly, given that:

• It includes the provision and collection of funds for the performance of terrorist acts;
• The funds can be of any nature and can have a legal or illegal origin. For the commission of the crime, it is sufficient that the funds have been collected for the purpose of committing a terrorist act, without the need for the funds to have actually been used;
• All persons who participate in the financing of terrorism in one way or another when the use of the funds is known can be prosecuted;
• The criminals can be natural persons or legal entities, which allows for a legal field of action over the entire financing chain; and
• It covers attempted financing of terrorism.
23.2.4 Stages of the terrorist financing process

The process of financing terrorist organizations can be broken down into three stages or phases, allowing one to accurately identify the three main motivations behind the process, as described below:

- Fundraising stage: The initial phase, also referred to by FATF experts as the *collection* phase, consists of the search by terrorist organizations for financing sources. Such sources can be legal, such as contributions from states, individuals, entities, organizations and donors that support the terrorists’ cause or that are not deceived, and resources from legitimate commercial activities that are already circulating in financial channels. The sources can also be illegal, such as the proceeds from any criminal activity, which generally circulate in cash.

- Disposition stage: The intermediate phase seeks to place the collected funds at the disposition of the terrorist organization, to await their final use. This is referred to by the FATF as *transmission/dissimulation*, which corresponds to the movement of the funds through different techniques. Unlike the stratification stage of money laundering, this stage does not involve efforts to disguise the origin of the funds or to give them the appearance of legality, but rather efforts to hide their movement and final use.

- Utilization stage: This is the last phase, in which the collected, transferred and accumulated funds are used for the financing of the organization’s structural logistics or the operating logistics related to the planning and execution of terrorist acts. It is also called the *use* phase by FATF experts.

It can be observed from the foregoing description that, unlike the process of money laundering – *which can also be divided into three stages* – the use of the legal financial system is not a mandatory or strategic step for terrorist organizations, as it is for criminal organizations, whose main concern is being able to change the illegal origin of their income from criminal activities so that they can use it with peace of mind and without any risk of detection.

23.2.5 International lists of individuals and entities designated as terrorists

These lists facilitate the work of financial institutions in detecting suspicious transactions or customers that are related to terrorism, and enable them to adopt measures to freeze the corresponding financial assets.
Pursuant to Resolution 1267 of 1999, the United Nations Security Council created a committee to oversee the application of measures against the Taliban and Al Qaeda, ensuring that the States comply with their obligation to freeze the funds and financial assets of these groups, preventing their entry or transit through their respective territories, and enforcing the arms embargo.

Under this Resolution, the Security Council Committee established a list of individuals and entities related to the Taliban, Al Qaeda and Osama Bin Laden\textsuperscript{146}. This list currently contains 496 names of people and entities to which all States must apply the above-mentioned sanctions. The Committee examines the names presented for inclusion in or exclusion from the list, as well as all additional information about the people and entities on the list.

In addition, some regions and countries have prepared their own lists, such as Canada (2003), the United States of America (1996) and the European Union (2001). These lists have been included in anti-terrorist legislation in order to facilitate the identification, detention, prosecution and punishment of terrorists and terrorist groups that operate throughout the world, as well as the identification, detection and freezing of the assets of the people, entities and organizations included in the lists.

**23.2.6 Sources of terrorist financing**

Financial support is essential for terrorist and criminal organizations, because it ensures their survival as an organization and enables them to achieve their objectives. They need different sources of financing, adequate mechanisms for laundering and hiding their funds, and appropriate channels for the final use of their funds.

It is important to distinguish terrorist acts from the activities that support terrorism. Both correspond to different but complementary behaviors and internal logic related to primary activities (acts of terrorism) and secondary activities (support for terrorism)\textsuperscript{147}. Thus, a terrorist organization can perform both activities in the same country, or perform their secondary activities in different countries, depending on the type of structure and networks that they have established around the world.

\textsuperscript{146} The updated consolidated list can be viewed at http://www.un.org/spanish/sc/committees/1267/consolist.shtml

\textsuperscript{147} Proposal of the Terrorism and Counterterrorism Research Group of Canada (TCRG)
The financing of these activities necessarily passes through several phases, depending on the countries in which the terrorist organization performs each of its activities:

- Production, attainment and collection of funds: these can take place in the country of the primary activity or in other countries;
- Movement of flow of the funds: this includes the country of the primary activity, the countries of the collection activity and, possibly, other countries through which the funds move; and
- Financing of the organizational and operational logistics: this involves the country of the final use of the funds, which may be different from the country in which the terrorist organization has its physical headquarters or location, as in the case of international terrorism.

### 23.2.7 International counter-terrorism organizations

Different international and regional organizations have been created to support the States in the fight against the financing of terrorism, and they have become more active since the attacks of September 11, 2001. These organizations are described below:

- United Nations Counter-Terrorism Committee (CTC) and its Executive Directorate (CTED): this Security Council Committee\(^\text{148}\) was created by Resolution 1373 of 2001 after the attacks perpetrated on September 11, 2001. Among its principal mandates is the supervision and verification of the application of Resolution 1373 of 2001 by the Member States of the United Nations, which includes urging them to adopt measures designed to strengthen the legal and institutional capacity of each country to combat terrorist activities at a national, regional and worldwide level.


\(^{148}\) More information can be found at http://www.un.org/spanish/sc/ctc
UNODC’s Global Programme against Money-Laundering, Proceeds of Crime and the Financing of Terrorism (GPML) has been specifically tasked by the United Nations General Assembly, most recently in resolutions 66/181 (2011), 66/177 (2011) and 65/232 (2010), to provide technical assistance to Member States to combat money laundering and the financing of terrorism. GPML works on a world-wide basis to assist Member States -- via their legal, financial, law enforcement and judicial authorities -- to develop effective and comprehensive domestic anti-money laundering and, jointly with the UNODC Terrorism Prevention Branch, counter-financing of terrorism legal and regulatory frameworks, as well as the institutional infrastructures and practitioner skills needed to implement them. The Programme is pivotal to UNODC’s mandate to prevent drug offences and other crimes.

In 2002, the General Assembly approved a broad program of activities for the Terrorism Prevention Branch. These include the provision of assistance to the States in order to strengthen their local and regional capacity in the fight against terrorism, technical assistance related to legal matters such as the ratification and application of universal legal instruments, and the enhancement of the capacity of national criminal justice systems to apply such instruments, with respect for the principles of the rule of law and the defense of human rights, as a fundamental part of the mandate of UNODC.

The Inter-American Committee against Terrorism (CICTE): in June 1999, the General Assembly of the OAS created the Inter-American Committee against Terrorism (CICTE)149, for the purpose of uniting the efforts of the nations of the Americas to confront terrorism through the strengthening of hemispheric cooperation in the prevention and elimination of this scourge.

European Union organizations: in response to the attacks of September 11, 2001, the Committee of Ministers of the member countries of the Council of Europe agreed in November of that year to create the Multidisciplinary Group on International Action against Terrorism (GMT), for the purpose of effectively implementing existing international instruments in the Council of Europe in the fight against terrorism, such as the European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism of 1977.

FATF (GAFI), GAFISUD and CFATF (GAFIC): the International Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF/GAFI) is a worldwide reference on the subject of the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing, in that it develops and promotes an international response for combating these phenomena.

149 More information can be found at http://www.cicte.oas.org
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- INTERPOL, EUROPOL and other organizations: INTERPOL\textsuperscript{150}, whose origins date to 1914 with the International Convention of Judicial Police, currently has 188 member countries. Its objective is to promote and develop all institutions that favor collaboration and coordination in the prevention and suppression of criminality, in accordance with its members’ statutes.

EUROPOL\textsuperscript{151}, which was created in 1994 under the European Union Treaty, plays an active role in the fight against crime through the coordination of Member States’ police offices in the joint investigation and monitoring of terrorist and criminal organizations.

There are other organizations that have developed very important investigations and activities related to the fight against the financing of terrorism, even though such fight is secondary to their main purpose.

This is the case with the Inter-American Drug Abuse Control Commission (CICAD)\textsuperscript{152} of the Organization of American States. There are also international financial organizations that participate in the fight against money laundering and terrorist financing by supporting regional and national projects on these matters. This is the case with the World Bank\textsuperscript{153}, the International Monetary Fund\textsuperscript{154} and the Inter-American Development Bank\textsuperscript{155}, which, since 2002, have jointly and individually developed methodological guidelines for monitoring and evaluating the FATF recommendations, the application of the universal legal framework in the fight against terrorism, and preventive measures that should be applied by financial institutions in order to identify suspicious conduct.

Finally, there is the Wolfsberg Group of 12 international banks, which has developed some principles for the prevention of terrorist financing\textsuperscript{156}, and the Egmont Group\textsuperscript{157}, which since 1995 has brought together the Financial Intelligence Units of different countries to exchange information about money laundering as a transnational crime.

\textsuperscript{150} More information can be found at http://www.INTERPOL.int
\textsuperscript{151} More information can be found at http://www.europol.eu.int
\textsuperscript{152} More information can be found at http://www.cicad.oas.org
\textsuperscript{153} More information can be found at http://www.worldbank.org
\textsuperscript{154} More information can be found at http://www.imf.org
\textsuperscript{155} More information can be found at http://www.iadb.org
\textsuperscript{156} More information can be found at http://www.wolfsberg-principles.com
\textsuperscript{157} More information can be found at http://www.egmontgroup.org
23.3 WARNING SIGNS ASSOCIATED WITH THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM

The prevention and detection of terrorist financing activities are the responsibility of the government in general, and the financial sector in particular. This is why it is important for government authorities and financial sector officials to jointly establish coordinated work plans to respond to the common objectives of detecting and breaking up financial operations with terrorist purposes.

Of course, this is not a simple task, as there are many obstacles to the identification of illegal financial activities that are a priori cloaked in legality. These include the difficulty in finding evidence that links natural or legal persons that are geographically far from the organization to which they provide financial assistance, or in responding to the following question: Where is the link that establishes that a specific financial activity corresponds to a case of terrorist financing?

This question is important because the process of legitimizing the proceeds of organized crime activities has long-term, rather than immediate, effects. This is also true of terrorist acts, given that the financing of terrorist organizations is directed to future, rather than immediate, activities. Terrorist organizations are very patient, and they may even spend years planning an attack.

Another important thing to consider in performing this difficult work is the identification of the operations. Identifying a link between the crime and the money once the money has entered the market is practically impossible, because the path taken by the money would have to be retraced. The same is true with respect to the financing of terrorist activities, which is usually done in small amounts. On this point another question arises: How, then, to identify them?

Following various studies performed on different methodologies, and using the knowledge developed by financial institutions for preventing money laundering, it has been concluded that the most appropriate time for locating, identifying and subsequently tracking the money is when it is placed in the financial system, applying the following guidelines for detection:

1. Quantity and quality of the money;
2. Geographic area of origin;
3. Verification of the names involved in the different security lists;
4. Verification with international lists of people and organizations designated as terrorists, as well as entities suspected of being connected with them;
5. Personal qualities, correspondence with the money handled;
6. Transactions that have an unusual character in relation to the customer’s profile; and
7. Transactions that are suspicious based on defined criteria.

23.4 TYPOLGIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM

Funds or resources are categorized as either legal or illegal, depending on their origin.

Legal sources include donations, which represent a significant percentage of the funding of some subversive movements in the world. Donations are made by those who sympathize with the terrorist cause, either personally by individuals with financial power or through public events organized by local associations.

Donations can also be less than voluntary when a terrorist organization enforces in its area of influence and action a compulsory tax, often called a revolutionary tax, which of course hides the extortion of funds, or the misnamed “vaccines” against certain persons, merchants or landowners who have significant assets, or a prosperous company in certain regions of the country.

This modality also includes the collection of funds through charities, non-profit organizations and non-governmental organizations (NGOs), which may be fully aware of the final use of their donations, or may be deceived through a veil of false or real altruistic intentions.

Funds can also be legally collected through different types of commercial activities, such as the sale of goods and services, or the legal professional activities of some members of the organization who may have access to personal loans and productive investments. Short-term stock market speculation is another effective means used for accumulating reserves without the need to use bank transfers.

With respect to illegal sources, most terrorist organizations have resorted to illegal activities in order to supplement their sources of income in ways that resemble the means used by criminal organizations. In addition to being a quick and almost unlimited source of resources, such activities enable terrorist cells to be independent and self-financing. The most common illegal financing modalities are extortion, kidnapping, fraud and theft using violence, smuggling, counterfeiting, prostitution, and human trafficking.
The complicity of different modes and actors involved in terrorist financing is becoming increasingly tight, as complex relations are established among terrorist organizations, political regimes, organized crime groups, guerrillas, and fundamentalist religious organizations.

Terrorist financing typologies do not differ from those of money laundering by organized crime. The choice of such methodology for mobilizing funds for terrorist purposes will depend on the following factors:

1. The logistical and operational importance to the terrorist organization of the volume of funds to be handled;
2. The location of the fund-generating activities;
3. The location of the organization in relation to the areas in which the funds are produced or collected;
4. The location of the logistical activities;
5. The location of the operational activities; and
6. The degree of legal pressure from the fight against terrorism, terrorist financing and money laundering, and, generally, organized crime. This pressure, in turn, depends on such factors as the existence of preventive and suppressive legislation, the active participation of the financial sector, and the sanctions applied and their deterrent power, among others.